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Summary

Valvular heart disease is a common cause oJ circulatory dysfunction. Valve incompetence

increases the hemodynamic burden on the heart and may deteriorate the effective cardiac

output and thus oxygen and metabolic substrate supply. Accurate quantification of valvular

lesions is of clinical relevance regarding the monitoring of disease progression and the optimal

liming for valve surgery. While flow quantification across the heart valve provides data on the

severity of valvular incompetence, the effect of valve disease on ventricular function remains

incompletely described. Assessment of coronary blood supply to the myocardium may extend

the understanding of hemodynamic consequences of valvular heart disease.

Severe valvular lesions require intervention in order to prevent sudden heart failure.

Replacement with mechanical valves is a common procedure and guarantees a high survival

rate. Still, valve prostheses exhibit large alteration of flow patterns compared to normal hear!

valves and require life-long medical treatment. Thus, valve prostheses have been subject of

numerous fluid dynamic studies.

During (he recent years, magnetic resonance (MR) velocity mapping has been demonstrated to

be a powerful modality for quantification of blood flow and assessment of flow patterns in

different regions in the heart and in larger blood vessels. Due to its sequential manner of data

sampling, MR velocity mapping is affected by artifacts originating from tissue motion during

data acquisition. Cardiac and respiratory motion have hampered accurate velocity mapping

near or within the heart. Measurements in small, vigorously moving vessels such as die

coronary arteries have been challenging due to the limited spatial and temporal resolution

provided by conventional imaging strategies. The assessment of flow patterns in three spatial

dimensions has already been demonstrated, but the method is rarely used due to the very long

acquisition time associated with this technique. Once acquired, image processing is needed to

process the large data sets for flow calculation and visualization of flow patterns. Dedicated

procedures are required, since general algorithms solely based on image features may yield

unreliable results due to the varying signabto-noisc ratio and different artifacts specific to MR

images.

The aim of the present thesis was the development of improved methods for the acquisition

and processing of time-resolved, two- and three-dimensional velocity data of cardiac blood

flow.

A new data acquisition scheme providing adaptation of the imaging slice according to cardiac

motion was developed to account for the considerable excursion of the valvular plane.

Thereby, velocity offsets introduced by tissue motion could be corrected and thus allowed a

more accurate quantification of leakage flow through incompetent heart valves. Further, the

moving slice technique provided visualization of \al\e morphology throughout the cardiac

cvclc.
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A hybrid sequence for the assessment of three-dimensional How patterns evolving around heart

valves was implemented and allowed an approximately three-fold decrease in scanning time

compared to previous methods. Image processing for vector and virtual particle paths

visualization provided assessment of flow features around mechanical heart valves implanted in

humans,

Pot flow quantification in the coionary vessels, a respiratory gating scheme combining

prospective profile ordering with partial profile averaging was proposed. The scheme enabled

hce-breathmg assessment of coronary flow under resting and stress condition with high spatial

and temporal resolution within a predefined scanning window. Application in patients

demonstrated the robustness of the approach.

Developments for post-processing of the acquired data included procedures for signal phase

correction and an image segmentation algorithm based on active contour models. Phase

correction was shown to be important for accurate velocity mapping on MR systems with high

magnetic field gradients. In particular, flow visualization based on particle tracing was

demonstrated to be very sensitive to spurious velocity offsets. With regard to the current

interest in MR systems providing high gradient performance phase correction is an essential

post-processing step in flow quantification. Vessel boundary evtraction based on an active

contour model facilitated automated segmentation of imaae data sets with varving signal-to-

noise ratios and different image artifacts. The reliability of segmentation was validated on

phantom data and on in-vivo data sets.

In a clinical study, the moving slice imaging technique was applied to quantify valvular

regurgitation in patients with aortic and mitral incompetence. Correction for cardiac motion

through the imaging slice was demonstrated to be relevant. Vlild-to-nioderate regurgitation

was underestimated by as much as 60%. if correction for cardiac motion was not performed.

A second study aimed at the description of axial blood velocity distributions at different levels

downstream of a prosthetic aortic valve in humans. The moving slice imaging technique

facilitated velocity mapping in the immediate vicinity of the valve throughout the cardiac cycle.

It could be shown that only measurements very close to the valve provide a correlation

between the valve design and the observed alterations in blood velocities. Further downstream,

velocity patterns varied among subjects depending on individual anatomic differences.

The effect of physical exercise on blood flow in the abdominal aorta was studied to investigate

the dependence of exercise level and blood How increase. At high levels of exercise blood flow

became fully antegrade which mishl indicate the beneficial eflect of exercising with regard to

the development of arteriosclerosis.

In conclusion, the presented methods facilitate accurate blood velocity mapping near heart

valves and in (he coronary vessels. Successful application in patients with valvular heart disease

and in subjects with heart valve prostheses indicated the clinical relevance for diagnosis as well

as the importance for basic research of fluid dynamics around native and artificial heart valves.



Zusammenfassung

Erkrankungen der Herzklappen sind häufige l.rsachen lui Störungen des zirkulären Svstems.

lierzklappenfehier können zu einer erhöhten Volumenbelastutig des Herzens führen, wodurch

das effektive Sehiagvolumen und somit die Sauerstoff- und Nährstoffversorgung des Körpers

negativ becintlussl werden kann. Eine genaue Quantifizierung der Hcrzklappeninsuffizienz ist

von klinischer Bedeutung in Hinblick auf die Überwachung des Krankheitsvcrlaufs und zur

Bestimmung des optimalen Zeitpunktes einer chirurgischen Intervention. Vlit der

Quantifizierung von Blutfluss über Herzklappen können Daten gewonnen werden, die es

erlauben, den Schweregrad der Herzklappenetkranknng zu bestimmen, Auswirkungen der

Hcrzklappeninsuffizienz auf die Funktion des linken Ventrikels des Herzens können damit

jedoch nicht beschrieben werden. Die Erfassung der koronaren Blutversorgung des

Herzmuskels ist eine mögliehe Methode, um che hämodynamischen Auswirkungen von

Herzklappeninsuffizienzen auf die Funktion des linken Ventrikels zu erfassen.

Schwere Herzklappencrkrankungen erfordern chirurgische Intervention. Häufig werden

krankhafte Herzklappen durch mechanische Herzklappe nimplantate ersetzt. Der

Herzklappcnersatz ist eine relativ sichere Operation und garantiert hohe Überlebensraten.

Dennoch, Veränderungen der Strömungsnnister durch künstliche Herzklappen erfordern

lebenslange medikamentöse Behandlung der Patienten. Entsprechend sind

Hcrzklappenprothcsen Gegenstand unterschiedlicher strömungsclynamischer Studien.

Die Magnct-Resonanz-Tomographie hat sich als leistungsfähiges bildgebendes Verfahren zur

Quantifizierung von Blutfluss und Strömungsmustern in verschiedenen Regionen des Herzens

und grösserer Blutgefässe erwiesen. Durch die sequentielle Datenau(nähme fiir ein Bild können

sich jedoch Bildstörungen ergeben, die durch Bewegung des aufzunehmenden Gewebes

während der Datenaufnahme hervorgerufen werden. Die Bewegung des Herzens, und

überlagert, die Bewegung durch Atmung fuhren zu bngenanigkeiten bei der Bestimmung von

Blutflussgesehvvindigkeiten. Blutflussmessuiigen in den Koronararterien sind problematisch

aufgrund der limitierten örtlichen und zeitlichen Auflösung konventioneller Messmethoden. Die

Erfassung von dreidimensionalen Blutfinssgcschwindigkeitsfeklern erfordert sehr lange

Messzeilen, die damit eine Anwendung der Methode m Patienten ausschliessen. Nach der

Datenaufnahme sind grosse Datensätze für die Blutflussberechnung und für die Darstellung

von Strömungsmustern zu bearbeiten. Aufgrund variierender Bildqualität und verschiedener

Bildstörungen sind dedizierte Bildverarbeitungsroutinen notwendig.

Das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeil bestand in der Entwicklung verbesserter Methoden für die

Aufnahme und Bearbeitung zwei- und dreidimensionaler Blutflussgeschwindigkeitsdaten des

Herzens.

Eine neue Aufnahmemethode, mit der die Position der bildgebenden Schicht der

Herzbewegung nachgefühlt wird, winde entwickelt. Dadurch konnten Geschwindigkeifsfehler
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durch Gewebebewegung korrigiert und somit eine genauere Quantifizierung von Blutfluss

durch Herzklappen durchgeführt werden.

Eine schnelle hybride Aufnahmetechnik fur die Quantifizierung dreidimensionaler

Geschwindigkeitsvektorfelder wurde implementiert und erlaubte eine erhebliche Verringerung

der Messzeit im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen Methoden. Bildvcrarbeitungsroutinen zur

Darstellung von Geschwindigkeitsvektorfeldera und Berechnung virtueller Partikel-Bahnen

erlaubten die Evaluierung dreidimensionaler Strömungsmusler an künstlichen Herzklappen in

Patienten.

Für die Blulflussquanlifizierung in Koronargefässen wurde ein Kompcnsalionsverfahren für die

Atembcwegung beruhend auf der prospektiven Einordnung und partiellen Mitfefwcrtbildung

von Akquisitionsprofilen vorgeschlagen Dieses Schema ermöglichte die Bestimmung von

Koronarblutlluss mit hoher zeitlicher und räumlicher Auflösung unter Ruhe und Stress in

Patienten.

Die Nachbearbeitung der aufgenommenen Daten erforderte die Korrektur von Phascnfehlern

und die Segmentation von Blutgefässen. Die Notwendigkeit einer zusätzlichen

Phasenkorrektur wurde im Besonderen bei der Berechnung von Partikel-Bahnen auf der

Grundlage dreidimensionaler Geschvvincligkeitsvektordatcn demonstriert. Fiir die

Gefässsegiueniation ist ein Verfahren beruhend auf Aktiv-Konturen entwickelt worden. Die

Zuverlässigkeit der Segmentation wurde anhand von Phantomdaten und in-vivo Daten gezeigt.

In einer klinischen Studie erfolgte die Anwendung des bewegungsadaptierenden

Messverfahrens, um che Regurgitation an Aorten- und Mitralklappen in Patienten zu

quantifizieren. Es wurde gezeigt, class ohne Bewegungskorrektur leichte bis mittelschwere

Regurgitation um bis zu 60% unterschätzt wird.

Die Durchführung einer zweiten Studie mit dem bewegungsadaptierenden Verfahren hatte das

Ziel, Geschwindigkcitsverteilungen stromabwärts künstlicher Herzklappen in Patienten zu

beschreiben. Es konnte gezeigt werden, class nur Messungen m unmittelbarer Nähe der

Herzkappe einen Rückschluss auf das Herzklappendesign erlauben. Messungen in grösserer

Entfernung zur Herzklappe wiesen grosse Enterschiede durch variierende Anatomie in

unterschiedlichen Patienten auf.

Der Einfluss von physischer Belastung auf den Blutfluss in der absteigenden Aorta wurde in

einer drillen Studie untersucht. Mit zunehmender Belastung verringerte sich die retrograde

Komponente des Bluttlusses bis zu einem vollständigen Verschwinden von retrogradem Fluss

unter hoher Belastung. Diese Ergebnisse weisen auf che Vorteile pbvsischer Belastung in

Hinblick auf die Entwicklung von Arterienverkalkung hin.

Die vorgestellten Methoden ermöglichen eine genaue Quantifizierung von

Blutllussgeschwindigkeiten an Herzklappen und in den Koronargefässen. Mit der Anwendung

der Techniken an Patienten mit Herzklappenerkrankungen und an Patienten mit künstlicher

Herzklappe konnten die klinische Relevanz und die Bedeutung für grundlegende

slröniungsdynamischc Forschung gezeigt werden.



Introduction

Clinical background

Valvular diseases cause an increased hemodynamic load on the heart. Chrome valvular

incompetence may lead to impaired myocardial fund ion and eventual progression toward heart

failure. Accordingly, current diagnostic modalities aim at the detection of progressing valvular

lesions before irreversible changes of the myocardium have developed. Symptomatic patients

with severe valvular lesions are referred for valve replacement or valve repair surgery (I). In

asymptomatic and mildly symptomatic patients, however, there is ongoing controversy about

the optimal timing for intervention (2). Thus, a quantitative diagnostic modality providing

indices for prediction of optimal post-operative results is a premise for improved patient care.

Valve replacement with proslhetic heart valves is a common and relatively safe intervention.

However. late complications such hemolysis and thromboembolic events have been related to

fluid dynamic disturbances of specific valve designs (3). Investigation of flow patterns around

proslhetic valves in-vivo may help lor development of new and optimized valve designs and

thus might improve the long-term success of valve replacement surgery.

Diagnostic modalities

In clinical practice, methods of echocardiography are routinely involved for evaluation of heart

valve disease and heart valve function. While these modalities provide sufficient morphological

information, the assessment of hemodynamic characteristics is often hampered hy the

inadequacy to resolve spatial distributions of velocities. limitation due to the restricted echo

window, and the inability to register multiple velocity components.

Magnetic resonance imaging has evolved to an accurate diagnostic complement for evaluating

ventricular geometry and function (4, 5). The ability to encode blood velocity (6) in arbitrary

spatial directions holds potential for accurate quantification of transvalvular blood flow and

thus for quantification of valvular incompetence (7). Furthermore, the capability to register

time-resolved blood velocity vector fields may provide three-dimensional descriptions of

complex flow patterns evoking around heart valves.

However, several limitations apply to current methods used for magnetic resonance velocity

mapping near or within the heart. Accurate positioning of an imaging slice is hampered by the

excursion of the valvular plane during the cardiac cycle. Myocardial contraction and relaxation

arc referred to as the active motion of the heart. The active motion is a potential source for

misregistration of low blood velocities. Acquired images represent velocity magnitudes

resulting from blood velocities superimposed by the velocity of through-plane motion of the

heart. Accordingly, leakage flow through heart valves may be considerably underestimated if

the active motion of the heart is not taken into account.
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Additionally, the heart moves as the result of breathing motion. This motion component is

denoted the passive motion of the heart and results predominantly in image artifacts. Current

acquisition strategies make use of breath-holding tor respiratory artifact suppression. However,

due to limitations m measurement tune, these approaches cannot provide high spatial and

temporal resolution and therefore provide inadequate aceuracv tor flow quantification. !n

addition, the hemoclvnamic slate of a snbiect is prone to alterations dining brealh-holchng and

die re lore docs not reflect line resting conditions (81

Objectives

Ann of the present work was to develop improved acquisition and post-processing methods

allowing for accurate quantification of blood velocities aionnd head valves and in the coronary

vessels. Dedicated techniques foi compensation of the active motion of the heart are presented

in combination with improved icspiraiorv gating strategies joi image artifact reduction.

Cunont limitations associated with the long acquisition duration of time-resolved three

dimensional velocity mapping are addressed with a (une-efficient data-sampling scheme.

Further developments of respiratory gating aim at tobust quantihcation of coronary How

dining si less testing of patients.

As a premise for accurate data evaluation, dedicated active contour models for automatic

vessel boundary extraction from phase contrast data sets are proposed. Tools for visualizing

complex flow patterns based on three-dimensional time-resolved data sets are developed.

The accuracy and feasibility of the chtferent methods pioposed are validated hi phantom

studies, m healthy volunteers and m studies including patients with valvular heart disease

Outline

In chapter 1, developments for cardiac magnetic resonance velocity mapping are presented.

First, moving slice imaging introducing adaptation of the imaging slice according to the active

motion of the heart is described Second, mi efficient data acquisition scheme for lime-resolved

three-dimensional vclocitv mapping is proposed. Developments for visualizing flow pal terns

based on particle path integration arc included and in-\ivo applications m patients with

prosthetic aortic heart valves are demonstrated. In the thud subchapter, a respiratory phase re

ordei ing scheme is presented, allowing quantification of eotoiuuv sinus flow during stress

testing in patients.

Developments presented m chapter 2 focus on post-processing techniques for evaluation of

data acquired with magnetic resonance velocity mapping. Birst, phase errors associated with

data acquisition on current systems with high performance magnetic field gradients are

discussed. Methods for phase correction arc briefly described Subsequently, a dedicated active

contour model for segmental ion ol \essel eioss sections in magnetic resonance image sets is

pieseotcd with its validation in-vitro and its application on data a^quned m humans.

In chapter E the potential of the new techniques is demonstiated bv means of studies

performed in patients with prosthetic heart valves, m patients with valvulat heart disease and in
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healthy subjects. In the first study, velocity distributions in the near vicinity of prosthetic aortic

heart valves are investigated at ditlercnt distances from the valve using mewing slice velocity

mapping. The second subchapter includes the application of moving slice imaging for

quantification of régurgitation in patients with aortic and mitral valve incompetence. Finally, a

study demonstrating flow measurements immediately after ergometer exercise indicates the

capabilities of a fast acquisition scheme for physical stress testing.
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Chapter 1

Improved Velocity Mapping Techniques

1.1 Moving Slice Imaging

Abstract

A method for magnetic resonance cine velocity mapping through heart valves with adaptation

of both slice offset and angulation according to the motion of the valvular plane of the heart is

presented. Using a subtractivc labeling technique, basal myocardial markers are obtained and

automatically extracted for quantification of heart motion al the valvular level. The captured

excursion of the basal plane is used to calculate the slice offset and angulation of each required

time frame for cine velocity mapping. Through-plane velocity offsets are corrected by

subtracting velocities introduced by basal plane motion from the measured velocities.

For évaluai ion of the method, flow measurements downstream from the aortic valve were

performed with and without slice adaptation in 11 healthy volunteers and in 4 patients with

aorlic regurgitation. Maximum thronsh-plane motion at the aortic root level as calculated from

the labeled markers was 8.9 mm on average m the volunteers and 6.5 mm in the patients. The

left coronary root was visible in 2-4 (mean: 2.2) time frames during early diastole when

imaging with a spat tally-fixed slice. Tune frames obtained with slice adaptation did not contain

the coronary roots. Motion correction increased the apparent regurgitant volume by 5.7±0.4

ml for patients with clinical aortic regurgitation. Thai amounts to about 50 % increase.

The proposed method provides flow measurements with correction for through-plane motion

perpendicular to the aortic root between the valvular annulus and the coronary ostia

throughout the cardiac cycle.

Heart molten adapted cine phase-cotttrast i'iow nitastticntents thiounii the aortic valve.

S. Kozeihc. M.B. Scheidender, E.M. Pedersen, P. Boesi^er

Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, 42, 970-978(1999)
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Introduction

The assessment of flow duough the aoitic valve is impoitant foi the evaluation ol left

venliicuku lunction Aoitic tcauigitatiou t \R) niav lead to venlncnlai dysfunction and

necessitates appiopnale tiealment (1) Seutal invasive txnd noninvasive methods have been

investigated fo measnie \R I choeauhogiaphic technique^ have been used clinically foi

qualitative assessment (2-5) The tegtiigitant ]ct caused bv an impaired valve was quantified by

means ol coloi Dopplet echocaichogiaphv and cine magnetic icsonance (MR) imaging (6-9)

Semi-quantitative indexes of leguigitation weie established toi MR imaging lelaling the

geomefiy ol the jet into the lett ventuele to the seventy ol AR ( 10)

ime MR phase eontiast (PC) ineasmements allow accuiaic noninvasive velocitv mappm?

'hioushout (he catenae cycle and have been applied io uicasuie loitic tccuigitafion

quantitatively ( 1 1-M) In common piaclice the imaging slice is positioned peipendieuku to tin

aoita and velocity thiough the slice is encoded Accoidmalv die instantaneous velocity

d'sti ibution ovei the entiie vessel eioss section is obtained

In ( 13) a slice position between the aoitic \alve annulus and the coionaiy ostia was louncl to

minimize the inlluence ol coionaiy flow, aoitic compliance and vessel geomefiy on the

accuiacy ol the measuied leguigitant flow Flowe\ei, basal felt ventuculai points move as

much as 13 mm m the long axis dnection < 14 16) 1 hus, a static imaging slice neai the basal

plane may not contain the slice ol liiteicsf loi all phases ol the caidiat cvele

Fuitheimoie, the measuied velocity is chstotted by the velocitv component inttoduced bv the

thiough-plane motion of the tissue ol mteicst Dunns systole the basal plane ol the heait

moves fowaids the apex and blood is simultaneously elected thiough the aoitic valve In eaily

diastole the basal plane moves back to its initial position Accotdmgly, the acquited velocity

maps icpiesent a supeiposition ol blood How velocity telativc to the valve and velocity

mlioduced by the exclusion ol the basal plane ol the heai t

In assessing tiicuspid flow by PC measmcmenls, the thiough plane velocitv was collected by

subtiactuig the phase ol pixels sunounding manualh cliawn vessel contenus (17) The

teiiabililv ol this method tnav sullei liom low signal-to-noise ol the baekgiound tissue and

inaccmacies ol contont settings Velocity euoi collection toi mcasuiemcnts peipcnchculai io

the ascending aoita is luithei complicated b\ uisiillictent sicnal horn the aoitic vessel wall and

by signal liom the ad|accnt blood pools (18)

We piopose a method toi PC velocity mapping to adapt slice offset and angulation dynamically

throughout the caidiac c\cle {STiatk) Slice adaptation is accomplished by mapping the

d ijccloty ol labeled basal points of the heait to the lcqutted slice position pcipenchculai to the

lot la The obtained velocitv maps aie conceted loi thiough-plane motion by subtiactuig the

c ilculaicd thiough-plane velocitv ot the slice ol mieiesi liom the measuied blood flow

velocities Image distoilion and misalignment of dilfeient acquisitions due to lespiialoiy

motion is addiessed by using navigatot gating and navmaioi piospcetive slice collection in

coninncfion with Sliaik
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Methods

The procedure for velocity mapping with slice adaptation in the vicinity of the aortic valve

involved three steps.

Labelin«: A cine imaging sequence with a labeling prepulse was performed within a single

breath-hold to mark points of the basal plane. Basal plane motion was quantified based on

automatically segmented basal maikers.

Valve localisation: Navigator galed cine acquisitions were subsequently carried out (o localize

the aortic valve annulus.

Velocity mapping: Adaptation of the imaging slice position according to the basal plane motion

was used to map blood velocities in the vicinity of the aoitic valve. Navigator echoes were

incorporated for respiratory gating and prospective slice correction.

Labeling

Basal points of the myocardium were marked in a plane perpendicular to the four chamber

view and were subsequently imaged within the lour chamber view (Figure 1.1). It was assumed

that the axis of basal plane rotation is perpendicular to the four-chamber view. This is based on

results published by Karwalowski et al. in (15) verifying approximately equal velocities in the

anterior and inferior walls and considerably different velocities in the lateral and septal walls.

The subtractive labeling technique required two excitations, each with a 90° slice-selective

pulse follovved by a 90° non-selective block pulse. The phase of the block pulse was toggled

between 0° and 180° for the two consecutive excitations. Label imaging was accomplished by

a multi heart phase scan with EPI readouts. In order to keep the label contrast constant over

time, an optimal flip angle series «, was calculated recursively for all heart phases k according

to:

a, = aretanl smo^y
' ! [1]

I ,

The relaxation time 7, was set Io 870 ms. Depending on the actual heart rale, the final flip

angle was determined as described in (19) and ranged between 20-25°.

The thickness of the labeling slice was set to 4 mm. Scan parameters for label imaging were:

2.1x3.0 mm2 in-plane resolution, 10 mm slice thickness, 11 EPI readouts after each excitation

and a temporal resolution of 40 ms, Data acquisition was perlormed during one end-expiration

breath-hold lasting 14 heart beats. Signal was received with a five element cardiac phased array

coil.
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G,

-J

Labeling
90° 0*90°

Imaging

H-1 lip

£\ Hl

G„ A_A_A_

v\ (b)

G„.

\_J I
„

repeat hp*r» times

repeat 2 times

Fiquie 1 I Labeling séquence Ino excitations with a combination of a 00° slice-

sc It i live and a ±f-)LP non-selective ptihe an applied to lahi I tissue of the basal plane

(a) Aftei the labeling picpulse, cine miaçinç ol tin It in (hu'iibei \iex\ plane (b) is

peifonmd Rx suhtiacting the complex nnaqes of c one spondaic tunc liâmes collided

(lining tin (wo excitations maikeis ol the basal plane aie ohenned The nunibci ol

heait phase iniaaes and the R-R exchs tecpiiicd cue denoted with hp and n,

i e spec in eh

Foi last, semi-automatic extinction oi the labeled points (Etante 1 2) and calculation ol the

icquiied slice positions foi velocity mapping, a dedicated compute! piogiam was designed to

inn on die scannen console

Finnic 1 2 Motion ol tin basal plane is quantified bx automatic iiaanq ol maikeis on

the ii%ht-\entileulea (R\ ) septal and h li-vciiuietilai (I\ ) walls

Initiallv the usei had lo identiiv the two maikeis ttom the septal and the lett-ventiiculai vvall on

an aibitiaiy time hame Automatic segmentation was subsequenth pcitoimcd lo extiaet (he

maiket positions m all icmainmg lime liâmes m a sequential mannci Foi segmentation,

elliptical masks aiound the two selected points weie calculated The long axis ol the ellipses

wis petpendiculai to the vectoi connecting the iwo maikeis Using the pixel values within

e ich mask a tfueshold was deleimined and applied to maik pixels exceeding the (hieshold The

centci of giavity ol the maiked positions lound within each mask was saved as the maikci

Dosilion ol the cunent time name The positions ol the masks weie updated lot each time
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hame aecoichng to the maikei positions oi rhe pieviously piocessed, tempoialiy neighbonng

lime hame

Valve localization

Cine segmented k-spaee acquisitions with navigatoi gating and piospcctive slice conçu ton

within a ^ mm gating window wen used to initiallv lot tlize die vahc

Pencil-beam navigatoi echoes weie applied immediately beloie (leading navigatoO and aitci

(tiaihng navigatoi) (he acquisition ot the niulti head phase data Onlv if the leading ind the

tiailing navigatoi weie within the gating window weie data accepted loi icconstiuciion Bv

means ol a piescan. the icfeicnce kernel lepiescnting the end expuatoiy position and thus the

gating window position was aulomaticallv defined

The displacement oi the leading navigatoi with tespect to the leletencc kernel il within the

gating window, was used loi piospectivc slice collection (2(h Since the tactoi used to scale

fhe diaphiagm motion (21 ) to the eianial-caudal motion oi the imaging plane vanes individually

(22), a shoit cnd-inspuaoon and end-cxptiation bieath-hold scan was acquued be lote

peiioimtng navigatoi -gated acquisitions to calculate this iactoi toi each individual subiccl

In plane îesoliition loi valve localization was I 2xi / mm
,
slice thickness 8 mm lempoial

lesolution d) ms and a constant flip angle ol 20e was used Fi actional echo sampling icsultcd

in an echo time ot 2 1 ms The scan duiation was I M') mm (gating eihciency 60%, heait late

70 heats/mm)

The acquued images weie viewed m a cine loop and (he nine liame with best depiction of die

valvulai leaflets was chosen The liame lendeiing the valvulai leaflets optimally was usuallv

acquued clunng eaily diastole, but the time point vancd snclividiially loi each subieet On the

selected liame /
,

the initial slice loi velocity mapping was adjusted peipenchculai to I he

ascending aoita ^ mmdownstieam ol the valve

Velocity mapping

The imaging plane \(t) ol each time hame / foi velocity mapping was calculated bv mapping

the tiajectoiy ot the plane B\t) mfcisccting the septal and the left-ventnculai maikei lo the

lequued imaging slice position R\t ) as set on the time hame t
a dutmg valve localisation

(Figuic 1 3) The slice oilsets and totational angles ot the imaging plane A\t) loi velocity

mapping weie then automatical Iv ted back to the scannet conti ol

Since (he labeling, locahzei and phase contiasl sequences diffeied m hcuil phase mteival, the

tiajectoiy ol labeled points had to be mteipolated bv cubic polynomials beloie vectoi mapping

Thiough plane velocities ol tissue within the slice ot inteiest weie obtained bv calculai mg the

lempoial denvattves ol the imaging slice traiectoix at the aoitic valve level Loi (be desned lime

points / ot the caidiac cycle Eoi numeiieal dillcientialion a fhiee-pomt lagiangian

mteipolation was used Since the nonnal vectoi ot the imaging plane peipendiculai to (he aoitic

mot n My) and the ooimal vectoi of fhe basal plane n' id) ate not necessanly paiallck the

Ihiough-plane velocities of (he basal plane i (/) had to be scaled to give the liiiough-planc

velocities at the aoitic loot level i
, , (/) as tollovvs
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The vectoi nl denotes the noimal vectoi of the plane mtei seeling fhe septal and the le li¬

ve ntticulai maikei peipendiculai to the foui-chambei view plane

Finnic 13 In oulei to cahitlate iln turn dependent imaging plane

A{t) h\t) ci[t)-= a{){/) foi \chhiix mapping tin lia/ccton ol hie basal plane

B[t) nB\t) b(t) = bn[t) is mapped to the leleiciiee plane R(i ) enen at the aoitic

)cilve le\el pc ipendic ttlai to fhe aoitic 1001 Iht \ectots nx\t), n \t) cue the iniitv

vectoi s noimal to plane A\l) and B[t) lespcctneh The scellais a, it) /y(/) denote

the chslane c of the plane s to the oiicni ol the c ooielniate s\ sic at

Eoi velocity quantification, a sequence mteiieaving the two velocity encoding segments with

How compensation in measurement and in phase-encoding ducclion was used (Figuie I 4)

Navigatoi gating and piospective slice collection within the "s mm gating window addiessed

lespiiatoiy motion The end-exp nation navigatoi leleience and the gating window level horn

the pievious localization scan weie used So align the eunent diaphiagm position with (he

pievious diaphiagm position dining data acquisition

Using a held oi view ol 256 mm and a matnx ot 2^6 lesulted in 1x1 mm in-plane lcsolution

Slice thickness was 5 mm A tempoial tcsolution of ^0 ms was chosen Since navigatoi

pioeessing dining scanning lequned 40 ms the ti iggei delav w as 42 ms The encoding velocity

was sel to SO cm/s m a sludv of healthv volunteeis nul to 120 cm/s toi an investigation of

patients with aoitic msutficieney To ieduce dephasmg eltects as oiten seen neai heait valves

due Lo ehsfuibed flow. 75% ot the full echo was acquued icstilttng m an echo time ol s 7-4 t

ms Missing samples weie zeio padded and an asxmmetnc weighting (unction was applied to

cential k-space data beloie Founei Liansfoim Assuming a gating ctbcicncv of 60% and a heait

tale ol 70 beals/mm. (he scan lasted 4 10 nun
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Finnic 14 Veloatx mapping \ qiadienl echo secjtience uueih a\ing the two \clociiv

encoding segments with //on compensation in phase tin acinic and nnasiiienient

dnection is used Slice offset and annulation (a) of each iccpiued hceut phase cue

adapted to \al\ulai plane motion Ncnutatoi echoes tinouçh fhe dome of the uqht

henu c/iaphia«in (b) cue cuc/uind lev icspmdois çawiq and prospective slice

collection Ihc nnnibei eh Inail phase imaçcs and Hu RR cycles icepniccl aie

denoted with lip and n i espc etnas

Immediately altei the slice adaptation scan a second mcasuiement with a spatially bxed

imaging slice was acquued foi comparison I he slice positions ol the scan weie set to the slice

gcometiy of the hist time liante Liom the slice adapted scan and weie identical loi all heatl

phases

Blood flow velocity mapping was peilotnied in 1 1 healthy volunteers (mean age 32 2 tanee

26-56, v female) and m 4 patients with aoitic legiugit ition (mean d2e 60 muge A) 7^ 1

male) altei obtaining wntten consent In otdci to assess icpioducibihty of basal plane labeling

and maikei iccognilion 4 volunteeis weie measuied twice on scpaiatc occasions MR

measuiemcnts weie earned out using a Philips Gvioscan \CS-NI 1 54 whole body scannei

(Philips Medical Systems, Best fhe Nethet lands) equipped with giadients ol 21 mF/m

amplitude and 100 mT/in/ms slew late 4 he subjects weie placed in supine position

Image analysis

Initiallv, phase shuts caused bv ecldv ciments weie compensated bv subliactmg a hncai two-

dimensional tunction obtained horn i least-squue fit to the data nom stationary tissue Altei

phase unwiapping vessel contents weie automaticalh exit acted using active contenu based

segmentation (2L
s.

'

Since the measuied velocity is a supeiposition ol blood How velocity thiough the valve and

thiough plane velocity ol the slice of mteiest the second component as calculated horn basal

plane motion was subtiacted to obtain velocity cd the blood flow without influence ot valvulai

plane motion

in oielci to validate the simplet thiough plane velot itv collection as desctibed in (17) loi the

aoitic \àWc, a second contour suiioumhng the segmented vessel conloui with an mcieased
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îadins ol 2 pixels was defined Accordingly velocity ot backgiound tissue was dcteimined by

aveiaging velocitv data bom the nm given bv the two contouis foi each lime frame

By mtegialmg pixel velocity ovei the c ontoui aica instantaneous blood flow ot each lime

it imc was calculated Vessel aiea vessel umlotu displacenienl antl fhe peicentage ot vessel

ma coveted bv, antegrade and ictiogiacle flow dunng the taidnc tvde wetc deteinnned loi

the mcasuiement s acquued v\ ith and w ilhout slice adaptation

A Student / test was pciloimed to indicate the statistical significance ol obseived dilleienees

between two methods A p value < 0 05 was considered to indicate statistical significance

Results

Die tiajectoiy ol basal plane motion was automatically extiacted horn the basal maikeis in all

subjects and allowed calculation ot the slice position and (he collection lot thiough-plane

motion foi each heait phase ol the caidiac vvcie

\ssessment ol basal plane motion in lout volunteeis on two separate occasions lesultecl in a

mean diflcieiicc in peak aoitic thiough-plane motion and peak velocity ol aoitic thiough-plane

motion ol 0 7±0 4 mm and 0 5+0 6 cm/s tmean+SD) lespectivclv

The motion collection method as desciibcd in (17) lesulted in unieliable detcimmation ot

thiough-plane velocities of stationaiy tissue suiiounchng the aoita The standaid deviation ol

velocity within the nm given bv the vessel contom and the conlom sutiounding the vessel

vOqIoul was 16 1 cm/s on avciage ovct all lime-liamcs in all measuied patients The mean

velocity within the iim aveiaged ovei all patients (Eiguie I ~>a) was significantly diifeient

(p-T)OOl) horn t hi ou sir-plane velocity deteimiued bv the labeling method m the patients

(Figutc 1 5b)

a) m

i + jsL

m

hk
00 125 ISO ! s ">00

~~throuqh thne velic yfref 1

time nomnhzecl to end svstole [ o]

1

—~îhrou:j!i phne t !oc ty (si 3 k

t me noim^li^ed to end systole j°o|

Figuie 1 5 Compaiison of instantaneous thioiiqlt plane vdocitie s inican±SD) of the

basal plane deteimiiu d a) w ith the motion collection nu thod eh sc nbc d in (17) and b)

with the piesented labeling method loi all patiaits cm ii\ciac,t

Using slice adaptation based on the extiacted basal maikeis it was possible to maintain the

slice position between the coionaiv ostia and the valvulai annulus as seen in the modulus

images uif iguie I 6 (c d)
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Fiquic 16 Modulus Junius obtained without tab Shack off) and with slice

adaptation (eel Slunk on) at two diffoent rime points of the cardiac cycle m

voluntcci #5 Hit left coionaix ioc>t moxed into the unaqinq plane eluiinq cenh

diastole when unaqmq with a speitialb pud slice lb) Usinq slice eideiplatte>n the

iniaqinq plane tiacked basal plane motion and 'In n icuspicl confiquiaiion ol the aoitic

vahi was maintained m ecuh dias'ole tell

The left coionaiy loot moved into some time hames acquued without slice adaptation as

shown fot (he eaily diastolic image (6b) In contiast the eaily diastolic image obtained with

slice adaptation was still positioned between the coionaiv toots and the valvulai annulus (6d)

In all subjects the lclt coionaiv loot was visible m 2-4 (mean 2 2) time frames cluimg eaily

diastole when imaging with a spatially fixed slice Tunc hames obtained with the adaptive

technique did not contain the coionaiy toots

Fhe mean ot maximum long-axis conn action was 12 1±1 6 mm in the volunteeis and ! 1 3±2 ^

mm m the patients (Table 1 1) Maximum thiough plane motion ol the aoitic valve annulus

was 8 9+1 8 mm (volunteeis) and 6 5±t Q mm (patients) Peak velocity ol the thiough-plane

motion of the aoitic valve annulus was h 8+1 9 cm/s and 6 1±2 j cm/s on avciage foi the

voluntecis and loi the patients lespectivelv Maximum lolation of the imaging slice 5 mm

downstieam horn the aoitic valve annulus aiound the VP axis was about 7 cleg wheicas

îotation aiound the RE axis was negligible
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Table 1,1: Motion parameters.

Volunteers (n=11)

max long-axis contraction [mm]

max aortic through-plane motion [mm]

max velocity of aortic motion [cm/s]

antero-posterior rotation [deg]

Patients with AR (n=4)

jTjean. _SD_

12.1 1.6

8.9 1.8

8.8 1.9

7,3 1.4

range

9.9-44.2

6.4-11.3

5.5-11.3

5.9-10.3

max long-axis contraction

max aortic through-plane motion

max velocity of aortic motion

antero-posterior rotation

[mm]

[mm]

[cm/s]

idegl_

11.3 2.3

6.5 3.0

6.1 2,3

6.1 3,3

9.2-13.7

3.4-10.2

3.1-8,4

3.6-10.7

Long-axis contraction was directly measured from basal myocardial markers.

Through-plane motion of the aortic valve annulus wets calculated by mapping

basal plane motion to the pleine perpendicular to the aortic root. The angles refer

to the maximum rotation of the imaging plane at the aortic valve level

perpendicular to the aortic root.

The most rapid motion of the basal plane and the aortic valve annulus took place during early

diastole, at a time period between 125%-150% of end systole (Figure 1.7). This introduced a

considerable error into the blood flow velocities measured during diastole, if the through-plane

motion of the valvular annulus was not considered (Figure 1.8).

s o

a) Jong-axis Hisplncomon^

"—*—b) aortic valve displacement
"——" c) ïhrouglvplane velocity

time normalized to end systole [%]

Figure 1.7: Excursion of the basal plane and through-plane displacement with,

corresponding through-plane velocities of the aortic valve during the cardiac cycle for

all volunteers on average. The displacement of the basal plane (a) was quantified from

markers obtained with the labeling technique and was mapped to the aortic valve

position perpendicular to the ascending aorta (b). Through-plane velocity (mean+SD)

was then derivedfrom the excursion of the aortic valve level (c).
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Figure 1.8: Aortic flow curve obtained with slice adaptation in volunteer #5. Throuah-

pleine motion of the aortic valve annulus considerably distorts the measured

instantaneous blood flow (Quw>)- #v subtracting the velocity component introduced by

the excursion of the basal plane, the corrected aortic llow is obtained.

Comparing the blood volume ejected during sv stole without and with correction for through-

plane motion, a difference of 8.6+3.1 ml and 9.5+1.5 ml tor normal volunteers and for patients

with aortic regurgitation was found on average (Fable 12). That amounts to 8.7+4.0 %

increase in normals, and 7.7+1.8 % increase in patients with respect to the measurement

without correction. Conversely, correction for through-plane motion reduced the apparent

diastolic volume in normals by 7.3±L.7 mi. corresponding to 49.3±15.3 % decrease.

Table 1.2: Blood volumes before and etiler correction for through-plane motion.

Volunteers (n=11) Systolic volume [ml] Diastolic volume [ml]

uncorrected (mean+SD) 101.43+11.97 16.17+5 50

corrected (mean±SD) 110 06111.21 8.89+5 13

difference (mean±SD) 8.63A3.1 1* -7.28±1.7L

Patients with AR (n=4) Systolic volume [mi]
.

Regurgitant volume [mi]

uncorrected (meamtSD) 86 77-24.27 11.28±4.17

corrected (mean+SD) 93 27^25.30 16.9214.37

ditterence mneanrSD) 6 50-1.53" 5.65+0.35*

Volumes are calculated with and without correction lor velocitx offsets introduced

by through-plane motion of the aortic valve for the i ohmlecr and patient

population. Patients with moderate AR eis assessed wall echocardiography were

investigated. Statisticalh significant differences arc indicated < ).

The apparent regurgitant volume derived from data measured in the patients (Figure 1.9)

increased by 5.7+0.4 ml. equivalent to 56.7+25.3 % increase, with correction for through-

plane motion.
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Figuie 1 9 Modulus (uppei iowi and phase (Iowa low) tinaqes acquued with slue

adaptation m patient #4 showine. mode i ate aoitic u qui qitation Re qui quant How is

seen m the phase imaqc obtained F'2 ms if la R wa\e

Evaluation ot aoitic vessel aiea changes dining the caidiac cycle levealed an tnciease cluting

systole when using slice adaptation, wheieas a deciease was obseived without slice adaptation

(Figuie 1 10) Regaidmg vessel contoui displacement calculited as displacement ot (he

contoui ccntei ol giavity ovei time, less in-plane motion w is seen with slice adaptalion as

shown foi a typical sub|cct il iguie 1 10)
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Fiquie I 10 Chctnqe of aoitic ana and displacement of the eoidoui eentei of qiaup

diinnq the eaieheic csele eis calculated fn>m aulomaluuln extiacted contains m

\olunteci A5 Ustnq slice adaptation me etianqc m aoitic aiea showed an txpctad

10% me lease diinnq eeutx sxstoh wheieas a 20( dicnase is seen without slue

adaptation Fuithcimeve \c ssc I displac email wtdun flu imaqt ftame s is leduced h\

appioumateh ^0% when ustnq slice adaptation

the peicentage ol the vessel cioss sectional nca coveied bv mtegiade llow as measuied with

slice adaptation was signiticantly smallei (p<4)05) dining the tunc pel tod of $Q-l2()0/< ol end

systole compaied to the measntement vvithout slice adaptation llovvcvci, the aveiage flow

values calculated loi that tune period did not diffei sigmticantlv
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Discussion

It has been stated that aoitic compliance and coronary flow negatively affect the accuracy of

diastolic blood flow measuremen 1 s through fhe aortic valve if the imaging slice is loo far

downstream of the valvular annulus. In-vitro validation using a compliant aortic root model

(I.A proved thai the slice position between the valvular annulus and the coronary ostia

provides the most accurate results. However, this study did not take into account the

movement old he valvular plane during the cardiac evcle.

In this study we quantified tins excursion of the valvular plane and calculated the

corresponding through-plane motion at the aortic valve level during the cardiac cycle. This

information was used to adapt the slice position dynamically throughout the cardiac cycle and

to correct for through-plane velocity offsets

The values obtained for left-ventricular, septal and right-ventricular motion are in accordance

with the literature t 14-16). The corresponding through-plane motion of the aortic valve

annulus is considerable, especially during carlv diastole, and distorts (he velocity data leading

to a significant error in the measured valvular flow if this is nol taken into account. This was

demonstrated by calculating instantaneous flow from velocities introduced solely by through-

plane motion of (he slice of interest. Assuming an actual regurgitant flow of 10 ml/beat, Ibis

motion might lead to an underestimation of the regurgitant volume by as much as 60%.

The determination of through-plane motion of the aortic valve based on the phase of stationary

tissue within a rim surrounding the aorta has been shown to be unreliable for application lo

aortic How measurements. The large velocity distribution within the rim (16.1 cm/s on

average) indicates random behavior of the phase within the rim. This can be attributed io the

low signal-to-noise of the phase of tissue surrounding the aorta and inclusion of blood pools

adjacent to the aortic wall.

The excursion of the valvular plane also affects the reliability of the statically acquired imaging

slice. We observed the coronary roots moving into the static imaging slice in laic systolic and

early diastolic time frames. Through-plane motion of (he slice of interest is also reflected in fhe

change of vessel area during the cardiac cycle. During systole, vessel area "paradoxically'"

decreased when imaging with a static slice, illustrating the apical svstolic motion of (he valvular

plane causing a slice near the sinotttbular iiinction lo be imaged. Vessel area increased during

early diastole when the valvular plane moved back to its initial position.

Slice adaptation based on the labeled basal markers facilitated tracking of the slice of interest

between the aortic valve and the coronary ostia. Evaluation of the vessel area revealed an

increase during early systole followed bv a continuous decrease, consistent with the behavior

of the compliant aortic vessel in response to pulsatile flow
.

Mean blood flow obtained with and vvithout slice adaptation in the same subjects compared

well (mean clifferencc+2SD = 0.3±2.o ml), flow ever, the relation between the percentage of

vessel area covered by antegrade and retrogiade llow was significantly different during 80-

120%) of end systole, even though the average flow values did not differ significantly for that

period. This might be attributed to the compliant effect of the sinuses forcing the blood
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rowaids the valve It seems that How into die coionanes did not influence How values even

though the coionaiy loots weie paith contained in time hames obtained without slice

ulaptation I his could be altnbuted to the blood flow patterns ueafmg vortices m the coionaiv

-anuses Thus How into I he coionancs is not fed in a diicct path ttoni aoitic flow, but seems to

he supplied homvoitex llow in the sinuses (24) Accotdtngly, flow into fhe coionaiy aliènes

might still enlei the imaging slice between the valvulai annulus and the coionaiy ostia

The accuiacy ot phase contiast velocitv mapping depends on I he Ape ol llow field that is

imaged Convective acccleiation leads to misiegistialion due to fhe time between spatial and

velocity encoding giadient centeis ot giavitv (25) We theieloie placed the initial slice 5 mm

dowtistieain ol the valvulai annulus avoiding considerable scorned ie changes influencing the

low held To account lot spatial misiegisiiation caused bv m plane llow in the phase encoding

dneclion, flow compensating giadients m the phase encoding duection weie used in addition to

liow compensation in the mcasuiement duet lion Dephasmg etlccts m /ones of îapid lempoial

and spatial changes ol velocity, as seen in /ones of stiong velocity giadients and m tegions of

tuibulcnce, lead to consideiable signal phase distention (26-28) We used a paitial echo (75%

ol the full echo was acquued) sampling scheme with zeio padding; ol the missing data allowing

loi shoit echo times (17-4 I ms) to minimize dcphasing eitects Signal loss oi significant

disioition oi velocity inhumation could not he obseived in dus sfudv The paitial ex ho

sampling scheme idles on (lie assumption that the velocity piobie can be desciibed bv the low

liequencv haimonies contained m the cential pail ol k-space

Iheie aie limitations ol the pioposed method due to the simplification ot basal plane motion

In paiOculai, the twislmg and untwisting ol the head (29) is neglected This is ptobably the

leason loi the îesidual in-plane displacement ol the vessel seen m the image senes It is luithci

assumed that motion at the level ol the sinuses can be mapped to the motion ol fhe Jell basal

plane Consequently, any change in the geometuc dimension ot the sinuses dining the caidiac

e vele is oo( eonsideied

Conclusion

ACviuatc velocity mapping ol flow thiough heait v lives with conventional MR methods is

hampeied by consideiable thiough-plane motion ol the vahuku plane

A new technique loi cine velocitv mapping Lhiough the aoitic heait valve is pioposed which

allows backing the slice ot mteiest between the valvulai annulus and (he coionaiy ostia

thioughout the caidiac cvcle Significant velocity offsets intiodueed by the thiough-plane

motion ot the valvulai plane aie collected The method might also nc useful fot visualization ol

die aoitic leaflets thioughout (he eaicluic cvcle
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1.2 Fast Time-resolved 3D Velocity Mapping

Abstract

dire fimd dynamic peiloimance ol mechanical heait valves dilfeis horn noimal valves and thus

is consideicd iciated to late clinical complications m patients Since flow patterns evoh 111er

aiound heait valves aie complex in space and time flow visualization based on lime-iesolved

tinee-chmcnsional velocity data might add mrpoitant tnfoimation icgaicling the peiloimance ol

specific valve designs in-vivo llowevei pievious cine U9 lechmques J01 thiee-chiectional

phase cent last velocity mapping sutfei liom long scan duiadon and theieloie might hampei

assessment in patients

A hybnel iD phase conuast sequence combining segmented k-space acquisition with shot! EPT

leadout dams is piesenled with its validation in viho The technique was applied to stuciv flow

patterns downstteam horn a hilcaflel aoitic piosthcsts m six patients Navigatoi echoes weie

incoipoiatcd foi lespualoiy motion compensation Puoi llow visualization, spuuous phase

en01 s due to concomitant giadient fields and edclv ciments weie collected Flow visualization

was based on paiticle paths and animated velocitv vectoi plots Dedicated algotithms loi

paiticle path miegiation weie implemented to account loi the consideiable motion oi the

ascending aoila cluimg the caidiac cycle

A distinct Llow pattern lcflecling the valve design was obseived closest to the valve dining

eaily flow acccleiation Reveisc llow occuned adjacent lo high velocity jets and above the

hinge housings Latei 111 systole, llow became confined to the eenlial vessel aiea and icveise

llow along the mnei aoitic cuivatuie developed Fuithei downslieam horn the valve, flow

patterns vaned consicleiably among patients indicating the impact ol vaiytng aoitic anatomy m-

vivo

It is concluded that VIR velocitv mapping is a potential tool loi studying fhiee dimensional

llow patterns evolving aiound heait valve piostheses m humans

Visucilralion of llow patn ms distal to aonic \ut\c piosthe w s <; humans usmq a last etppioaeh foi

cine ID \ilocit\ inappinq S kmake f \1 Jfcisaikeini 1 M P,. da sen P Bocsiqa

Submitted to Journal ol Magnetic Rcsoitaine Jnuainq
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Introduction

Idle fluid dynamic performance of mechanical heart valves depends on the valve design.

Current valve prostheses exhibit significant hemodynamic differences relative to natural healthy

heart valves. Fluid dynamic disturbances have been associated with late complications such as

hemolysis and thromboembolic events (J). To minimize the risk of thrombosis, life-long

anticoagulation therapy is needed. Nevertheless, the long-term durability of mechanical heart

valves is a clear advantage over tissue valves. Accordingly, mechanical valve prostheses are

most frequently inserted.

Studying the hemodynamic performance of prosthetic valves is a premise for further

improvements (4'valve designs and an essential element in pos(-operafive assessment of valve

function in heart valve patients. Most ot the hemodynamic studies have been performed in-

vitro (2, 3) and in animal models (4), But fluid dynamic assessment in humans has also been

performed during open-heart surgery (5). However, in-vivo studies have been limited clue to

(he lack of a fully non-invasive technique. Magnetic resonance phase contrast velocity mapping

lias been suggested as such a tool for studying blood velocity distributions around heart valve

prostheses. Studies were performed in-vitro (6, 7) and vahdation against data obtained with

laser Doppler anemometry was provided (8). Application in humans has shown the feasibility

of the modality for in-vivo studies (9. 10). In-vivo assessment was based on one-directional

velocity data obtained in a single or in a lew neighboring slices. While these measurements

provided data on axial velocity distributions, the three-dimensional nature of How remained

incompletely defined as assessed by two-dimensional techniques.

Descriptions of time-resolved three-dimensional llow patterns have already been obtained in

normal subjects (11-13). Visualization was based on three-diteclional AIR velocity data

acquired either in a number of adjacent 2D slices ( 11, 131 or by true 3D spatial encoding (12).

Particle tracing has been suggested for intuitive visualization of flow patterns ( IJ ).

However, the acquisition of 3D data sets encoding three orthogonal velocity components is

associated with long scan times. Scan duration has been in the order of 30-60 minutes ( 12. 13).

Therefore, application might be limited regarding patient compliance. In addition, changes in

the hemodynamic stale are possible during the long period of data acquisition. Consecruentry,

methodological improvements should include faster 3D data acquisition schemes to facilitate

measurements in patients.

Idle aim of the present work was to visualize flow patterns distal to prosthetic heart valves in

patients. In (his approach, a fast hybrid 3D sequence for three-directional velocity mapping

incorporating navigator based respiratory gating is presented. Initially, the sequence has been

validated in-vitro in a heart valve phantom under steady flow condition. Subsequent application

in patients provided dala downstream of implanted aortic valve prostheses. Flow visualization

was based on velocity vector plois and on particle path calculations. Dedicated procedures for

particle path integration were implemented to account for the considerable motion and change

in shape of the ascending aorta during the cardiac cycle.
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Methods

Velocity mapping sequence

Tince-di!eelîonaJ velocitv data was obtained using a db hvbnd phase contiast sequence (14)

Dita itquisilion in the k k plane was split mlo ten segments Ihiee excitations each followed

by echo planai leadouts ol tlnee piofiles weie peiiotmcd within one segment Iwelvc slices

weie encoded in z-diiection. while die ccntial (en slices weie lefaincd aftei îeconstiaction

Usually, sixteen heait phases weie leeoided with the piospeetivcly luggeied sequence

Velocitv encoding in die tlnee oithogonal duections icquiied acquisition ol a flow

compensated mcasuiement and tlnee lepctuions with dilJeient fnsl oidei giadient moments in

the couesponding duections

Secpieive paiameteis weie as follows EOV 22 K1 s /\4() mm malm size 128x90x10 TR 7 7

msec IF 42 msec velocily encoding lange ±160 cm/s \ccoichngly, spatial lesolution was

1 74x1 75\4 mm Flic actual acquisition window pei heait phase was 3\TR=2^ 1 msec Flip

angles weie 1^ 18c and 20 loi the fust second ind thud excitation pet segment

lespectively Subsequent heait phases wclc sepaiated bv 3 5 ms in lime and ooveicd

appioximalelv 707o of the R-R mteival Completion oi flu scan icquiied 480 heait heats

Immediately altei R-wave detection a pencil beam excitation pulse was applied thiough the

dome ot the light licmi-cliaphiagm toi levpuatoiv gating OS) V 5 mm gating window was

placed dsymmet ne ally aiound end-expnation The cneEcxpiiation level was auiomaticallv

delined by means ot a pie-scan

Tnggei detection, execution of the 2D selective navigatoi pulse and signal piocessmg lot

lespiiatoiy gating lequiicd 63-68 ms on the system used Lot the patient study Accoidingly, the

fust heait phase image was delayed bv 6V68 ms with icgaid to the R-wave ot the FCG The

tuning chagiam ot the sequence is given in f unie I S 1

63 i b >*•

W

hi qui e I 11 limaiq eh the hxinnl ID \c/oetl\ mapptnq sec/uaicc Nine piofihs cue

aequo eel pa Incut phase ustnq du a i n dations ( (/> each followed b\ echo ploneu

iccidoiif ol tlnee echoes \cloenx anodinq qiadiaits iVb) wac added to encode

ihiee oi llioqonal \cloaf\ components F iqqa eletec non < \e cufion of the neniqatoi

pulse {NAV) and tin piocessinq tune loi uspualon qatuiq icquiied 63 68 msec

after R-wcue Heait phases (hp) we u sepaiated In ^ msec while flu acquisition

window pa heait phase was 21 nistt
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Initial smvey scans weie acquued to visualize the aoitic outflow tiact Theicaltet the imaging

volume loi velocity mapping was placed peipeiidieuku to fhe ascending aoita, 8 mm dislal lo

the -.ignal void ansmg Horn fhe sewing ung of the valve on an eaily-systohc tune hame

i Elgin e 1 12)

1 iquie 1 12 The imaqinq \olunu loi UD uloatx inapjnnq was positioned S mm

distal to the ailtlact cnistnq nom lin sewinq nnq of the \ahe on an eerily systolic

trme-fianie since the lelattonship between phase and \clotdv along the slice

selectrnq duce tion does not altei diinnq data sainpbnq n ontiaiv to encochnq alonq

the measiitemail dilution) the \olunie was positioned pcipaidiculai to the

ascaiclinq acuta Iheuln axial \eloatus whnhwae assumed to be piedomniaiP

cna in-plane campements woe alonq tin sine se le e tmq axis lG ) Pin pactional

the neu tqatoi echo used fen position dt lection <>/ tin diapluaqni is ai halted ( V \\ )

AI measuicments weie peilotmed on a Philips Gvioscan \C S NT 1 51 scannei (Philips

Medical Systems, Best I he Netheilands) equipped with a giadient system deliveung a

maximum amplitude of 21 mT/m with 200 us use time

Phase correction and vessel segmentation

Collection oi phase euois due to concomitant giadient fields ( 16) has been lepoitccl impôt taut

loi accuiatc 3D velocity mapping ( 12) Iheiefote concomitant field induced phase cnots weie

iheoiedcally evaluated loi the given scan paiameteis and a lepicsentativc volume position (oil

,enlet RL/AP/CC 0/-10/10 mm angulation RI / \P/CC 0/ 40/0 degtees) Calculation lesiiKed

m maximum velocitv enois ot up to 1 3 pa within the lull held ol view ol a 4 cm thick

volume Howevet velocity euois weie less than I ^A tot die cenlial 20% ol the ficld-ol-view

that would covei the vessel segment nuclei investigation Nevcifheless, collection foi

concomitant field induced cnots was peitoimecl m oidei to icmovc phase offsets with

cjtiadiatic spatial dependence Thus temammg phase olKets due to vauations m eddv-cunent

induced fields between the measuicments ot diffeient velocitv encodings could be assumed to

vaiy hneailv ovei space Remaining phase enois weie compensated by subtiactmg a hneai,

ditee-dimensional I tint lion horn the acquued data Hie Junction was computed bom a least
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squares fit over phase values representing stationary tissue. Stationary tissue was automatically

classified for each slice based on low temporal variation oflhe phase ( \1).

Subsequently, vessel boundaries necessary for particle path calculation and moving mesh

visualization of die aortic segment were extracted. Automated segmentation was based on

active contenir models designed loi 21") data sels ( 18). Median filtering of contour radii over

slices was incorporated to obtain sufficient smoothness of contours along the third spatial

dimension.

Flow visualization

Flow was visualized from the acquired cine 3D data using a home-built software package.

Display of velocity vectors in any given plane through the 3D volume is provided. Particle

trace calculation simulates paths taken by virtual particles released from any desired lime-point

within fhe cardiac cycle and from arbitrary planes within the volume. Perspective viewing is

based on ray-tracing algorithms and allows for interactive changes of the viewing point during

vector or path animation. The software was implemented on a PC using Visual C++ (Microsoft

Corporation).

Particle trace visualization is commonly used in computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The

trajectory of particle motion in the time-varying velocity field is visualized by solving the

differential equation ds(l) = v(s.t)d(, with sV)denoting particle position at time t and v(s\f)

denoting (he corresponding velocity vector. In this approach, we implemented forward

integration with step size At based on (he predictor-eoneetor method:

s(t + Ai) = ?(/) -v — At[\'( V, t ) + 7; (s, t + At ))

Here. vp(s.t + At) denotes the velocity vector obtained at position s(t + A/) = s(t) + v(s,t)A(.

The integration scheme has an error estimate bounded by 0\t
' ).

Contrary to CFD, AIR velocity mapping provides data coarsely sampled in space and lime.

Therefore, data inferpoiation is required. In space, data reconstruction in-between the given

grid was accomplished by tri-linear interpolation. Interpolating points m time presumes

regislratioii of cross-sections. This is necessary clue to the considerable motion and changes in

shape of Lite ascending aorta during the cardiac cycle. Temporal spatial registration was

performed by matching the cross sectional centers of gray ity w ith subsequent radial resampling

oflhe velocity data along the normalized radii. The scheme assumed changes in vessel shape to

be represented by radial motion of points along a rav of fixed angular position emanating from

the center of gravity oflhe vessel cross-section. Temporal interpolation of data was performed

using local interpolating splines of third order to maintain second order accuracy of numerical

integration. The step size for path integration was sel to 3.5 ms. Vessel contours were linearly

interpolated for time points in-between (lie acquired heart phase frames.
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In-vitro validation

Initially, the accuracy of the sequence with regard to reproduction of zero velocity with and

without collection for concomitant gradients and eddy currents was validated in a sialic

phantom.

A 3D data sef of fwenty slices with volume orientation and parameter settings as used in-vivo

was acquired and maximum path length from particle trace integration computed.

In a subsequent setup, a tube phantom equipped with a bileallet aortic heart valve (valve orifice

diameter 23 mm, tube diameter downstream of valve 38 mm) was investigated under steady

llow condition (llow rate 15 1/min. Reynolds number at valve level 3955). The relaxation

properties and the viscosity of the working Quid were matched to the values of blood. One

measurement was conducted with the slice-selecting direction aligned along the phantom tube

axis. Subsequently, the imaging volume was tilted by 25 degrees around die vertical and

horizontal axis perpendicular to the tube axis for validating velocily mapping along phase-

encode and measurement direction. Velocity profiles along the cenlerlinc perpendicular to the

(ube axis were extracted from MR data at two different positions downstream of the valve

prosthesis and compared to data available from laser Doppler anemometry (LDA).

Panicle path visualization was used to assess basic flow characteristics downstream of (he

prosthesis. Particles, evenly distributed over (he tube cross-section, were released 20 mm

downstream from the valve.

in-vivo study

The patient study included six patients (mean age 61, range 56-66, 2 males) with an implanted

St. Jude Medical (S.1VI) aortic valve. A photograph of a SEM aortic valve prosthesis is shown

in Figure 1.13, Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects. The study was

approved by the local Ethics Committee and complied with the Helsinki II déclarai ion. All

subjects were investigated in supine position.

Figure 1.13: St. Jude Medical® mechanical heart valve.

For data evaluation, velocity vector plots at three different distances (10. 26, 46 mm)

downstream from the valve were generated. Peak axial velocities and in-plane velocities were

recorded for each subject. The location of systolic velocitv tets and areas of reverse flow

during systole were noted. Further, particle path visualization was utilized lo assess flow

patlerns developed during systole. Virtual particles were released 14 mm and 26 mm

downstream from (he valve from the first acquired heart phase frame and were traced over 350

ms.
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Results

lu-vitro validation

Maximum paiticle motion as computed with path integiafion ovei 500 msec was I > 2 mm

when omitting collection toi eoneomit ml giadient fields and eddv anient induced phase shifis

(Figuie 1 14a) Application of (be phase collection steps reduced maximum motion to s 6 mm

within the imaging volume (Figuie 1 14b)

Fiquic I 14 Phase collection ^D'hia dm aional \e lot </v data x\as obtained m a

static phantom with a smulcti xolttnie posunvi and scan pen ametei s as used in \ivo

Velocity enois clue to magnetic, fields associated with concomitant qiadiaits and

eddy ciments ate visualized bx simulating paitich motion ovei 500 msec Without

phase collection peptides tiavel as mue h as 1 3 cm (a) Phase collection i educed

maximum motion to 0 4 cm

Undei stcaelv flow condition with an imaging volume peipendiculai to the tube dilleienees ot

velocities obtained 8 mm and 40 mm downstieam ot the valve with LDV and MR imaging

weie willun 18A and 150 lot the centtal too of the tube diametei I meat legiession analysis

levealed a Imeai conelation accoiding lo \=0 9x+6 6 cm/s with a stanclaid cnoi of fhe

esliniate (SEE) ol 7 7 cm/s (Eiguie 1 15a) Conipanson ol velocities 40 mm downstieam

yielded a conelation ol \ = 1 Ox-0 9 cm/s (SI F = 3 9 cm/s) (Figuie L 15b) Tilting the imaging

volume vielded dilleienees in velocities within 290 and 2VL fot the positions 8 mm and 10

mm downstieam ol the valve the Llow iule de ta mined liom VIR data agieed within 4A euot

wilh the actual Slow iate foi all measuied conligutaliens

Flow emeiging Horn the bileatlet valve is chaiaaeiized bv two lateral tels coitespondtng lo the

two maioi oufices of the valve d uuic I i6ai \nimaung paiticle motion cleai h discloses the

development ot letiogiade swuling flow patterns above the hinge housings ot the bileailel

valve (Figuie I 16b)
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Fiqme f 1^ Phantom validation 1 bihafla aoittc \al\e was fitted into a tube

supplied villi steady flow Pwo MR measuiaiunis weie pafoimcd In one setup the

imaging \olume was aligned with its sbec-se U < ting dilation along the tube aus

The second nieasuumail was obtained tiom an imaging xoluinc tilted aiound the

hoirontal and xatieal axis b\ 2^ deques each \ehhitx data at two distances

demnstuam fioin tin \ the (\=S nu \—40 mm tbu iw/s compelled with data

available pom I DA

In-vivo study

Aveiage heail îate m the patients duung velocitv mapping was 65±8 beats/mm The elficiency

oi lespiiatoiy gating amounted to 58+1 '•% on iveiage Yccoiduiglv scan duiation was

appioximately 14 minutes (lange 8-22 minutes)

Duung catly svstolic flow acccleiation a distinct velocity [et pattern with two lateial jets

coiiespondmg to the (wo majoi oi dices ol the valve and a ccntial jet was nofed at a distance of

10 mm downstieam liom the valve in all sublets (Figuie 1 I" la Figuie 1 19 la) Lata in

systole, high loiwaid velocities coveted only the cential aiea ol the vessel cioss-secfion with

icveise velocities adiacent to (he high velocity tets t Figuie I J 7 le e Figuie 1 19 Tc-e) As dow

ti ivelcd downstieam, high axial velocitv |ets decayed and velocitv components noimal to the

vessel axis unci cased as seen at a distance ol 26 mm downstieam horn (he valve (Figuie I 17

Hi e Figuie 1 19 lla-e) Eeak velocities weie directed (owaid the outei cm valine ot fhe aoitic

uch At the outlet oi (he measuied section peak velocitv values decicased nuthei (Eiguie 1 E*

Illc-e, Eiguie 1 19 IIIc-c) L aige vauatieuis m the velours dislubutions weie Jouud among

subiecls depending on the clegiee ol aoitic cuivatuie and die individual shape of the aoita

(Table 1 3)
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Figuie 1 16 Paiticle path \isuaIization of flow downstieam of a bileaflet \al\c

nuclei steady flow condition Panic h s wae lehaseel 20 mm downstieam of the

vahe The supei stiuctuie of the bihalla \al\c and the emanation of the cenlial slit

au indicated Flow tniough tin two lataal onpas cmeiqes as jets (ah) Reneise

vcloc itics abo\c the lunge housings cause xoitcxfhaw loimcdum n )

Paiticle path visualization ilkistiates the tuple tel llow as induced bs the valve design clunn"

Llow acceleialion (Figuie I 18a) Reveise llow above the hinge housings ot the vahe indicated

voilex dow lomiation in these aieas (Figuie 1 18a) Puttie les following the oulei cuivatuie

migiated towaid the lelt wall moved letiogiaeie until thev enteted Loiwatcl llow m the ccntet

of the vessel again (Figuie 1 lSb) In a subject with a dilated aoita (aoitic diametei incicased

liom } 5 5 2 cm m the measuied section), llow sepaiated into stieams leveismg idiacent to (he

vessel wall nid loi med voitex flow toimation petsistmg until eailv diastole (Eiguie I 20)
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a) b) c) d) ci

Figuie I 17 Velocity \ectois of consecutnc heait phases slaiting 68 ms aftci R

wene loi tlnee diffa ait eh static es downstieam liom the Pile aflef xalve m subject #1

Flow is inifiallx acccleiatea b\ the opening leaflets tow end flu xessel walls (hi)

Lata flow cmeiqes thiough the fullx opened xahc as seen >n (fc Li Raase

velocities em found adjacent lo the u sscl wall in anas com spending to the lateial

onfices of the vahe As flow funds downstuam high \doatv ids decay [II 111)

Non axial \doat\ components em accentuated in ugions following tin oulei

cuivatuie of the aoita

Discussion

In the piesent woik a hybrid phase contiast sequence loi time resolved U) velocity mapping

was implemented lhe sequence was validated m vitio and subsequently used to study

ill dations in distal llow he kl s induced bv piosthelic bileatlef aoitic heait valves in vivo

Consideiable ieduction in scanning time wilh icgaiel to pievious techniques lor cine multiple

2D oi sD Un ee du cet tonal velocity mapping (11 LA wis achieved flow visualization bv

means ol animated velocit} vectoi plots and paiticle paths Facilitated m vivo assessment ol

patterns associated with mechanical ionic valve piostheses

In vitro Ihe distinct jet pattern ot the bileallet valve wis seui Reuogiadc dow above the

hinges mdicaled voirex flow toimation close to the valve Using paiticle path integration the

swulmg flow above the hinge housings was eonfiuned Since the legions aiound the valve

lunges aie wclEknovvn sites loi tliiombus lomiation in vivo the obseivation may indicate a

connection wilh lhe valve Jluid dynamics
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I iguic I 18 Path simulation of paiticle s ideaseel 14 mm (I) and 26 mm (II) distal

to flic Mihi m sub/ctt #/ hi anus at 68 120 /A? 294 ms aftei R-wenc aie

displayed Jail length upiesents paths ot 5g ms tl) and 34 ms (IT) duration The

distinctget pattcin induced hx flu bileaflet \al\e is seen Systolic swu ling flow aboxe

the lunge housings occuts (D Aoitic cunatuic fences blood emerging fiom the nqht

\ctlve onfice towaid the tnnci au\ahm whae it flows laioqunle until if enfei s into

foiwcucl (low aqeun (II)

In the patients, the typical let pattern was obseived with leveise llow above the hinges duung

systolic llow acceleiation In eail} svstole the lateial velocitv jets weie adjacent to the vessel

walls This indicated flow acccleiation m non-axial eluecnon towaid the vessel walls thiough

the opening leaflets Latei in systole velocities weie m axial ducction suggesting a hilly

opened valve Foiwaid velocities weie confined to the cential aiea ot the vessel cioss-section

Rcveise velocities occuuecl adiacent to lhe high velocitv jets emeigmg ftom the lateial oi tfices

ot (he valve The confinement ot Llow is consicleied lelatcd to flic smallei oiilice aiea ol

mechanical valves with legaid to a noimal valve at lhe same site 1 nus, Llow is eibstiucted and

hence sepaiated fiom the vessel wall immediately downstieam fiom the valve As a ivsult

blood flows îetiogiade along the vessel walls adiacent lo the foiwaid lets dining svstole

Simulated pail tele paths leveaJed munition ol some pai deles fiom the jet lollowmg the outct

cuivatuie towaid the mnei vessel vvall Vlong the mnei vvall these panicles moved tetiogiade

until thev enteied loiwaid flow again This obseivation is consicleied eloseh iclaied to

secondaiv flows developed due to aoitic cuivatuie Systolic letiogiadc Llow channels along (lit

postenoi left vessel wall have alieady been desenbed in noimal eldeily subjects (1A One

exception fiom this obseivation occuned m one subject with a dilated aoitic segment Paiticle

paths indicated foiwaid blood flow tnio the dilated legions with subscquenl toi mat ion ot

voitices peisistmg until eai fv diastole
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ill)

IT)

Figuie 1 19 Velocity \atois of conseaunc haul phases stalling 6a ms afta R-

wave foi tlnee diffeiait distances downstieam fiom the bihaflet vahe m sniped #6

In this subject, aoitic diametei ma cased fiom 3 5 an at the enfiy of the measuied

section to 5 2 em at the outlet hutialh the jet pattern is seen (lb) but is immediately

distoited fmthei downsiiearn (II-HI)

Figuie 1 20 Path simulation of panicles uhastd 14 mm distal to the valve in

subject #6 Fiâmes eit 63 100 210 284 ms apa R tw/u an displaxtd The ma ease

in aoitic diametei s leads to Ihm sepaiation duung s\ stole Aieas of u\ ei se flow cue

found along the \essdwall \oitc \ llow dcxelops in tin dilatai u gions of the tioint

Ln-vitio, the ability of the pioposed sequence to lepioduee the spatial stiuctuie and peak

velocity magnitudes of the valve induced llow held has been clemonstiated Disci epanc les

between velocity data obtained by MRl and FD \ can be laigely iclatecl to uitia-voxel

dephasing ellects in legions with high spatial velocitv giadients laigest dilleienees weie

lounei m the cential jet legion, which has been lepotted to exhibit high sheai siiess values (5)
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Table l 3 Patient data

pat age/sex valve diam/ dist to early sys peak sys early sys late sys max Ihr max m-pl
vdlveon valve max vel max vel rev flow rev flow vel/time vel'time

jnirnAdeqf imml 14
PJ v]

El fcm/s]/|msl lcm/s]/|msl

1 64/m

S9/t

23A0

23/40

3 62 4 21/0

4 57/f 23/-40

6 66/m 23/30

6 36/f 25'0

10

26

46

10

26

46

10

26

46

10

26

46

10

26

46

10

26

46

P-R A4.

P-R A-L

L

Id id

central P-R A L

central

R

R I

P L

mi/172 59/138

138 172 71 138

85'207 640 72

P-R A-L eential

P-R A-L P-R

P-R R

A-L

A L

R L

R L

R

A-R P-L

A P

P-R

P-R, A-L

P-R A-L

R L

A-L

A-L

central

centi a1

P-R

central

R

P-R

eential

R

eential

eential

centra)

P-R

A-L

A L

L 114/173 63/173

P-L 86/173 60/173

A R 173/168 81068

A 1614 68 67/133

A 124/168 63/168

R L 157 104 674 04

A-L 116/140 39/140

i_ 101/140 6 I'140

1 146/199 74 166

L 109'233 70/199

L 102'233 66/165

R L

along wall

along wall

P-R A-L 149/137 85/100

along wall 130/174 90'210

L 82'248 82/248

pat patten! chain clu/nictii i>n eountei c'cOwisi lotation at <alu eential slit x\ith leçatd lo

patients anteio-posieiioi dueetioii m devices dist distance tetilx m max vel nccmieiice of

maximum veloc its diinnq eaih s\stohc //mi aecckianon piak ns men vel oceniience nf maximum

eeloe >t\ at peak ssstolu //mi eeiils m ie\ daw aieas of u\ //mi c/mmc; ecu!) systole tale s\\ u\

flow aieas of ie\ //mi dun/a late ssstotc (dotations oj maximwn \edocit\ and aieas of ie\eise flow

aie given with iee>anl to the aoitic moss-sc tion m panait s ce onlmatis (/\ anlenoi P posteuoi

R iaht, L left) mm tin \el/tinu maximum axial \eioeit\ and Unie aflei R-wene ma\ m pi

ve l/linie maximum \ e loan m plane iu imal to \ ess< laws mei tun" a/tei R wave

Paitial volume aveiagmg contubutecl to ktige differences between MRl and EDA m voxels

adjacent to the tube wall In addition, since the velocitv encoding value was matched to peak
velocities. lowei veloeitv-to-noise tatios m voxels neai the wall deeieased the aecuiacv ol MR

velocity mapping in these legions Finally, pails of the obseived dilleienees might even be

attributed to slightly chffeient alignment of velocitv piohles selected with LDA and MR In die

in-vivo situation, flow pnlsatilitv imposes another sotuce that etfects fhe accmacy of MR

velocity mapping Using a shott acquisition window pet heait phase (23 ms), temporal low

pass filtering ol fhe time vaiying flow was ieduced Howevci, systolic and diastolic velocities

wete legistcied with the same encoding velocity 1 bus, the velocity-to-noisc laLio of low

diastolic velocities was inappiopiiate Loi îeliable paiticle path calculations One approach to

resolve low diastolic velocities is lo use iughei velocitv sensitivity with subsequent de-a!aismg
of systolic velocities (12) However, such an appioach would piolong echo-time, which is
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critical with regard to rntra-voxel dephasing in complex flow fields occurring during systole.

Future studies should benefit from variable velocity encoding during the cardiac cycle ( 1e), 20).

However, changes in eddy-current induced fields associated with changing velocity-encoding

giadients remain to be investigated.

Visualization of flow patterns using particle path integration mav be subject lo large

inaccuracies, since positional enois accumulate with integration time Even small erroneous

velocity oh set s can create large positional displacements. Defects in the velocity vector field,

obvious as regions of non-zero diveigence, are accentuated m aieas neai the vessel wall, in

areas exhibiting high shear lavers and during periods ot low blood flow. Accordingly,
LM Co ^ I

~

J

conclusions on flow patterns sofeiy based on particle path visualization were avoided. Instead,

results were based on a combined analysis ol velocity vectoi plots animated over time and

space and information gained from paiticle paths Because ol limitations in accuracy, in spatial

and temporal resolution inherent to MR velocitv mapping, combination of AIR data vvitn

computational fluid dynamics (CED) appears to be a promising strategy to assess detailed flow

pat terns in humans. Recently, such an approach has been applied tor the carotid arteries and

the abdominal aorta (21. 22k However, vessel geometry has been treated stationary. It remains

to be investigated, if such an assumption is valid for the vigoious motion and changing shape

oflhe ascending aorta.

Conclusion

A last approach to tune-resolved 3D thiee-diiectional velocitv mapping was validated m-vitro

and subsequently applied (o assess flow patterns distal to aortic valve prostheses in humans.

Flow visualization based on animated velocily vector plots and particle path integration was

used to provide first descriptions of three-dimensional flow patterns induced by the bileaflct

valve design in humans. Since inaccuracies in the velocity data accuniulale during virtual

particle path integration, only particle paths of short duration were simulated and flow pattern

analysis was based on both particle paths and animated velocity vector plots.

A dislmcl jet pattern was observed closest lo the valve in all studied subjects during early flow

acceleration. Further downstieam from the valve, vanalions in flow pattern among subjects

indicated the impact of competing conditions such as varying aoitic geometry, ll is concluded

thai MR velocity mapping is a potential tool Loi studying thiee-ditnensional flow patterns

evolving aiound heart valve prostheses m humans.
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1.3 Coronary Flow Reserve Measurements

Introduction

Quantification ol coionaiy flow leseive has been challenging due lo the small chamelei ol the

coionaiv vessels then vigoious motion duung the caidiac cvcle and scan lime limitations

imposed by phaimaccdogicallv induced stiess testing

Respnntoty motion has been addiessed by using bieath-held imaging techniques ( EL- which

might howevei altei the hemodvnamic state ol subjects (4) Additionally, these methods lack

sufficient lempoial resolution il vele>citv mapping is peitoimed in the light coionaiy aiteiy oi m

the coionaiy sinus which both exhibit consideiable in plane motion duung Lhe caidiac cvcle

A

Navigafoi echo based iespuatoi\ gating has been applied loi lespiiatoiy aititact suppiesston

duung lice bieathmg ol the subjects (c>) Howevei, low scan elficiency associated with gating

and sudden changes in lhe lespualoiy motion patterns ol the subjects potentially hampei

mcasuiement s mulet stiess condition

Low spatial icsolution has limited accuiate quantification ot vessel cioss sectional aiea and

flow due to paitial volume elfects Accouhng to theoretical considciations, at least foui pixels

coveting the vessel diametei aie teqiiued A) Since dus leqmicmenl is usuallv not met. instead

ol the llow leseive diastolic peak vcloutv icscive is hequendy icpoited lo minimize image

binning, the dotation ot the acquisition window should be less than 25 msec (5) (Aillent

bicath-held techniques piovide an in-plane spatial lesoiution ol lxl mm and an acquisition

window ol at least 100 ms pei heait phase

Aim ot fhe piesent woik was to develop schemes loi velocity mapping providing quantification

ol coionaiy Llow with the theoretically leqmteel spatial and lempoial icsolution duung bee

bieathmg of the suhiects within a lestucfed scanning lime window

The methods weie subsequenttv applied loi quantification ol coionaiv llow leseive m patients

with aoitic insufficiency Studying this patient population has been motivated by the ongoing

conti ovei s^ îegaiding the optimal timing lot aoitic valve leplaeement sntgeiv It has been

indicated that volume ovei load, associated with sevete aoitic legutgilation might lead lo

icduced coionaiv flow icsetve (8) \ccoidinglv. imjvuied coionaiy llow icscive may pi edict

the development oi piogiession ot leit-ventncukit dvsfunction and tailuie

Coionaiy flow leseive is calculated fiom flow measuicments in the coionaiy sinus,

lepiesentmg appioxunately 10a/c ol the total mvocaichal blood flow (9) Measuicments m the

coionaiv sinus aie consicleied feasible due to its telativeh laige vessel diametei (-4-8 mm) and

almost absent tliiough-plane motion ot the vessel duung the caidiac cycle lakmg into account

Motion adapted gating with paitial a\ a a gin g loi c/iiunnfn anon < f ^oionaa sums how u sen,

S Knnike I Sdwitta OM \U ha P Boesiga

Piesaittd in pen t tit tin S Scientific Meeting ol the Soi utx of Magnetic Resonance, m Medicine
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the inaccuiacies due to the aibitiaiy posilion ot the leconstiuction gnd with tespecf lo the

vessel position, the Iheoietieally lequired spatial icsolution is lulliJled if the measuiement in-

plane icsolution amounts to 0 9 mm

VI et hods

Nav igalot based îespualoiv gating ( 10) with a gating window size ol 5 mm is associated w 4b

gating efficiencies ol ^0-60% Thus, gating piolongs scanning limes appioxnnately iwo-Iold

Piospective leoidenng techniques m combination with fixed window gating have been

jiioposcd loi impioved gating efficiency (11, 12) In conjunction with ieal-tmie slice position

eonedion (13), the etleetive gating window can be cnlaised lo impiove gating el Huent x white

maintaining Lhe image ai 111 act level

Partial averaging motion adapted gating

In this woik icspuafoiv satin0 is based on the Motion \dapted Gating (VIAG) scheme (II)

lhe chapluagm motion was detecled using navigatoi echoes acquued immediately altei the R-

vvave oi ihe ECG Diaphiagm displacements weie extiacted using cioss-con elation with

lespcd to a iclcience navigatoi signal lepiesentmg the end-cxpuation level A cubic weighting

lunclion was implemented to conti ol the acquisition ol two pioliles pei heail phase (Figuie

121a) A pan ol phase-encoding steps s
,

s was assigned based on the actual displacement

ol (he diaphiagm dx

d\ it </\ a

s - h
.

— a n
,

— ! dl vi

V b \ h

s' = -l, s1 = 0,J\<a

The matux size is given bv 2/;, lhe total gating window |</r/>] was sel to 17 mm and was

placed asymmetrically aiound encbexpuation Displacements w uhin a eential 5 mm window \a]

aiound encl-expuatton tnggeiecl acquisition ol the two most eential piohlcs along the phase

encode chiection Diaphiagm shuts outside die eential ^ nun gating window led to assignment

ol two pi o hie s svmmetnc aiound k =0 accoiding to the cubic weighting function Acquued

data was iejected if diaphiagm shilts wck oulside the 17 mm gating window The actual

diaphiagm displacement loi each actumed piolile pan was legistcied using a look-up table

Assignment ol duplicate pioliles was avoided bv shifting pioliles outwaid in k-space until a

lice enliv in the look-up table was lound Additional constiatnis weie implemented to ensuie a

smooth vauation ol diaphiagm displacements loi pi mille pans shifted along the phase-encode

du eel ion

Phase moulding was combined with piospective slice position collection (LA il diajduagm

displacements weie within the ! 7 mm gating window The displacement ol the diaphiagm was

scaled by a lacloi ol 0 6 loi collection ol the slice position in eianial-eaudal dueclion ( 14)
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An mlei active gating window conti ol was mcoi pointed and allowed the i eposilionmg of the

gating window duung scanning Thereby, sudden shifts in Lhe end-ex|onatoiy level duung stiess

could be ace ounted lot

Because ol the size and depth within lhe chest cavttx measurements m the coionaiv sinus

might sullci liom insufficient signal-to-noise tatto (SNR) ibeiefoie dedicated impiovements

weie neccssaiy

bust, the phase dilleience inloimation ol totu icceivei coils was combined to imptove the

SNR Coil combination was based on a weighting sum of phase dilleienees leconstiucted foi

each coil Pixel based weighting tactois weie denved horn the intensity ot the eouesponchng

pixel modulus (15) Thciehy. only Lhe phase inhumation of coils leceiving sufficient signal at a

sjnecific spalial location was combined Contubuiions horn coil elements leceiving pooi SNR

weie suppiessecl

Second, an extension ol the MAG scheme toi impioved S\R is pioposed The scan time undei

phaimacoiogically induced stiess is lestuetecl In this study stiess was induced bv

dipyitdaniole mlusion Accoiehngly maximum scan duiation was 4 nun Since heait iate and

icspnatoiy gating elficienev xaiy among subjects data acquisition must guaianicc lhe

collection of images at the icquiied spatial lesolulion within lhe given time Impioved SNR is

obtained by paitial aveiagmg ol pioliles altei a hill set ol pioliles has been obtained

Constiainls imposing eentially oideied aveiagmg ollei the flexibility to teimmate lhe scan

whenevei tcquued duung piofile aveiagmg Such a scheme maintains spatial icsolution within

a small lange at any time duung the aveiagmg piocess 41ns is contiaiy Lo immediate piofile

aveiagmg A taiget function defines the minimum numbci ol signal avciages pci piofile wilh

moi c iveiages foi the eential pait ot k space (Figuie I !th)

p dx
NSA Uta t

NSA (cutr i*

t

4

kv

Figuie 121 Motion Adapted Gating < M 1(A) ( onnols phase < m ocliiig accoiding to tin

actual displacement (el\) ol the diaphiagm (a) Displacements willun the 5 mm window

feif led to pioposah foi piofile k =0 Within a 12 mm window [b] MAG was

peifonned A taiget function defines the minimum inimbei of signal aveiages (NSA)

lee/uiiedpa piofile k lb) In case of shou-tam dnfis piofilcs othcis than the lec/uiied

can be a\ etagccl until tin tai get finie fion is lul/ille dm
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The target function is adaptive during scanning and approaches uniform averaging in subjects

with a respiratory gating efficiency of 100% and a heart rate of 80 bcats/min. hi order to

account for temporary changes in breathing patlerns as frequently observed during stress of the

subiects. profiles others (ban the required cones can be averaged as long as a smooth

distribution over k-space is maintained (Figure 1.21c). Due to Lhe additional variable weighting

ol k-space introduced by the partial averaging scheme the point-spread function changes as a

function of gating efficiency for the scan lasting 320 heart beats (4 min at a heart rate of 80

beaksdnin). IdieoreLical considerations show that for partial averaging of the central 45% of

profiles, the effective width of a pixel in phase encode direction is 1.1 times larger than with

uniform averaging. The gain in SNR is about 32%. Approaching uniform averaging regains

resolution wilh the expected SNR gam of about 40% (Figure 1.22k

1 60%

Î 40%

120°^

1 00%

g 80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

-a— rel. pixel size (partial avg)

-a— rel SNR (partial avg)

70 75 80 8b 90 95 100

gating efficiency [%>] (80 beats/mm. 4 mm =,can duration)

Figure 1.22: Relative pixel size in phase encode direction and relative SNR as a

function of respiratory gating efficiency of a scan lasting 4 m in (heart rate of subject

during stress 80 beats/min)

Successful image reconstruction required a minimum of 160 accepted profiles. This

corresponds io a respiratory gating efficiency of 50% in a subject with a heart rate of 80

beats/min during 4 min stress duration. An optimal gating efficiency of 100% would allow full

averaging during the same scanning time in the subject.

Velocity mapping

Phase contrast velocity mapping was performed with an encoding velocity of 60 cm/s in slice

selecting direction. The two velocity encoding segments had encoding gradients with balanced

first momenlums and were acquired in subsequent heart eve'les. Scan parameters were as

follows: FOV 205x144, matrix size 256x160, nominal in-plane resolution 0.8x0.0-1.0 mnf,

slice thickness 5 mm, fractional echo sampling (75% of' full echo), echo time 4.6 ms,

acquisition window per heart phase 18 ms. temporal resolution 25 ms. The sequence timing

with respect to the ECG is depicted in Figure 1.23.
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slice position coiicn tion amounted 23 ms Suhsiciuail haul phases weie sepaiated b)

25 77/s while tin ac tual data ac e/iusilion x\tndew\ was Isms

Results

Aveiage icspualoiy gating elficieiicv was hsA duung ,est and "T7e undei stiess condition m

the patients Heait late was 62 0+6 ^ beats/mm on avei ige timing the î es ting state of the

subjects and 83 4± 13 8 beats/mm duung stiess lhe coionaiy llow icscive amounted to

5 0+1 "s (tauge 1 7-6 2) m all patients on aveiage lhe icguigitant Paction and the coionaiv

flow icscive fot each studied subject aie listed m I able 1 4
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Repiesenlative modulus hames as obtained liom phase contiast velot i(v mapping duung test

and stiess in the same subject aie given Loi tlnee chiteient tunc points within the caidiac cvcle

m Figuie 1 24

Figuie I 24 Modulus ftames depicting the coionaix sinus tit 30 ) 30 and 532 ms aftei

the R went of the FCG in a ustmg subject (///>/></ iowi Modulus linages acquued
undei stiess condition in lhe same subject (Iowa low) at c oi usponehng phases of the

ecudiac exele

Coionaiv sinus llow exhibited a biphnsic pattern with the m pot peak duung mid diastole m the

i est inc. state of the subjects (Figuie 1 25a) Duung stiess flow w is ingmented and shifted into

lhe svslohc window (Eigute I 25b)
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Discussion

In the piesent woik a dedicated lespiialoiy gating scheme loi coionaiv sinus flow

measuicments undei stiess condition was implemented and subsequently applied to assess the

coionaiv Llow leseive in patients with uoiuc v ike incompétence

Compaied to Mandai d navigatoi based gating the gating efficient, v could be eonsideiablv

impioved and thus allowed llow measuiements duung leslucled scanning lime windows undei

sliess condition lhe oictei ot data collection was modified lo piovidc (lie iheoielically

jc(|iined spanal icsolution ovei a wide nmge ol gating elticieneies loi velocity mapping

leslucled lo a duiation ol 4 mm lhe ltiteiactive gating window conbol allowed completion ol

a scan in subieets that changed then lespnatoiv motion patterns eonsideiablv undei stiess

compaied to the testing situation Howevei, the image aititaet level mcieased eonsideiablv m

ease the window position had to be changed bv mote than 3 mm I his is paitlv i elated to

vaiyuig îelations between diaphiagm mil heait motion in dilfeienl subieets Accotdingly a

constant collection factoi ol 0 6 may not be valid m all subjects undei îesl and stiess

condition Additionally, a Imeai apptoximuuon ot the intencJated diaphiagm and head motion

mav only be valid lot collection within a small gating window In this study the gating window

was enlaigccl by a lacloi oi about tlnee compaied to standaid settings

Rapid bieathing motion duung dipyridamole induced stiess chstoited miage quality of heait

phase images acquued late m time with icspea lo the acquisition of the navigatoi echo

fncoipoiation ot an additional navigatoi echo beloie R wave defection had been initially tested

foi impioved image quality of heait phases kitci m the caidiac cvcle This, howevei led lo an

almost Iwo-lold deciease in gating ellicicncv and was theieloie not used in the patient study

Impiovements loi lutine woik may be possible by implementing a piediction ot diaphiagm

motion dining the caidiac cycle based on extiadcd Icaluies of tespuatoiv motion

chaiactenstics in a specific subject

Conclusion based on the patient ckua has not been drawn yet because onlv two subieets with

scveie icgutgitation aie included at the ciment state Impaued coionaiy llow icscive is

howevei expected to be signihcatnly depiessed onlv in the population with seveie valvulai

lesions
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Chapter 2

Post-Processing Techniques

2.1 Signal Phase Correction

Phase contiast velocitv mapping is based on the punciple that phase shuts leptcsent blood oi

tissue motion In-vivo, susceptibility vanations within the tissue cause phase chstoitions 1 hesc

spuiious phase enois, is well as euois lelatcd to instUftciem slumming, aie icmovcd bv

subtiatltng two measuicments with dilfeienl values toi the velocity-encoding hist giadient

moments \ccoidmgly lcmammg phase entas aie sole h due to the velocifv-eneochng giadient

I tabes being alteied Loi the two nieasuiements

\s systems with highei giadient amplitudes have become available, phase euois clue lo

tiansveisal magnetic fields which ate concomitant to activated longitudinal held giadients have

to be taken into account (I, 2) Phase enois îelated to the giadient amplitude aie denoted

concomitant field indue eel phase ami s

High giadient switching lales induce eddy-ciiiienls ni the conduetois siuiounding lhe giadient

coils Magnetic field chstoitions testilt il eddv cuncnts ate not hilly blocked oi il pie-emphasis

ciments aie not ptopeily adjusted J he lemammg eddv anient held opposes the initial

giadient held and thetcby deei eases die desiied îatc ot change (A 4) Phase euois î elated to

the switching ol giadients aie named edd\-c m tent induced phase enoi s.

In gencial, foi negligible highei oidei motion, the |)hase shift Acp{i ) at echo time 77-

constitutes liom dilleienees m fust oidei giadient moments, liom chileient concomitant

giadient fields B (/ /) and horn dilteient eddv-anient Ileitis B
n

(i ./) in the two encoding

nieasuiements being submitted

\g)(/^ Acy (, \> \o IT) - \(o (/ 1

w ith

Acq (/ ) -p (7) | \G (/)/ -C7 (/)>!//

r,

Acû d )- y|(ß° (/ t)-Bl \> t)\ft

W u ) ,'|l# it t) R1 h >)\it
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Concomitant field induced phase errors

In most imaging applications the precession ficqucncy co is assumed io be piopoitional to the

mam magnetic field B(s with supeiimposed magnetic held giatlicnls a G and G

r)B
^

OB r)B_
c) \ dx 3

(0 - ,13 /' ß a
-

v
*- - -- \ t- \B - Co

Eins assumption implies magnetic held components olheis than m lhe dncction ol the mam

magnetic held being negligible

It non-negligible tiansveisal magnetic fields exist, the angulai velocity ot piecession is given by

Lhe magnitude ol the magnetic held

ro = j1|ßlj = ;^/ß + B +13 = y^B aß ,.(/? a 67/ I * )B

liansveisal magnetic field components in x and y-dnection result aceoidmg lo Maxwell's

equations ictB =0 and clnB =0

dB dß 3

dx dz
G -

e)B

o7

ioIB -l
m ij - 0

i
OB

_

<)B i
<3B pB

eh r)\ )\ c)\

.

- dB dB, dB OB dß,
^clnB = + 1 = + ——+G =0

dx dx dz dx dx

Consequently, tiansveisal held components loi systems with cylmdtical symmeliy can be

approximated as lollows

dB dB dB G
R B- \ a H "-— - \ - (r

X X

dB dB dB
B =— \ Al

„

-
- - \ 1- ( 7

-1

Ehe magnitude ol the magnetic iield is calculated fiom second otdei Tavloi appioximation ol

the squaie toot

> -

_,

I,
,
GJ s GT B ' B

?B* = Zî,. 1 t :-- t- -- f - -

\i B, B B

\B\\-BX vi+ / =, B i l f - T — f
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B = B(]+GT + -

B +B,

2B

dually the concomitant magnetic Geld ol lowest otoei is obtained

B
213

Ar
G )

\ —

s

(/

The magnitude ol the concomitant field is tcLtively smill (0 5 ppm at a distance of 5 cm fiom

the magnet isocentei with activated \ and v-giadients G G =21 niT/m Bn=\ 51) Elowevei

consideiable velocity enois may lesult m phase contiasl velocity mapping, iL high giadient

amplitudes ate applied This is dcmonstiafcd on phantom data acquued with a giadient echo

sequence using modeiale giadients tG =10 niT/ni) and high giadient capability (G
u

-21

mT/m) Ihiee duectional velocity data was acquued in a numbu ot adiacent slices m a

phantom tilled with stationary fluid lhe long-axis ol the phantom was oucntcd along Ihe

duetfion ol the mam magnetie field lhe slice selecting dueclion oi ihe imaging volume

coincided with the long-axis direction ol the phantom with an oil-centei ot 2 cm with icspect

to the lsocentei ol lhe magnet Phase encoding was along the veitical dnection with an oil

centei of I cm The encoding velocity was set to 60 cm/s Velocity enois aie vtsuali/cd by

simulating motion ol imaginai\ pailicles leleased in the acquued velocity vectoi held

The maximum ehslance of paiticle motion simulated lot 130 msec is less than 3 ram based on

data acquued with model ate giadients i Figuie 2 Li) Conti ai \ consideiable motion (si6 mm)

occius if high giacheni amplitudes ate exploited d igmc 2 lb) Collection loi concomitant held

induced phase euois leduces divergence ol the velocily vectoi held Maximum panicle motion

is less t han 2 5 mm (Figuie 2 1c)

Ftgnn 2 1 Panicle mice i isuedueinon id uloatx data cia/itued with a maximum

giadunt amplitude ol (a) 10 ml/in and ibei 21 niT/m in a sfctfionan phantom

Coi uction loi c one emu tant Odd indue cd phase amis was pcijoimeel jnioi jiath

x isuali aluni in (c ) Paitie le paths x\ae simulated o\ < / a time pe nod ol 420 ms
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Eddy-current induced phase errors

Phase euois horn eddy-ctinent fields icniain altei subtiattion ol the ivvo velocily-cntoding

nieasuiements and subsequent collection fot eontomitani held induced euois since the

alternating velocitv encoding giadients induce slightly difleient eddv-eunent fields Enois aie

leadih ippaient as velocity oflsets m image legions known to be stationaiv

In geneial, (he ellects aie small on systems with shielded giadient cods, bill may mciease as

giadient switching îates evolve steadily

Eddy-cuitcnt field patterns aie complex with unknown tempo ml and spatial vanations

llowevei, low oidei eddv-eunent s exhibit highest intensity Theieloie phase shilts can be

issumcd lo vaiy slowlv acioss the image and thus can be ieduced by subtiactuig a lineal ihiee

dimensional (unci 1011 titled thiough fhe phase of sialionaiv (issue

A<n ,(/) = ((, be ]
1 a (l

fhe paiameleis a, b, c and el aie obtained horn a leust-squaics hi ovei pixels m static legions

In multi-hcait phase image sets, stationaiv tissue can be automatically idenlihed by calculating

the phase standaid deviation ovei time fhciebv, values below a ceitain (hieshold aie maiked

si uc (5)
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2.2 Vessel Segmentation Using Active Contours

Abstract

lhe segmentation ol images obtained by cine magnetic icsonance (MR) phase contiast flow

mapping using manual 01 semi-automated methods is a tune consuming and ohseivci

dependent piotess that still hampeis the use ot How quantifie itton in a t linical setting

A fully automatic segmentation method based on active contoui model algouthms Lot defining

vessel boundaties has been developed

Foi segnientalton, the phase image m addition lo the magnitude image is used lo addiess image

chstoitions heqiiently seen m the magnitude image ol distuibccl Llow fields A modified

definition loi the active contoui model is mtioduted to iceluce Lhe inlluence ol missing 01

spin ions edge mfomiation ol the vessel vvall

Ihe method was evaluated on flow phantom data and on in-vivo images acquued m the

ascending aoita ol humans Phantom experiments îesiiltetl m an enoi ot 0 8% assessing the

luminal aiea ot a flow phantom equipped with an aitilictal head valve Blinded evaluation ol

the volume flow îates horn automatic vs manual segmentation ot giadient echo (FEE) phase

conliasl images oblamed m-vivo icsiilied in a mean chtteience of -0 9±iA The mean

dilleience fiom automatic vs manual segmentation ol images acquued with a hybncl phase

conliasl sequence (TFEPl) within a single bieath hold was -0 9±6E

Automatic \cssc I segmentation using eu tue contains m c nu phase conti ast flow nieasuiements

S Kim ike R liotnai S Oxie M 13 Scheide-gga I M Pc de nui P Boe s,gc i

loin nul of Magnetic Re semaine Imaging 10,41 si (1999)



o* i Vessel segmenta tion Using Active Contours

Introduction

Magnetic resonance cine phase contrast flow measurements have been proven to be a reliable

method for the assessment ot flow related parameters in larger vessels (1-3). However, the

évaluation of the acquired images is a time consuming process thai still hampers the use oi'

flow quantification in a clinical setting. The calculation of flow parameters requires the

delineation of the vessel cross section in a time series of velocity encoded images. Defining the

vessel boundaries manually, which is considered as the gold standard, lasts unaeeeplably long

in clinical practice and is subject lo observer dependent variability (4).

Several approaches for vessel segmentation of AIR phase contrast images have been reported.

Magnitude masking is often used (4). However die threshold calculated for image masking

depends on pixel statistics within certain regions defined by the user. Also, the loss of signal

due lo disturbed inflow or intra-voxel dispersion might affect the mask determination and

necessitates additional user interaction.

Since vessel boundaries in MR images are assumed to be closed and smooth, the set ol

possible shapes can be restricted to continuous contours. Such controllable active contours for

image segmentation were introduced by Kass ct al. (5). Recently, active com our based

segmentation has been used to extract vessel boundaries m MR phase contrast image

sequences of the ascending aorta (6) and of the carotid arteries (7). Both approaches use the

final contour from a previously processed temporal neighboring frame as an initial seed for die

subsequent frame to be processed. However, in ease of considerable change in position and

shape oflhe vessel cross-section between subsequent frames, as seen for the ascending aorta,

the propagation may introduce errors if the seed contour is too far away from (he boundary to

be segmented.

Disturbed flow conditions and partial volume effects at the vessel wall often degrade the vessel

boundary representation in MR images. In order to address these problems, an algorithm using

mulliresolution analysis based on the wavelet transform was presented in (81.

However, all algorithms proposed so far were only apjdied lo magnitude images. Since signal

loss degrading the vessel vvall representation in MR images is often seen in measurements

downstream of heart valves, the methods mav fail on images mapping disturbed flow fields.

Signal loss can be caused by the presence of turbulence, which is considered as an indication of

some type of abnormality (9), but has also been observed m MR images obtained m healthy

elderly subjects ( 10). In general, blood llow disturbance often occurs immediately downstream

of a normal functioning native aortic vahe vv ith normal cardiac output (11).

We hypothesized that hilly automatic vessel segmentation of MR phase contrast images for

calculation of blood flow throughout the cardiac cycle with minimal initial user interaction can

be accomplished bv using active contour based segmentation m combination with dedicated

improvements. To achieve high accuracy and reproducibility ot the segmentation the following

features were introduced:



2.2 Methods öl

The phase instead of the magnitude image is used for segmentation of time frames which are

subject to flow-related signal loss.

A new definition oflhe active contour model propagates contour similarity ot consécutive time

frames to make the model less sensitive to missing or spurious edge features.

In order to lake into account the non-abrupt transition from vessel lumen to wall due lo inflow

and partial volume effects, a correction scheme lor edge detection is introduced to circumvent

underestimation of cross sectional vessel area.

The proposed algorithm was applied to images obiamcd m a flow phantom downstream of an

artificial heart valve in a steady flow setup and to in-vrvo images of the ascending aorta of

healthy volunteers acquired with a conventional phase contrast sequence and with a fast hybrid

technique allowing for single breath-hold acquisition

Methods

Image eharete teristics

MR phase contrast imaging uses the phase shift of the AIR signal of spins moving along a

magnetic field gradient for velocity encoding. Velocity information is given in the images as a

grey scale representation o( the acquired phase shifts. Anatomic information is contained in the

magnitude of the acquired signal.

Gradient echo imaging of blood llow is subject to the following flow-related characteristics:

The parabolic velocily distribution within the small boundary layer near fhe vessel wall causes

signal decrease within this layer going towards lhe vvall. Voxels at (he vessel wall might

contain both signal from moving blood and from the stationary vessel wall. Thus, edge points

detected at local maximum image gradients as a result of standard edge detection filters (12)

are located slightly inside the vessel lumen and not exactly at the vessel wall (Figure 2.2).

Dispersion of signal phase due to non-uniform velocity distribution within a single voxel leads

to signal loss. This can be caused by strong spatial variation of velocity across the imaging slice

and by random spalial and temporal variation of velocity in regions of turbulence.

Figure 2.3 shows the magnitude and the phase image obtained at peak svstole downstream of

the aortic valve in a healthy young volunteer. Extracted edge points are overlaid to

demonstrate the inlluence of image distortion in a pair of magnitude and phase images.

Whereas no meaningful edge information could be extracted Irom the magnitude image,

considerable parts of the vessel boundary were accurately identified in the phase image.
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Figuie 2 2 Piofile of the magnitude (a) and tin phase (b) image obtained

peipendiculai to the ascending aoita duung flow accdaaiioii Intensify pi ofîles

< mem the same diametei (white dotted line) an gt\ai An the magnitude and phase

image Points of local maximum linage guidants an indicated tm> Contoui points (a)

men keel manually aie shifted outwauls with nspect to tin automatic all} delected
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Fiquie 2 •? Magnitude (a) and phase (h) innige obtained at neak systole local

maximum innige giaehaits which wae c xtnu 'eel within the bounds gnen by the clashed

aides an cweilanl Image distouion seen m tin maaiuinh Lads to insufficient edge

detection wheieas most jiaits of the asset boundan an extiacted using the phase

image

To tuilhei investigate the ehlleicnt degiadaiion ol the magnitude and ol lhe phase image in a

disfuibcd flow field, compulei simulations wae can led out V tuibulent steadv flow field with

i maximum velocity ol I 10 em/s was simulated with fluctuation velocity // (/) fhe lool mean

squaic ol //'(/Awas J4 2 em/s giving aielative turbulence intensity of I5A pie vessel diametei

was 20 mm The MR leadout expenment was peilouued to obtain the complex signal in k
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space The following paiamelers weie used spatial lesolulion = Ixl mnr, echo time = 57 ms

velocity encoding = 120 cm/s Figure 2 4 incite ties the stability ol the phase in contiast lo lhe

magnitude ol the MR signal obtained m the simulated Llow held Since fhe signal phase lemams

moie stable than magnilude the segmentation would bene tu horn using lhe phase Mislead ol

magnitude in liâmes which aie sublet (o intia voxel dispcision

Figuie 2 4 Mimuiieeil simulation of mint \o\el chspasioii effects due to tuibulent

flow The maximum \docitv of pauibobc flow field was 110 cm/s the loot mean

squaie of the fluctuation velocity was 13 2 an/s Wheieas the vessel wall

lepiesentcition m the magnitude image is sexae /v distoi reel (a) the vessel boiine/aiy m

the phase image is still ucognizahle (b)

Theory of active contenu s

The active contoui paiadigm, as oiiginatiy pioposed m (A, dcsciibcs a de loi niable contoui

balancing two dilleient eneigy fields

11 Internal eneigy cleteimines the stielchmg and bending behavioi ol the contoui It keeps a

smooth contoui shape undei loices denvecl horn the external eneigy held bv penab/inq shaip

bends and Luge stielchmg

2) External eneigy is chaiacteuzcd by image loices aid acting the contoui lo the desned

houndaues Image Loices ate denvecl fiom Lhe feeituie image (e g the edge map oflhe ouginal

image data)

In die lollowmg a biici oveiview ol the active contoui paiadigm is given The closed contoui

in the image plane is defined bv y{s t). wheie sis a spatial paiametci and t denotes time

defined ovei given mien ah O and T icspec lively When adapting the contoui lo the leatuie

image the Lolal contoui eneigy L(p) being the sum ot lhe internal contoui eneigy Fnl (/land
lhe cxlanal enei gv F (y ), must appi oach a minimum

In oielci to contiol the stietching and benduig behavioi ol the contoui, the intemal eneigy is

defined accoichng to i*)

^(rW4Al/M| + M id O tlS
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44ie parameters w, and ny are used to weight the magnitude oflhe first (y [s)) and second

( y^ {s)) spatial derivative of the contour and thereby contiol the elasticity and rigidity.

The external energy tennis associated with the feat nie image imq(y)'

1\, iy)=j[hng[y)Ls [2]
o

Using a discrete lepiesentatiou C - IXA'Y = (in... \,,__,. vft... \
v_,

f of die contour, with A'

uniformly spaced nodes, lhe derivatives of the contour can lie approximated by a finite

difference scheme. Introducing the stiffness matrix ÄA the internal energy can be rewritten in

matrix notation:

F,n(l')^-F1 KF [31

The total contour energy 27(C) must be minimi/cd to find the optimal shape and position on

the feature image. This can be achieved by solvmg the associated Euler-Eagrange differential

equation (see the Appendix for a detailed description):

MÜ + CU + KU = F{U) with F(U)=kl)n(X3Y)-kt—^^^ \4]
\\Vimg(X3}j\\

M introduces the mass density of the contour and C the damping constant of fhe system.

Fill) includes a force pushing the contour m the outer normal direction, which is added to the

normalized force generated by the feature image as suggested in ( 13). The force directed in the

outer normal direction is scaled wilh An and must be smaller than the force arising from Lhe

image features, which is scaled with /c, to prevent steppuig over meaningful edges. h(X.Y)
denotes fhe unity vectors perpendicular to the contour.

Automatic vessel segmentation

The following concept was chosen to obtain automatic vessel segmentation.

1 ) To ensure robust segmentation of the first rmagc Irame ( stau frame processing), the initial

active contour runs on the image frame corresponding to the early systolic acceleration of

blood flow. In this frame blood flow is expected to be unidirectional.

2) Processing lhe remaining time frames sequentially {sequential frame processing), a

previously segmented, temporally neighbonng contour is used foi the actual frame as a model

for segmentation to approximate the contour m case of missing or distorted edge features.

A Because Ihe active contour model is mhetentlv restricted to local features, the initial seed

contour for each trame has to be in the vicinity oi the desned vessel boundary. However, larger

arteries such as the ascending aorta change then position dining the cardiac cycle. Therefore,

the position of the seed contour has Lo be adjusted lor each image Irame of the cardiac cycle.

4) Anatomy in the vicinity oflhe vessel of interest may contribute stiong edge features near the

vessel wall. Such edge points could trap the active contour. Thcietorc, the contour is pulled
from inside the vessel lumen towards the vessel wall.

An overview oflhe processing steps for segmentation is given tn Figure 2.8.
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Startframe processing

The approximate center of the vessel of interest is manually selected in an arbitrary image

frame. Then, the phase image at the phase corresponding to the early systolic acceleration of

blood flow is automatically searched for io serve as lhe first frame to be processed. This is

accomplished by 1 ) convolnting each phase frame with a gaussian mask for noise reduction: 2)

detecting all pixels ot each phase image that exceed half of the maximum phase as found witloin

a circular mask around the selected vessel center: 3) removing isolated pixels and filling holes

using connectivity" criteria; and 4) selecting the first phase image in time with an area of half of

the maximum found overall. Further, from this initial starting frame the diameter and position

oflhe circular initial seed contour for fhe subsequent aedve contour segmentation is derived.

In addition, two parameters describing the contour displacement and the change in shape,

which is allowed for temporally consecutive tune frames, arc set. A given contour is then

reduced and dilated in size with a radial offset equal lo the parameters to obtain inner and outer

boundaries. Accordingly, the contour displacement and change in shape is restricted by

considering only (he area between the inner and the outer boundaries.

Feature image calculation

In order to address the variable transition between vessel lumen and wall, a modified edge

detection is applied. Using anisotropic diffusion filtering (14), noise of the actual image frame

is reduced. After noise filtering, local maximum image gradients are searched in a radial

manner normal to the contour within the boundaries restricting contour displacement. Only-

local maximum image gradients at transitions from bright to dark in Ihe magnitude image and

high absolute velocity to low absolute velocity in the phase image are detected. Delected edge

points are reduced to a single pixel width by suppressing non-maximums. Furthermore, for

each edge point, calculated on the phase image ( plia ). a correction is applied by assuming a

linear transition from the vessel lumen to the wall within the small boundary layer near the

vessel wall:

k / -, plia., - phairui))
A/M v?) = -!—^—^—^—'- |51

-_s- imaiinep)
or

The corrected edge point is shifted by Ar(ep) with respect to the detected edge point along the

direction oflhe radial gradient search et. to the cut-point oï the linear approximation with the

zero phase ( phan) (Figure 2.5a). For the magnitude image, the corrected edge point is found

by incrementing Ar(cp) until a concave image transition is reached (Figure 2.5b).
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11guie 2 s Collection of edge points detected at positions of local maximum image

giadmits 1 dge points of the phase image (pint) an slu/ted by A/ to the eloss point

ol the appiOMinatcd viloatx distilbution neai tin wall with die line ol ~eio velocity

(a) lhe magnitude image (mag) edge points an shifted stalling fiom the point of the

local minimum giadient in the outei ictdial dilation to tin fust oeauieiice of a

concave innige tiansition (b)

Stent liame sc gmentalion (Actne Contoui I)

Discictizing the tempoial deuvativcs ol vecloj l m Eq [ 1] the position updates ol the

contoui points foi a specified lime step A/ aie calculated 11 the mass density M is assumed

lobezeioand P \U
x
)=zF[U h he solution loi vectoi ( is found by

b
x

xC-KAt) [t( +!{( JAA 161

fhe equation is solved iteiatively until the eneigy lluetuation of subsequent loops is below a

cet tain t hieshold (15) In oidei to avoid bunching ot contoui points, lesamplmg is used alter

each iteiation to keep a unifoun spacing ol the contoui nodes Vn optional ichnement step Ids

the usei mleiacl by ldenli lying points which the tomom should slick to Maiked points aie

intiocluccd into the Leatuie image as minima and altiacl (he coniom in a subsequent ie-run ot

lhe active conloni lhe steps applied foi stent fuinie piocessing aie illustiatcd m Eiguie s

Sequential futme piocessing

Depending on the aveiage velocity as estimated within the layei defined bv (he mnei boundaiv

icstncting contoui displacement the decision whether lo use the phase image m addition to the

magnitude image toi leatuie image calculation is made 11 the estimated velocitv exceeds A)A>

of fhe maximum velocity as estimated duung the stau fiante pioce ssuig step (he fcaluie map

ol (he phase image is additionally genetateel

Fkte inuneifioii of xe ssd in plane displacement

liy calculating fhe conelation ol a given contoui kernel k{i t)0^i<IQ<jSl with the

leatuie map ol the ciment image hame M {inn) 0 ^ m s VI 0 s /> S /V the vessel

displacement between (he anient and picviouslv piocessed liame is obtained

r(m,n) M "/v « 2V7 o k H
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Basically, the nearest (with respect to the gravity center ol Lhe model contour) local maximum

of Eq. |7] is determined and used for calculating the displacement The contour kernel is a

bitmap representation of the contour segmented on Ihe previously processed leraporally

neighboring frame. /,,/denote the width and height of the lectangular map capturing the

kernel. The allowed displacement is restricted according fo the parameter set during start

frame processing and eletcimines the bounds bid N

-ipuenal usn inteaetmri (••)

initial seed conlwr

/'-
. .

/ "if."
,' :'•

( i>
"x J

ai
x

b) c)

Figure 2.0: Start frame segmentation. The frame ol systolic blood acceleration is

chosen as lhe initial frame (a). Fiom the initial frame the position and size of the

circular seed contour is derived. The seed contour is placed on the initial frame (b).

Radial edge detection is performed within the bounds determined by the parameter

restricting ihe frame-to-frame contour displacement (dashed contours) (c). The initial

seed is pulled towards the vessel wall using the active contour (el). Suboptimal

segmentation results may be corrected bx introducing local minima (indicated by the

black dots) into the edge map (c) and restai ring the en u\ e c autour tel).

Modulus versus jiliasc selection

By default Lhe feature image generated from the magnitude image is used for segmentation.

However, if Lhe phase image was additionally processed and lhe degree of correlation

calculated for the phase image is above the correlation found for the magnitude image, the

feature image generated from the phase image is used foi segmentation instead.

Sequential frame segmentation (Active Contour 11)

A new constraint for the infernal eneigy terni£M(E) is introduced to take into account the

model of the contour to be searched tor In case ol missing edge leaturcs in the current Irame.

the contour is appioxnnated by the model shape, fhe influence ot spurious edges is reduced by

penalizing a contour shape and position (littering too much hom (he model shape:

^(^É^A^A^.^'V^fd/X//,^, -U) LSI

As model c7,ni,,,, the contour of the previously processed temporally neighboring image frame,

which is corrected for the displacement component, is used. Hie parameterX controls the

force between the actual and the model contour and theieby determines (he similarity of the
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actual and the model contour. Usrng the definition for Em{ ill h vecloi c7 is now calculated as

iollows-

D\Al --(C+KAt + ATAtr* <

{CF +(KAi h ÄIAt h
noilti

- F{1 )Ai)

The previously described steps are repeated m a loop to process successively all remaining

heart phases of the cardiac cycle (Figure 6b

.oop k-stai t_rr-im=>
'

r<~ i

Figure 2.7: Sequential frame segmentation. Foi the current tunc frame A, edge

detection is performed on the modulus image and additionally, if flic estimated flow

rate is above a threshold, on the phase image within the bounds lestridmg frame-to-

frame contour displacement (dashed contours) tat. Phe actual displacement and the

degree of correlation with respect to the previouslx segmented temporally neighboring
contour is determined (b). In case edge detection was additionally performed on lhe

phase image lhe decision whether to use die magnitude or phase image for

segmentation is made based on ihe degree of c orrelarioii (c). Finally, the current

fiame is segmented with an active contour scheme ineoiporating the contour of the

temporally neighboring tune frame as a model slnipe tdotted c ontntir) (el).

Before calculating blood flow, the VIR phase data are corrected lor phase shifts caused bv

eddy currents. Phase correct ion is accomplished bv subtracting a plane obLainecl by a least-

square fit through the phase values of stationary tissue. After final interpolation of the contour

nodes by cubic polynomials, volume blood llow is calculated bv integration ol all pixel
velocities within the contour.

Parameter determination

dlie scaling for the internal features oflhe model w and w is kept constant for all contour

nodes and iterations. They are adjusted to values on the ordei ol Ir aud ii3 as proposed in

(16), h denoting the inter-nodal distance of the contour. Foi ces derived from image Icaluies

aie scaled with k, =10. The lorcc directed to the outer noimal direction of the contour is

weighted by kl} =0 9/., and is only incorporated into the stent frame segmentation step. The

icmaining parameters are sel as follows: y = 2 0, À ^ 1/ shape restrie lion
,
and lhe time step
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At is 1 0. The shapc^restnction iellects (he allowed maximum change ol fhe vessel shape for

Iwo tempotally neighboring image hames.
___

Sum i

Start frame proeessins}

( sc sc kcls \cssid i_en1ei em <uhm uv dame

kind phase liame ol eai Iv systolic (low

Calculate initial aiculai seed lonioiu

Set paiameleis tallowed vessel shilt change ai

Compute leatuie invnje ol li une

(noise tilifima ccl«e detcumn ecke point

Segmentation ol liame Veli\e Lomotil I

loop k=i do I, step I

loop k=i+llo n step
>0

Sequential irame processing

Compute Icaluie image ot nuxla lus hanici

(.ompuie leatuie image ol phase 1 imc I v ^

n ? \

Cioss-con elation WO oi Walin c imaïïctsv wilh j
pievious sesmenied contoui lo I in 1 displacement |

between pi étions and actu.i 1 tiamey

JGh.Nl RVTES1 1 PCOMOIR VNDCORRI Cl SLID MIR

IP CC1IIW>CCM1)11[ s

rcATURr im von (14)= FLnlASl elsi n\ ,mi,„s

Segmentation ot Uamei -VcUvc Contoui II |

Figuie 2.8: (heiviexv of piocessing steps for automatic vesse 1 segmentation The total

number of heart phases is denoted with n \ is blood xdoc dx, and vmtn >s peak blood

velocitv over all heai t phases

Manual contour extraction

By visual inspection of the cross sectional magnitude images and fhe corresponding phase

images, points weie placed manually on the assumed vessel wall Blood llow was calculated by

intcgiation of all pixel velocities within the cubic polynomial titled through Lhe maiked points.

Phantom measurements

A Plexiglas pipe equipped with a bileaflet aitificial heait valve was used m a steady llow setup

(Q=15 I/mm). Fluid viscosity and relaxation constants 4 i /TA weie matched to the values of
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blood (3 54 mPas, 941 J/232 2 ms) The internal diametei ol ihe pipe was 40 mm Velocily

was mapped at tlnee axial distances downstieam to the valve (x=8 160, 212 mm) Fot these

locations the flow conditions weie known fiom nieasuiements petfoumed using Easet Dopplet

Aneinonietiy

\t the hist location t\=8 mm) stiong spatial velocity giadients weie piesent Velocity

ai idicnts became eonsideiablv smallei at a laigei distance fiom the valve (x=160 mm), wheie

flow developed info a plug-like shape Flow at the enhance (x-212 rami of a eonveicent

section oi 10 mm length with a hneai change in tube diametei li mi 40 mm to Es mm at the

outlet was assumed to be spatially itceleiaied

lot MR velocity mapping, a giadient echo sequence (FIT) with bipolai velocity encoding

giadients was used The thickness ol the slice was it) mm and m-plane pixel lesolulion i 17 x

! 17 mm (mahix 256x256, field ot view 300 mm) Ihe flip angle was 20°, the encoding

velocity was set lo 100 cm/s, and echo time TL was 5 4 ms

In oidei to geneiate an image sequence mimicking a moving vessel, (he ouginal pan oi

magnitude and phase images was copied nine times and the centei ol the image hame wis

slutted lantlonily loi each copy \utomaiic segmentation ol each ol the thice phantom data

sets was conducted five tunes by the same obseivei on sepaiale occasions

In vivo measurements

Ten healthy voluntecis (mean age 36 7 yeais lange 27-62 male) weie investigated as

appiovcd by individual uiloimcd consent using a Philips Gyiosean ACS-NT 1 51 (Philips

Medical Systems, Best. The Netheilands) whole body scannci A cuculai suiface coil was

applied to map die axial blood velocities ol the ascending aoita at the appioxunale level ot the

sino-liibulai iimction Depending on the heait lute 22-M) hames weie letoidcd eveiy 30 ms

thioughout the caidiac cycle using a ECU tuggeied giadient echo sequence (FEE) with bipolar

velocity encoding giachenls The slice selecting dneclion was chosen foi velocily encoding fo

avoid phase wiaps lhe maximum veloaly sensitivity was adapted individually and tanged hom

120-200 cm/s The thickness oL the slice was 10 mm and m-plane pixel icsolution 1 17 x 1 17

mm2 (matnx 256x256. Held of view 300 mm) The flip angle was 20e and echo tune Tr

langed bom 4 9-5 s ms

A second sel ol nieasuiements was obtained m anothei gioup ol ten volunteeis (mean age

21 1 yeais, nuige 21-35 3 lemale) duung a single biealh-nold lasting 30 heait beats \ clocttv

mapping was pciloimed using a last tivhnd phase conliast technique (4FEP1) combining

segmented k-space acquisition with FPI leadouts (17) Scan paiamctcis weie I 4 x L 4 x 10

mm (matiix 128x128. field ol view 179 mm), 3Q nis lempoial icsolution, 20-26 head phases,

velocily encoding in slice selection dnection - 120-200 cm/s. flip angle - 15°, 43 = 7 1-7 5 ms

fhe in-vivo nieasuiements weie evaluated manually by thtec independent obseivei s m a

blinded fashion. Automatic segmentation ol the m-vivo images was earned out by anothei

gioup ol tlnee independent obseivei s One obseivei lepcaied automatic and manual

segmentation tlnee times on scpaiate occasions In addition each m-vivo image sei was

automatically daccd by one obseivei with the conshuui! ol using the magnitude hames only
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Statistics

The conelation between flow values ealculaled horn manual and automatic segmentation ot

lhe PEP and ol the TFEP1 nieasuiements was evaluated using the mean dilleience method

deseiihcd bv Bland ex Alfman 1183 and lineal icgitsston statistics Intel-usei and mlia usei

vai lability was ealculaled as the within subjects coefficient ot variation

Results

The area calculated horn the automatically segmented contenus ol (he tin ce dilleient imaging

positions was compared to the aiea ol the Plexigkis tube as shown m fable 2 l Foi (he

imaging position at 8 mm downstieam Liom the valve the aiea was slightly overestimated by

0 7% on aveiage Aiea at the second imaging position (x=lo0 mm) was assessed with an

aveiage euoi ol 0 Wo Fvaluation of images obtained at the beginning ol fhe conveigcnt

geomettv lesultcd m undeieslimation ol luminal aiea by 0 8% Phase images weie

automatically chosen loi segmentation foi all Ihiee imaging positions

Tabic 2 1 Phantom u suits

position area mean error intra-senes inlra-observer

[mm] [mm2] [%] variability [%] (n=10) variability [%] (n=5)

x=8 12784±15 C72 0 084 0 011

x=160 1271 9 ± 1 6 0 30 O0b3 0 037

X=212 1261 4 ± 2 0 0 80 0 Ufa t 0 022

true" area 1269 2

Specified ana of phantom tube = title aiea Foi each distance fiom the aitificial

aoitic \al\c (x-8 160 212 mm) the etc qua eel image pan was duplicated nine times

with a laiidoni shift eg the image centa to mimic a mining ussd Fach image set was

automatic alh segmented In c tunes by the same obsaui \i at values aie me anztSD

The mean dilleience of the in vivo flow values calculated hom automatically and manually

segmented FFF images was 0 9% and (he ±95A limits ot agi cement weie +3 3% I -3 2%

(Eiguie 2 9) Lmeut regression lesulted m the hneai equation v-0 97x+0 17 and the conelation

coefficient C was 0 99 lhe mean dilleience ol the llow values hom automatically vs manually

segmented IEFPI images was -0 9A and the ±9SA limits weie 1-6 0% / -5 6% (Figuie 2 10)

Lineai tegiession analysis icvealed v=0 94x+0 37 and 11 onelation of i =0 97
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FFE (automatic) vs. FFE (manual)
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Figure 2.9; Comparison of volume flow

rates obtained from automatically vs.

manuallx traced contours of the images

acquired with the conventional

gradient echo (FFE) sequence.

Figure 2.10: Comparison of volume

flow rales obtained from autcmiciticaffv

vs. manuallx tun ed contours of images

acquired with ihe hybrid phase contrast

sequence (TFEPI) within a single

bieathdndd.

The inier-observer variability was 1.9% for manual analysis and 0.5% for automatic analysis of

the flow rate obtained with the conventional gradient echo sequence (FFE). Intra-observcr

variability of manually segmented images was 0.9% and 0.2% for automatic segmentation of

FFE images. Evaluation of images obtained in a single breath-hokl with fhe TFEPI sequence

resulted in an inler-observer variability of 1.7%. when done manually, and 0.5% for automatic

segmenlalion; inlra-observer variability was 0.7% for manual analysis and 0.3% for automatic

analysis (Table 2.2). Performing automatic segmentation on the FFE images using fhe

magnitude frames only resulted in a mean difference of the flow values with respect fo manual

segmentation of -9.2973 and ±95% limits of+20.26% / -16.56%

Table 2.2: In-vivo results.

manual (FFE) automatic (FFE)

inter-observer variability [%] (n=3)
intra-observer variability [%] (n=3)

1 944

0 932

0 490

0 175

manual (TFEPI) automatic (TFEPf)
inter-observer variability [%] (n=3)
intra-observer variability [%] (n=3)

1 718

0 725

0 530

0 346

Three independent users performed manual and automatic segmentation of images

obtained in volunteers with a conventional secjiicncc iFFE) and of inniges acquired with

a single breathold hxbrid technique (TFEPIi. \ariabilnx is reported as the within

sub/ects coefficient ot variation.
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Discussion

Using segmentation based on dedicated active contours allows lor automatic processing of

image frames obtained by phase contrast velocily mapping. Only simple initial user interaction

is necessary lo start the segmentation.

Initial simulations confirmed the general observation that the phase image is more appropriate

for segmentation than the magnitude image under disturbed flow conditions.

The phantom validation revealed good agreement assessing the luminal area for three different

(low distributions m a Plexiglas lube. Ovcrestimation ot luminal area occurred at the closest

position to (he valve, where strong spatial velocity variations were present. The flow

distribution across the tubular area was characterized by zones ol retrograde flow near (he

hinges of the valve. We therefore attribute parts oflhe error lo lhe transition fiom antegrade to

retrograde flow. Thus, no meaninghil edges al these locations could be extracted by the system

and, accordingly, the contour shape was approximated by the elastic properties of the active

contour model. Further downstream flow was fully antegrade and the error in assessing luminal

area was small. At the beginning of the converging section flow developed into a plug-like

shape. Euminal area calculated irom automatically traced contours revealed underestimation.

ddiis is likely caused by the effect of spalial acceleration to the signal phase in phase contrast

measurements. As described in (19). the time delay between spalial and velocity encoding

gradient gravily centers leads to mapping of velocity within a convergent geometry further

downstream with respect to the position of the imaging slice.

There are further limitations that apply for the phantom validation. First, signal coming from

the surrounding fluid was stationary. This is unlike lhe m-vivo conditions, where moving tissue

influences pixel statistics for the threshold determination used in the edge point detection.

Second, the edge correction scheme approximates the transition from vessel lumen fo wall in a

small boundary layer linearly, even though the velocity distribution within (he boundary layer is

rather parabolic. This probably contributes to the slight overestimation of luminal aiea seen for

two of Lhe three imaging positions.

In-vivo. about 2500 image frames were processed automatically. Forcing the automatic

segmentation to use only the magnitude images led to severe segmentation errors on some of

the systolic time fiantes. Due to the high systolic llow, this resulted in underestimation of the

mean flow rate compared to manual segmentation (mean diffcrcnce±2SD=-9.3±20.3%\

Using both magnitude and phase, only minor segmentation errors were observed. Flow values

in the ascending aorta were calculated accurately using automatic segmentation (mean

diflcrence±2SD=-0.9±3.37r compared lo manual segmentation). Also, flow values from

automatically traced images oblamed within a single breath-hold agreed well wilh flow values

calculated from manually drawn contours (mean ciifference±2SD=-0.9±6.0%).

In this study we only considered flow images obtained in the ascending aorta near the aortic

valve. Since the total amount of pixels covering the aortic vessel cross section is large, small

deviations between manual and automatic segnientalton result in minor change of Lhe volume

flow rate. However, the flow distribution near the aortic heart valve is subject lo strong spatial
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and temporal variations and was therefore used to prove the stability of the proposed method.

Furthermore, the blood pools surrounding the ascending aorta provide signal intensities

comparable to signal within Llie vessel. This excludes vessel masking as Llie method of choice

for this application.

In-vivo validation is also hampered by the use of manual segmentation as a reference. Manual

segmentation is still the gold standard even though it suiters irom user variability Fitting a

sectored paraboloid through velocity data as proposed in ( 20* might be applied for certain time

dames obtained in (he ascending aorta in lhe future. The accuracy oflhe method in application

((-> the carotid arteries has been reported earltei (21 ).

The use of both magnitude and phase frames for segmentation assumes that spatial and

velocity misregistration (22) of accelerated spins and spins moving in an oblique direction with

respect to the gradient axis can be neglected. Especially the pulsatility of aortic flow might lead

to considerable misregistration of velocities due to the finite time between spatial and velocitv

encoding in Ihe slice selecting direction. Thus, the velocity map might not correspond to fhe

inflow-weighting seen in the magnitude image ol the same dine Irame, resulting in different

O'-iiiours when traced on the phase and on lhe magnitude image, respectively.

Future studies using the presented method should address segmenlalion of smaller vessels

mapped by fewer pixels before the quantitative results of Lhe present study can be hilly

extrapolated to measurements in other parts of the cardiovascular system.

Conclusion

14ie use of dedicated algorithms based on modified active contour models allowed for fast

automatic and accurate determination of volume blood flow m the ascending aorta of humans.

In combination with single breath-hold phase contrast acquisitions, instantaneous blood llow,

volume flow and dynamic vessel area can be obtained in a fast and reproducible way. The

method holds potential for the assessment of flow rales in the cardiovascular system.
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Appendix

Assuming the paiameteisve and it-, to be constants and usine deuvative appioximations, the

discictc eneigv hmctional detived liomFquation I and 1 quation 2 is wutten as

\_ i

F = u(v)]L (u)=y\-—\\ij
^
_f +-—||f 21 E,,jj A nng{x m )\

^{21i !| 21U
' !i

j

wheie (/ - (\,...\v ,, vn . \s ) leptesenls the contoui unifoimly sampled at N locations

II
t
-{\ , v, / ,

// is the distance between consecutive contoui nodes, and iing{ ) is the fealuie

image Finding U which is a local minimum loi h is achieved by solving the associated Eulei-

Lagiange ec|iialion (see (13) loi a inoie complete clesei iplion)
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Since closed contoui s aie consicleied. we dehne (7 = Li U
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etc and 0</s N - 1

Making the model dvnamic and using matrix notations, the equation given above is wutten as

follows
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M = juT assigns lhe mass density u to the contoui and C - XT wheie A is the clamping

constant, allows lhe kinetic eneigy to be dissipated bv hidion / denotes fhe identify matnx

The lempoial deuvalives oi U and the spatial denvatives m / (c/)aie appioximated by finite

foiwaid and finite eential ehtletences tespectivelv With u-0 and F(UimA )=F{Ui), the

motion equation ot the active contoui is obtained as follows
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Chapter 3

Clinical Studies

3.1 Velocity Distributions Distal to Heart Valve Prostheses

Abstract

Purpose: Investigation of blood flow velocities and shear rales at Iwo different distances

downstream of an artificial aortic valve (St. .hide Medical) m patients.

Methods: Blood velocity was quantified downstream of the valve prosthesis in ten patients

(replacement after aortic valve stenosis or combined stenosis and insufficiency) using a method

for magnetic resonance cine velocity mapping, adapting the imaging slice position according

to fhe excursion oflhe valvular plane of the heart.

Two acquisitions were perLormed to display the blood velocity distribution Va and 1 valve

diameter downstream oL the valve and to quantify blood volumes and shear rates.

Results: Velocity profiles measured during llow acceleration 14 diameter downstream of ihe

valve were characterized by a distinct pattern of two lateral and one central jet of antegrade

flow. High shear rates were found along ihe leaflet tips. The profiles obtained 1 valve diameter

downstream were skewed with varying velocity patterns among fhe subjects. Peak shear rates

were found close to (he vessel walk With correction for through-plane motion of the valve the

apparent regurgitant fraction was 14+6% (the regurgitant fraction without correction was 9+5

%).

Conclusions: The present non-invasive procedure for velocity mapping enables measurements

very close to the valve and therefore allows evaluation ol blood flow patterns with respect to

valve design in humans.

Heart motion adapted MR \eloan mapping of blood veloeitx dishibution downstream of aortic valve

prostheses: initial expeiience. S. Kozeike, J.M. Hasenkani, H. \'x guard, P.K. Paulsen, E.M. Pedersen,

P. Boesiger: Radiology (in jiress)
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Introduction

Laie complications m patients with an implanted piosthctic henl xàïve aie consicleied lo be

ichled to fluid dynamic thai acta istics Thus hemolysis rnd tliiombus lomiation have been

associated with the heait valve design ( 1 3) Complications imv denve horn elevated levels ol

tuibulent sheai stiess, the random time-dependent fluid nicehanicil stiess acting tangeolialh on

the sin face ol an element m the blood (4) Specific blood llow patterns have been consicleied

So piopagate tliiombus foimation (51

Nvgauul et al 16 8), piovided hist data on velocity fields and shen stiess distal to ptosthetit

v tlvcs m humans Howevei the invasive measuicment pioctdinc is only possible diuui0 open

heaiï an «ay

Cine magnetic icsonance (MRl phase conliasl measuiemails allow lot non-mvasive mapping

of velocity chslnbulions Ihe modality has the potential to jnovidc mote detailed mtoimation

with icgaid to velocitv disdibutions than echocaichogiaphv which is cuuenlly fhe gold

standaid toi evaluating heait valves m-vivo Ftntheimoie MR velocity mapping enables

quantification ol tiansvahuku blood volumes is unpen tant maikeis ol valve peiloimance

MR velocily mapping is based on the deteimination of the acquued phase slult of pioton spins

moving along a magnetic held giadient Due (o magnetic held inhomogcnalv and susceptibility

vauations il is necessaiy lo peifoim two acquisitions with diJletent velocitv sensitivitv lhe

subh action ol the phase images horn the Lwo acquisitions vieleis t phase thffeiencc map which

is ptopoilional to velocities

The natuie ol blood flow is pumanly deteinnned bv the latio ol mcitial to viscous foices

Picdominant mcitial foices lesult in fuibulence 1 ocafions of tuibulence aie associated wilh

iicas ol high velocity giadients (1 2 6 7> Ihaefoie mapping ol velocity giadients might be

used (o estimate the complexity ol flow Lields

Eoiivenlional MR imaging techniques use a spatially hxed imaging slice Due to caidiac motion

measuicments m the immediate vicinity of he ait \dl\e prostheses re not possible Howevei

highest flow complexity ocaus immediately downstieam ol piostnctic valves Measuicments

luithei downstieam aie expected to exhibit alterations of velocity fields depending on vaiymg

geomeinc conditions such as aoitic cuivatuie and valve position tel ifive to the outflow axis In

oidei to pi oxide leleience data icgaiding velocily fields downstieam ot vahe piostheses m-

vivo dala should be acquued as dose as possible to the v live

Using i method loi MR velocity mapping adajMing the unigitm slice position to fhe cvclic

molion ot the heait we hypothesize that motion collected velocity md slieai late data can he

obtained immediately downstieam ol valve piostheses in hum ins
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Methods

Patient population

1 en patients (mean age ^8 4 sänge 44-66 s te males) who had a St hide Medical aoitic valve

undciwcnl (lie MR examinations fhe peuod ol ume between volve iemplacement and MR

examination was 43 months on aveiage (tange 25-49 months) Seven patients had aoitic valve

stenosis and tlnee patients had combined stenosis and insuflicicncy beloie snigetv Obese

patients and patients suffenng liom ciaustiophobia weie not included «n the study population

Wutten infoimetl consent was obtained horn all subjects lhe study was appioved bv the local

Ethics Committee and complied with the Helsinki II declaiation

MR examination

MR nieasuiements weie catned out using a Philips Gvioscan NT I 51 whole body scannet

(Philips Medical Systems Best, lhe Aaha lands) equqiped with a giadient system deliveung a

maximum giadient amplitude ol 21 mT/m with a slew late ot 105 mT/m/ms The patients wae

investigated in supmc position A Live-element caidiac phased on ay coil was used loi leceiving

signal

Heart motion adaptation

Adaptation oi the actual slice position to the active motion ol the heait was achieved using a

ieccntly pioposed thiee-slep stiategv (91

I abe ling

A cine imaging sequence with a labeling ptepulse was ajiphed within a single bieath-hold lo

maik points ot the basal plane ot the beau Estng a subuactive technique thice points on the

basal myocaichum moving ova the caidiac cycle wae obtained with a tempoial icsolution ol

30 ms (Figuie 3 la) Image piocessing was used to automatically exfiact the positions ot the

tlnee points loi each phase ot the caidiac cvcle Aeeoichnglv the cyclic motion at the basal

plane level ol the heait ol an individual patient could be quanlihed

Valve loe alizahon

Coional and sagittal cine acquisitions with navigatoi gating were coined out to localize the

aoitic valve annulus The end-expuotoix position ol the patient was cletamined bv acquuing

eight navigatoi echoes, each tnggaecl on the R-wave ol the ECU By cioss-con elation ot the

hist echo with the consecutive signals (he maximum deviation conesponchng to encl-expiiation

was defined The navigatoi signal lepicsenling end exjiiiation was used foi subsequent aoss-

couelatioits Bv extiaetmg the most hequent diaphiagm position liom the histogiam of

diaphiagm deviations lecoided by sixteen successive naviaalois lhe optimum gating level was

deteinnned The gating window was placed asunmetiicallx uound (fie optimum gating level
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Velocity mapping

Adaptation ol Lhe imaging slice position according to the basal plane motion was used Lo map

blood velocities m the vicinity of the aoitic valve (Tiguie s lb) The Imcctoiv ol heail motion

w is mapped to the initial slice position either A oi I v live cltamcla downstieam of the valve

ptosthcsis

Figuie 3 1 Piuiaplc of heait motion adaptation a) I sing a am sequence with

pupauilion ol inaqiictration at the basal h\d of lhe haul maikeis on the ught

xaitnculai (RV) septal and left xentnailai (L\ ) wall mening o\a time au obtenuecl

Automatic tuning of the basal maikeis xidds the cjuanfitatnc tuqeetoty of basal

motion which is mapped to the aoitic \ahe h \ el b) J oi \cloc dx mapping lhe imaging

slice peipeiidiailai to the aoitic wot (indicated with the white line/ is adapted io

caidiac motion foi even uqiui eel tune fiame within the caidiac exde

Dot velocity mopping a giadient echo phase contiast sequence inta leaving the two velocitv

encoding segments was ipphed In plane icsolution was 1x1 mm (held ol view 2^6x1 M)

mm scan molnx 256x180) Slice thickness w is 5 mm Velocity data was letouled m

inlcivaJs oi A) ms thioughout the caidiac cycle stalling 62 ms aha ihe R-wave Ihe miti il

delay altei R wave detection was lequued foi execution of the navigatoi pulse piocessing ol

lhe navigatoi smnil and the algotithm loi Motion Vlapted Guing (MAG) Velocity m slice

selecting dncction was encoded with an encoding velocity ol 160 em/s In mcasuiement and

piepaiation du cet ion Llow compensating giadients weie ptavea out fo i educe dephasing

etleds in complex Llow Ileitis /5<A 0t the hill echo was acquued yielding an echo lime of 3 9

I 0 ms Missing samples weie 7ao padded and an asymmeli ic weighting junction was applied

to eential k space data beloie Founa tiansfouu
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Accounting lot an aveiage gating efficiency oi about TA31 and i heait îatc ot 70 beats/mm,

scan dm alien was 3 30 minutes The nieasuiements fr and I valve diametei downstieam of the

valve were perfoimed successively

Respirâton motion compensation

Io compensate tot the passive motion ot the heatl due to lcspnolion a 2D selective excitation

pulse (navigatoi) was applied to detect the actual bieathmg state ot the patient Ehe pencil

beam navigatoi pulse was placed thiough the dome of the light hemi-diaphiagm and was

applied immediately altei R-wave detection

To ovei come the shoitcommg ol low scan elficiencv associated with conventional gating (10)

the Motion Adapted Gating (MAG) appioach (11) was implemented loi the velocity encoding

sequence In icol-time fhe phase encoding step was calculated aecoicling to the actual shift ol

the diaphiagm with lespecl to the end-cxpualien level lhe phase-encoding numbei was

deteimined Liom (he actual dioplnugm displacement using a cubic weighting Enaction

Diaphiagm displacements within a 10 mm constant gating window wae maiked valid loi

MAG laigei displacements Jed to iejection of the acquued data

In addition lo navigatoi gating, adaptive icai-ttme motion touection ol the imaging slice

position was pet loi med (121 lhe imaging slice was shilted accenting lo the anient diaphiagm

displacement within the gating window A laetoi of 0 6 was used to scale the diaphiagm

motion lo the cianiahcaudal motion ot the imaging plane ( IE)

Data analysis

Lniliolly, phase enois ansmg horn concomitant giadient he Ids weie collected using the method

dcscubed by Banstem et al (14) Phase shifts caused by edep ciments weie compensated by

subtiactuig a lineal two-dimensional function obtained horn a least-squaie fit to the phase ol

sialic tissue Static legions weie automatically identified as those pixels of the phase images

exhibiting a low standaid deviation ova the caidiac cvcle (15) Phase pixels with a time

standaid deviation lowei than 4% ot the maximum time standaid deviation found weie

consideicd stake Vessel contoui s weie extiacted using ictive contoui based segmentation

(16)

Since the measuied velocitv data lepiesent a supeiposition ol axial flow velocities thiough the

valve and thiough-plane velocity ol the slice ol liiteiest, the slice thiough-plane velocity

component was subti acted to obtain velocity ot the blood llow without inlluence of aoitic loot

motion Bv integiutmg pixel velocity ova the content oico mean blood flow ot each heait

phase was ealculaled Mean foiwaid and tevase flow was extiacted by integialmg eithei the

positive oi negative blood velocities ovei the contoui ateo In oidei to match dilleient heait

îoies ol the subieets the time axis was noimalt/ecl bv assigning end-svstole Lo 100%

Systolic volume was defined as volume elected between 20A and 100% ot end-svsfole

Reguigitant volume was obtained by integiution ot blood llow ova diastole (Eigute 3 2)

Reguieitant fiaction was calculated as the îaiio ol leguigiiam to loiwaid volume
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Figuie 3 2 Definitions of ealculaled systolic volume V and diastolic leguugileint

volume V

Peak sheai nites (spatial velocitv giadients) weie ealculaled to estimate at cos ot high shcai

siiesses as loliows* Using median hlteimg with a mask width ol tlnee pixels single isolated

pe iks wae lemoved liom velocity data A eential diifeiente scheme was used to calculate the

Inst deuvalives in the loin luchal duections ot a single pixel The maximum absolute value ol

fhe loin denvatives was detetmined and assigned as peak sheai tale to lhe single pixel I his

pioecdute was lepeolcd loi all pixels within the contoui aiea oi each he ail phase image

Piocessing Loi phase collection and vessel segmentation on a DLC-Alpha woikstation (Digital

Equipment Coipoialion, USA) icquiied 15-20 minutes pa patient Values tot blood llow,

blood volumes and sheai îates wae leodily available thaeollet

Statistics

A poncd Student ! test was used to indicate the dilleience loi the following paiomelas

Regin gitan t volume based on velocity data measuied G valve diametei downstieam with

collection loi Ihiough-plone motion was compaied to data foi which piocessing loi thiough-

plane motion collection was shipped

The jatto ol tevasc systolic blood volume to Loiwaid s\stolic blood volume measuied A valve

chametct downstieam was compaied to the ratio based on data measuied 1 diametei

downstieam

A p value < 0 05 was consicleied to piove the statistical significance ol obseived ditfeiences

Phantom validation

In oi dei lo validate fhe acanacv ol MR phase connast velocity mapping loi measuicments

downs) team ol ai liberal heait valve piostheses phantom expei intents wae conducted A

Plexiglas pipe equipped with a bileaflet aoitic heait valve was used m a steady Llow setup

(diametei ol valve onfice = 23 mm. pipe diameter downstieam ot inserted valve = 38 mm, flow

tale = 15 Emm) Fluid viscosity and telaxation eonstonls 13 and 17 wae matched lo the values
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of blood (3.5 mPas. 941/232 ms). MR velocity mapping was pa formed 8 mm downstream of

the valve and data was compared to data measured with lasei Doppler anemometry (EDA).

For comparison linear regression analysis was used. EDA is considered the gold standard for

registration of velocity m-vitro. Parameters for MR velocity mapping were identical to those

used for the in-vivo measurements. In order to substantiate the hypothesis of correlation

between high velocity gradients and regions of hrghlv complex Llow spatial velocitv grachenls

were calculated Irom MR phase images and weie compared with EDA nieasuiements ot

fluctuating velocities. Focal maximum velocity giadients wae extracted from the MR velocity
c

'

data and were compared with local maximums ol flucfuaiing velocities using regression

analysis.

Results

The trajectory of basal plane motion was automatically extiacted liom the basal marker in all

subjects and permitted calculation of the slice position and the collection for through-plane
motion for each heart phase of the cardiac cycle.

Aortic root motion

The mean of maximum through-plane motion of the aoitic tool was 7±2 mm (range: 4-11

mm). Peak velocity of through-plane motion oflhe aortic loot was 6±1 cm/s (range: 4-7 cm/s)

and was observed in early diastole ( 140-160% of end svstole) (Figure 3.3).
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-a) aortic root motion

— b) through-plane velocity
L -10

time normalized to end systole [•.]

Figure 3,3- Through-plane motion (a) of the jirostlietie valve for the ten patients and

c01 lespemdiiig \cloatx of through-plane motion (h) tmecniASD). Most rapid through-

plane motion occurs tit coils diastole Small leakage llow through the valve is

therelore subject to undereslimalion.

Maximum rotation of (he prosthetic valve duung the caidiac cvcle around the anteroposterior
axis was 5 cleg., (range: 4-9 cleg.): rotation around the ught-lell axis was 1 cleg., (range: 0-3

cleg.).

With correction for through-plane motion the opparenl legiugilant volume measured '4 valve

diameter downstream was 10+4 ml (the regurgitant volume without through-plane motion
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collection was o+A ml) The couesponding legmgitant h action was 14+6% with collection

loi ttiiough-plone motion (the legmgitant h action without tin ough-plane motion collection

w \s 0+5%) (Table 3 1)

J able 3 1 Conipai ison of sxstobc and icgtii gîtant blood \olumc

Systolic volume fmlj Hequtqitan* volume [ml] RF |%1

corrected 71 ±12 10+4 14±6

uncorrected 66+12 o+) ^±5

difference 5+3 4±2
__ _ _

o±3

Volumes and appellent icgui gitant fi action (RF) with and without coitcc/ion foi

through plane motion me asm e el 14 uihe diannta downstieam fiom the vahe

(meeiii±SD)

Blood velocity display

Ttmciesolved blood velocity distubutions obtained in i icrnesentative subject tot fhe two

meisuied downstieam positions ne shown lot eight consécutive heait phases m Figuie 3 4

lempoial icsolution is 30 ms and Lhe fust heait phase image shown was ocquncd 122 ms oftei

R wove Cofoi encoded mops lejresenting foiwaid flow in shades ol led and teveisc flow

velocities m sliodes ol blue aie given 111 Figuie 3 5 to indicate legions ol opposite flow

duections duung systolic ejection w ith tespect to the valve position stalling with lhe Inst heatf

phase at 1 52 ms altei R-wave

Quai te 1 \al\c diametei downstieam

Two lateial tels couesponding to the two maioi outices ol the valve ate developed duung

eaily flow acccleiation {Elgin c 3 4a) Lota in the acccleiation phase a small eential jel

associated with the cenlial slit ol lhe valve is obseived lhe tuple jel pattern assessed close to

the valve was a consistent hncling 111 all patients ( I able 3 2)

Duung llow acccleiation icveise flow within the tin ce Sinuses of Valsalva occnis (Figuie

3 5a) As llow deceleioles Lhe velocily pioliles become skewed with legions oi teveise flow

piedommanlly neai the left vessel wall

Oin valve einmiete 1 cloviistncun

lhe evolution of the llow veloalv chstubution duung flow acceptation is choiaclai/ed by a

blunt piofile thai develops into a skewed distubiition with eitha a single velocity jel 01 two

v locity jets migiating towaid the outa cuivatuie ot llie acuta lhe lets couesponding Lo the

ouiices ol the valve can no longer be discerned (Figuie ^ 4b) Reveise flow is developed in

aieas neai the left vessel wall (figuie 3 5b) except in two subieets wheie icveise How was

lound neai lhe ontenoi vessel wall lhe location ol highest velocity and the vessel aiea

occupied bv texcise llow wae lound to be independent ofiol mon of the valve ( 1 able 3 2)
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Figuie 34 Axial \eloalx distnhutioii dining sxstobe election foi eight eonscailnc

liant phases foi die two measuied downstieam distances (a) -A and h) I \aht

diametei downstieam of the \ahe) in patient #\ The fust tunc fuune shown is

acepnicd 122 nn eiftci R wau ccmscainxc jdutses au sepaiated bv A> ms Plow

thiough the two meqoi endues of flu \al\e geneiate s leitend jets (L 1) The eential /et

(CI1 e oi /expanding fo the eential slit of the piosihaie valu is deaily visible m the,

thud tunc fuune m the meastii email closest io the \al\c (en U //mi lien els

downstieam the eential jet nugiates into tue tight lateial jet ib)

Blood flow

Theie was good agi cement between stioke volumes c dculated independently m the two

downstieam locations foi all ten patients ( I able 3 21 lhe mean dilleience ol stioke volumes in

the two locations was 0+6 ml (meun+2 ' SD)

In oidei to quantify diftciences ol ioiwaid and lexase blood volumes with lespect to the

distance liom the valve the tot\xaid and icveise blood volume dining systolic election was

compaied sepuiotely (I iguie 3 6)

At the closest distance horn the valve systolic Ioiwaid and icveise blood volume was

significantly laigei when compaied to volumes obtained horn the location hnthei downstieam

(Iable * 2)

lhe aveiage leguigitant volume loi all subieets md ill me isiucd positions amounted to 10+5

ml/beat
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Figure 3.5: Color encoded axial flow velocity images measured at a distance of a) "'A

and b) 1 valve diameter downstream of the valve for five consecutive heart phases

each, separated by 30 ms starting 152 ms after R-wave. Shades of reel encode forward

flow velocities while blue color is used for reverse flow velocities. Values are given, in

cm/s.

Qant(x-1/4ciiam)

Qret(x=1/4diam)

Qant(x=1/1 diam)

Qret(x=1/1 diam)

**f***f*#***éO

time normalized to end systole [%]

Figure 3.6: Bloodflow rates acquired at the two downstream distances (x= Vf 1 valve

diameter) in patient #8. The flow is separated into flow directed into the forward QmU

and reverse Ore,- direction. The smaller ratio of antegrade to retrograde flow during

svstole A diameter downstream indicates more recirculation compared to the

measurement 1 valve diameter downstream.

Shear rates

Time-resolved maps encoding the magnitude of calculated shear rates into pixel brightness are

depicted in Figure 3.7.
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Quarter valve diameter downstream

Initially a high shear boundary develops along the two leallets as seen m the Inst time-frame of

Figure 3.7a. Ehe peak shear rate value n detected 212 ms after R-wave at a location

corresponding to the right leallet lip. Later duung llow deceleration the magnitude of local

maximum shear rate values decreases rapidlv and the shear boundary is distributed along the

valve inner-circumference. In general, the separation ol the shear boundary horn the vessel

wall is seen

One valve diameter downstream

Peak shear values are considerably smaller compared to the measurement closest to the valve.

The shear boundary is reattached to the right vessel wall and accordingly high shear rate values

are lound along this site (Figure 3.7b). The maximum shear into is developed 242 ms after R-

wave

à)

Figure 3.7: Shear rate maps measured at a distance ol at lA and b) 1 valve diameter

downstream of the valve for five consecutive heart phases* each separated by 30 ins

starting 152 ms alter R-wa\e The positnm and size of the \al\e are unhealed bv ihe

dashed circle. Values are go en m 1/s. Peak shear nues occur near the leaflet lips of

the valve a). As llow trends downstream xelocity jets decay and reattach to the vessel

wall bl.
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Table 3.2: Patient data.

pat. # age/sex valve diam./

valve on.

dist. to valve # jets/
let location

rev. flow

location

Vstroke Vrea VAV3if v>max/tmax

(m m] I valve diam I Imll- |ml| r%i |s"3/fmsL

! 64/m 23/ AP 1/4 3/ LO.CS.LO sinuses 70 11 18 836/182

1't 2/ R.L P-R.P-L 73 13 9 644'122

; 65/rn 25/AP 04 3, LO CS LO sinuses 78 3 24 IPOO'18?

1-1 2/ R,L P-L 74 0 20 950 122

3 59/f 23/ AR-PL 1/4 3/ LO CS,LO sinuses 59 12 14 910/152

10 1/A-L A-L 59 12 9 740/212

4 62/f 23/AP 1/4 3/ LO.CS.LO sinuses 57 9 17 730/212

1/1 2/RL A 60 12 10 629/122

5 57/f 23/ RL 1/4 3/ LO.CS,LO sinuses 48 7 17 1000/182

1/1 2/ A,P L 51 5 9 795/122

H 44/m 23' AP P4 3/ LO.CS.LO sinuses 57 5 25 1003/182

14 2/ R,L L 54 7 20 810/122

l 52/t 23' AP 1/4 3/ LO.CS.LO sinuses 69 16 16 930/242

1/1 2/ R,L along wall 66 13 11 798/152

8 66/m 23/AP 1/4 3/ LO.CS.LO sinuses 53 13 19 793/212

1/1 2/ R,L P-L 53 11 15 640/242

9 59/m 25/ AR-PL 1/4 3/ LO CS LO sinuses 75 12 18 14494 82

1/1 2 P-R.A-L L 80 8 11 1320/182

10 56/f 25/AP 1/4 3/ LO CS LO sinuses 43 13 25 675/182

1/1 0 centtal L 41 (6 13 512/152

pat.: patient; diam.: diameter; ori.: orientation of valve central slit with regard to

patient coordinates (AP: antero-posterior. RL: right-left): dish: distance: # jets:

number velocity jets during systolic flow1 acceleration: jet location given with regard to

valve orifices (LO: lateral orifice, CS: central slit orifice) or wilh regard to patient

coordinates (A: anterior, P: posterior, R: right, L: left); rev. llow location: occurrence

of reverse flow with regard to patient coordinates; Vstroke: cardiac output; Vreg:

regurgitant blood volume; Vsr/Vsf: ratio of sxsfolic reverse vedunic lo svstolic forward

volume; Snutx: peak shear rate; tniax: time delax alter R-wave ot the ECG for Sinei\ to

occur.

Phantom validation

In-vitro, the difference of velociiv measured with MR and with EDA downstream of fhe

artificial valve was within 12A for the central 75A of the pipe diameter (Figure 3.8a). Linear

regression analysis yielded a correlation coefficient r of 0.49. The standard error of tire

estimate was 4 em/s. Locations along the pipe radius exhibiting high shear rates as derived
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from MR velocity data correlated well with peak values of fluctuating velocities provided by

EDA (correlation coefficient r=l: standard error oflhe estimate SEE=1 mm) (Figure 3.8b).

50 -

10 15 20 25 30 35 40

diameter [mm]

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

diameter |mm1

Figure 3.8: Phantom validation, a) Velocities measured with MRT and LDA 8 mm

distal Irom the artificial aortic \alve. b) Coniparisern of velocity gradients (shear

rales) derived from AIR data and fluctuating velocities (root mean square (RMS)

values) measured with LDA show agreement of spatial positions o) peak values.

Discussion

High velocity jets associated with artificial heart valves may cause hemolysis and clot

formation and may lead to aneurysmal dilations of the ascending aorta by increased regional

wall shear stress. Regurgitation of prosthetic valves has different implications compared io

regurgitation of normal valves. Reverse flow through the narrow central slit of a bileaflet valve
O O tr

can create relatively high laminar shear stresses and thus can lead to increased blood cell

damage (17). Alternatively, regurgitation might be important to avoid stagnant flow in the

hinge areas of the valve.

MR velocity mapping is a non-invasive modality that can provide detailed information on

velocity dis tributions. However, due to lhe cyclic motion of the valvular plane of the heart.

conventional MR velocity mapping is restricted to measurements downstream of the sino-

tubnlar junction of lhe aorta.

The present method formagnelie resonance velociiv mapping enabled the assessment of blood

flow patterns closer to an artificial aortic vahe m patients than tt has hitherto been possible.

Through-plane motion

Considerable through-plane motion of the prosthetic valve was quantified (mean of maxima: 7

mm) and therefore cannot be neglected when measurements are performed in the immediate

vicinity of the valve. Compared to a previous investigation of healthy young volunteers,

through-plane motion was smaller (7). These chtterences might be attributed to age-related

stiffening of the heart and the fact that the patients have had open heart surgery performed

with consequent sear tissue.
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The rapid relaxation of the heart and thus rapid through-plane motion of the valve during

dustole led to underestimation of regurgitant flow. However, regurgitant flow was small (10

ml on average) with regard to systolic blood flow. Therefore the velocity-to-noise ratio oi'

diastolic velocity data is approximately 2.5 times lower than for peak systolic velocily data.

The use of adaptable velocity encoding (18) would be beneficial for future studies.

Nevertheless, (he estimate of regurgitation compared well with data from lit erahne ( 17).

Blood velocity distribution

Velocity tlata obtained shortly before peak systole A valve diameter downstream of the valve

clearly disclosed the valve design with three velocity jets emerging from fhe two major lateral

orifices and lhe small central slit o( the valve. This distinct triple jet pattern has been verified

using laser Doppler anemomeiry and MRl in in-vitro steady flow experiments simulating peak

systolic (low (20).

Reverse llow within the Sinuses of Valsalva indicating recirculation developed during systolic

flow acceleration. This finding has been observed m-vitro under pulsatile flow conditions (21).

The comparison of systolic forward and reverse flow indicates the existence of recirculation in

(he cavities of the Sinuses during flow acceleration. Flow quantifiait ion revealed significantly

more antegrade as well as retrograde flow at the closes! distance to lhe valve.

During early flow acceleration the two lateral jets are located further apart than later in the

acceleration phase. This seems to be caused by flow that is initially accelerated by the opening

leallets toward the vessel wall. Later during syslole llow is directed more in the axial direction

of the aorta indicating fully opened leaflets. The observed symmetry of velocity distribution

corresponding Lo lhe two lateral orifices of the valve suggests an optimal utilization of flow

area across the valve during systolic Llow accélérai ion. Velocity profiles obtained one valve

downstream o( the valve exhibited significant changes from patterns observed close to the

valve with large heterogeneity among the subjects. As flow I ravels downstream the skewness

of velocity profiles becomes more accentuated with either a single velocity jet or two jets

migrating toward the right vessel wall. These alterations are considered attributed to

differences in aortic root geometry and aortic curvature among the patients.

Asymmetry in the velocity jet pattern has been associated with non-optimal utilization of flow

area across the valve (22). However the conclusion was based on data measured one valve

diameter downstream of lhe valve and therefore might be misleading regarding the large

variation of flow profiles among the subjects. In this study measurements 14 diameter

downstream of the valve revealed lateral velocity jets of approximately equal magnitude.

Shear rate distribution

Peak velocity gradients were detected U diameter downstream of the valve immediately distai

to (he leaflet tips during the deceleration phase in all subjects. In (7, 8) the highest Reynolds

normal stresses obtained 1.3-2 vessel diameter downstream of the valve in humans were

typically found at locations corresponding to the central slit and the hinges of Lhe valve.

However, in-vitro stress measurements performed closer to the valve \Vi charnel er
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downstream) revealed high turbulent shear stresses also at locations immediately distal to the

valvular leaflets (8).

As flow traveled further downstream peak velocity gradients were considerably smaller and

were located along the right-posterior vessel vvall indicating the reattachment oflhe velocity jet

to the vessel wall.

Technical considerations

MR velocily mapping is limited m ils accuracy when measurements are performed in disturbed

or turbulent flow fields (23. 24).

The mere presence of turbulence was shown not to cause distortion of velocity data in straight-

tube flow (25). Contrary to separated flow as found behind stenosis, intra-voxel phase

dispersion in fully developed turbulent flow can be assumed lo be small since a small random

time-dependent velocity component is superimposed upon a large mean velocity component.

However, flow separation occurs downstream of artificial heart valves due to the obstruction

ol flow caused by the hinge mechanisms of the valve and lhe leaflets themselves. Total signal

voids were not seen, though slight signal loss was visible in the modulus images and thus phase

distortions affecting the accuracy oflhe velocity encoding were possible.

Neverrheiess, in-viiro, differences of velocity profiles downstream of the St. Jude Medical

aortic valve measured with MR and LDA were reported to be within 10% (20) for similar

parameter settings (ExI mm" spatial resolution, 4 ms echo time) used in the present study.

Reports (20, 26) indicate that MR velocity mapping with short echo times can be used to

assess velocity distributions downstream of artificial heart valves in-vivo.

AIR measurements closer than 33 valve diameter downstream of the valve were not possible

because of susceptibility changes around the prosthetic valve and interference oflhe open valve

leaflets with the imaging plane.

Conclusion

The method for magnetic resonance velocity mapping presented in this study enabled the in-

vivo assessment of blood flow patterns in the near-vicinity of the St. Jude Medical aortic valve

and the quantification of regurgitant blood flow through the valve.

The velocily distributions obtained in the immediate vicmitv ol' the valve reflect the valve

design and provide information about flow distribution through the leaflets. Velocity profiles

obtained further downstream of the valve are severely altered and vary among subjeeis due to

effects of individual aortic geometry.

The MR method has proven to enable detailed assessment of valve induced changes of blood

flow and for quantification of transvalvular blood volumes in humans with an implanted

prosthetic valve. Data on in-vivo near-valve velocity distributions are an important basis for the

evaluation of prosthetic valve designs.
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3,2 Quantification of Aortic and Mitral Regurgitation

Abstract

Comprehensive assessment of the severity of valvular insufficiency includes quantification of

regurgitant volumes. Previous methods lack reliable slice positioning with respect to the valve

and are prone ro velocity offsets due to through-plane motion of the valvular plane of the

heait.

Recently, the moving slice velocity mapping technique was proposed. In this work, this

technique is apjdied for quantification of mitral and aortic regurgitation. Time-efficient

navigator based respiratory artifact suppression was achieved by implementing a prospective k-

space reordering scheme in conjunction with slice position correction.

Twelve patients with aortic and three patients with nuirai insufficiency were studied. Aortic

regurgitant volumes were calculated from diastolic velocities mapped with a moving slice 5

mm distal to the aortic valve annulus. Alilral regurgitant flow was indirectly assessed by

measuring mitral inflow at the level oflhe mitral annulus and net aortic outflow.

Regurgitant fractions derived from velocitv data corrected for through-plane motion were

compared to data without correction for through-plane motion.

In patients with mild and moderate aortic incompetence, regurgitant fractions differed by 60%

and 15% on average when comparing corrected and uncorrected data. Differences in severe

aortic regurgitation were less (7A ). Due fo the large orifice area oflhe mitral valve, différences

were still substantial in moderate-to-severe mitral régurgitation (19%).

The moving slice velocity mapping technique has been successfully applied m patients with

aortic and mitral regurgitation. The importance o\" correction for valvular through-plane motion

will be demonstrated.

Aortic- and mitral regurgitation: c/naiihficahon using moving 0/<v velocity mapping.

S. Kogake, J. Selmilter, P.M. Pedersen, P. Boesiger

Submitted to Journal of /Magnetic Resonance Imaging
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Introduction

in response to chronic volume overload in aortic and mitral regurgitation, reversible changes

such as rearranging myocardial libers occur and lead to eccentric left-venlricular <L\A

hvpertrophv. In an early stage of the disease, ejection performance is preserved due lo preload

recruit mem. further progression of the disease eventually leads to decreased ejection fraction

due to afterloacl excess or reduced contractility (I. 2). it has been shown that long-term

prognosis is best in patients who had preserved systolic EV function before aortic valve

replacement or mitral valve repair (3, 4). Accordingly, it is the aim of an optimal patient

management to recommend valve surgery before irreversible 1A changes occur.

In clinical |)ractiee. assessment of disease progression is mainly based on indices of EV

kind ion and EV remodeling (5). However. LV remodeling is not exclusively determined by the

severity of the valvular lesion but is modified by a variety of laclors, such as the patient's

physical activity, or may even be related to other diseases. Therctorc, direct quantification of

the hemodynamic burden imposed onto the left ventricle by an incompetent valve would

improve the assessment of the patient status. A more comprehensive assessment of valvular

heart disease based on reliable quantification of regurgitation may be a further progress in

patient management toward surgical intervention.

Currently, Doppler velocity measurements are used to pirovide semi-quantitative measures of

regurgitant volumes. These measures are based on the slope of velocity decline during diastole

and other parameters (6). However, the measurements do not allow for direct quantification of

regurgitant volumes and might therefore lack sufficient accuracy

MR velocity mapping offers the capability for direct quant lficaiion of blood volumes through

incompetent heart valves. Several studies have shown the feasibility of this modality in-vitro

and in-vivo (7-11). Regarding the quantification of aortic regurgitation, measurements have

been shown to be dependent on slice location in the ascending aorta (7). If lhe imaging slice

position is superior to the coronary oslia. measured regurgitant flow includes coronary flow.

Al lhe same time, blood flow toward the valve as the result o( the decreasing aortic diameter

during diastole is not capitiired. Accordingly, a measurement site as close as possible io the

aortic valve has been proven to provide most accurate quantification (7),

Alternatively, a control volume method has been suggested lor quantification of regurgitant

volumes of aortic (12) and mitral (8) valves, ddiis approach is based on three-directional

velocity data measured in a number of adjacent slices. In-vitro validation provided accurate

quantification of regurgitation. However, the long scan times might hamper its application in-

vivo. Furthermore, the measurement is sensitive to the selection oflhe size and position of the

control volume (8).

Although in-vitro exjiermients have shown that the imaging slice position has to be close to the

valve for accurate quantification (7). two sources of errors are introduced due to cardiac

motion in-vivo. Firstly, the imaging slice position with respect lo the valve may not be

maintained throughout the cardiac cycle (13). Anatomic structures such as the coronary
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aliènes ot die pulmonary vein might move into the imaging plane Secondly, as aoitic

leguigitant flow and initial inflow occiu m opposite diiection with icspect to diastolic caidiac

motion Pansy flvukti flow mav be undei estima led

Wt hypothesize that limitations issoaalcd with anient methods can be avoided bv using

moving slice velocity mapjrng \ t A Recently this method has been pioposed Loi adaptation ot

the imaging slice utcoiding to Lhe motion ot the valvulai plane Collection of velocity data loi

Ihiough-planc motion can be peiloimed since this method is based on quantification of basal

myoeaidtal motion

In this study the method was used to quantilv legiugilant volumes in patients with aoitic and

initial leguigitation Ehe study population included subjects with mild lo severe incompetence

and thus allowed assessment ot the impact ol moving slice imaging Loi clifleiem valve types

and childent degiees of lesion seventy

Methods

Patient population

Twelve patients mean age 44, lange 28 60 2 lemales) with aoitic leguigitation and thiec

patients (mean age 50 î ange 44-59 males) with initial leguigitation undei went the MR

examinations Wutten udoimed consent was obt lined horn ill subieets

Data acquisition

MR data was acquued on a Philips Gytoscun Nl I 51 whole body scannet (Philips Medical

Systems Best The Netheilands) fhe giadient system piov itleel a maximum giadient stiength

ol 21 mT/m within 200 ps Signal was iccetved using a phascd-auay coil with five cod

elements All subjects weie investigated in supine position

In the lollowmg a buef summaiv ot moving slice imaging is given A thoiough description can
O Cj Z-A Co ër ï

be lound ehcwheie ( H)

The moving slice imaging ptoceduie ineoipoiates thiee stcjw

Fust, a labeling sequence is peiloimed to obtain maikeis on the basal level ot the in\ocaidium

This is achieved bv adding a composite pi épuise to a multi heart phase single biealh-hold

imaging sequence The ptejmlse is peiloimed immediate h alla R-wave tiiggenng and consists

ol a 9(E slice-selective excitation pulse followed bv a 90 non-selective pulse Two

mcasuiemails with an excitation phase shift ol 180 degiees loi the non-selective nuise aie

acquued loi each phase-encoding step C omplex snbtiaaion ol the fwo measuicments yields

tlnee labels icpiesenting the motion of the basal plane ova the caidiac cvcle Application ol

image piocessing allows toi automatic extiaction ol the labeled points and thaeby foi

quantification ol heart motion in an individual subject

Second ctilteieni views fhiough the valve ol mteiest aie obtained loi visualizing the valvulai

annulus and the leaflets Imaging ts peitotmcd using mulit heart phase segmented k-space
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acquisitions involving navigaloi gating and ptospeclive slice collection foi lespiiatoiy

compensation duung hee bieathing ol (he subjects An initial slice position loi moving slice

imaging is debnecl on a time hame depicting the valvulai uinu lu s best lhe slice positions toi

e te h heart ph ise of subsequent velocity mapping aie calcul red bv combining the data on heart

n )fion with the mitnl slice position (figuie 3 9)

A-..

V-

b)

Figuie 3 9 Piuieiple of mo\ing slice imaging Maikeis (O) at the basal k\ el of the

heait em gene letted and tiae cd ma the caidiac exclc lhe imaging slice position

lot subsequent xcloatx mapping is adapted t > tin motion A two moling men he is

This is danonstialcel fen initial flow nu asuianaits at a tune point ai diastole la)

and svstole (b) Ojfccnta and angulation of the imaging slice cue c adulated fi ont

the mowng maikei on the septum and on the left unhidden wall Flu clashed slice

in (b) indicates the diastolic slue position as seal m la)

In this study (he initial slice position was set 5 mm distal to the v live annulus Loi aortic Llow

nieasuiements (Figuie 3 10a) and dneetlv at the initial annulus loi flow quantification thiough

fhe initial vihe (Tiguie 3 |()b)

Engine i 10 Positioning of flu nutted una an g slue with nspect lo the aoitic (a)

and lhe initial (b) xabe shown on Lit unit n ulai loin axis wots obtained piioi

vtloutx mapping 4 ptolapsalpostaioi minai leaflet is seen(b)
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In the third step, flow data is acquired using heart phase dependent imaging slice positions. In

this study, a phase contrast sequence with an encoding velocity of 120 cm/s (aortic valve) and

80 cm/s (mitral valvel in slice selecting direction was used. The two velocity encoding

segments contained encoding gradients with balanced first momenta and were acquired in

subsequent heart cycles. Scan parameters were as follows; in-plane resolution Ixl mnr, slice

thickness 5 mm, temporal resolution 25 ms, fractional echo sampling (75% of full echo), echo

time 3.9-4.1 ms.

Navigator echoes from pencil beam excitation through fhe right hemi-diajdiragm yielded

displacement information used for prospective pro file-reordering and real-time slice position

correction. The displacement of the diaphragm was scaled by a factor of 0.6 for slice position

correction in cranial-caudal dncction (14). Profile-reordering was based on the Motion

Adapted Gating (MAG) scheme (15). Motion states of the diaphragm within a 12 ram gating

window placed asymmetrically around eiid-expiralion were marked valid for MAG. Phase-

encoding was changed in real-time depending on the deviation from end-expiration. A cubic

weighting function was used to control the assignment of diaphragm shifts to profiles in k-

space. Two profiles symmetric around kv=0 were acquired within each heart phase of a cardiac

cycle. Diaphragm displacements outside the gating w indovv letl to rejection of data.

The shortest possible trigger delay amounted 39 ms. This delay included the duration of lhe

navigator pulse, navigator signal processing and the algorithms for slice position correction and

MAG. Accordingly, the first heart phase image was shitted by 39 ms with regard to the R-

wave of the ECG (Figure 3d fa). Prospective triggering as used in this study is associated with

a dead time during late diastole. Accordingly, mitral inflow cannot be appropriately assessed as

flow during atrial contraction is not captured. Therefore, the tola! sequence had lo be shifted

with respect fo the R-wave for quantification of mitral inflow (Figure 3.1 lb).

Scan duration for velocity mapjrng through one valve was approximately 3:30 min based on a

heart rate of 70 beats/min and a respiratory gating efficiency of 75%. Overall, quantification of

aortic and mitral flow including initial patient preparation lasted approximately 45 min.

Data analysis

Errors in the velocity data caused by concomitant gradient fields were corrected based on

differences in the velocity encoding gradient shajies for the two measurements being subtracted

(16). Phase errors associated with eddv currents were compensated by subtracting a plane

fitted through the phase of stationary tissue. Regions vat bin the field of view exhibiting a

temporal phase variation below a threshold were automatically assigned stationary ( 17). Vessel

boundaries were segmented using algorithms involving active contour models (18).

Correction of the velocity data for through-plane motion of the aortic and mitral valve required

spatial mapping and time differentiation of the displacement data obtained by the labeling scan.

Thereafter, the velocity of aortic and mitral valve motion was subtracted from the measured

velocity data.

The regurgitant volume of the aortic valve was directly calculated by integrating diastolic

reverse velocities. Regurgitant fraction (RF) is given as the ratio of régurgitant to systolic
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volume foi the aortic valve Mitial îegmgilanl volume was mdneclly calculated by subliacting

tici systolic aoitic outflow volume fiom the sum ol diastolic initial inflow and aortic

legmgitanl volume RF ol the initial valve is defined as nitio ol initial legiugîtant volume to

basiolic inflow volume
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Figuie 3 il Timing eg the \doatx mapping sc ejiiaia with tcspect to the ECG The

fu st heait phase was ueoulcd 39 ms affei tin P3 wau loi \doatx mapping thiough

the aoitic \ahc (a) The imaging sapiaia was dda\cd bx 200 ins loi quantification

of initial inflow (b) lhe minimum dimihon nqiuied foi piocessing of the nan guten

echo piospee fne phase-ieonleiing and slice position collection amounted 23 ins

Subscciuail heaif phases wen sepaiated bx 2s ms while the actual data acquisition

window was 18 ms (c )

Statistics

In oidei to demonstiale the importance ot collection loi thiough plane motion, the leguigitant

Faction was calculated based on velocity data collected Jot thtough-plane motion and,

additionally, based on data toi w Inch collection was not pa Loi med

Collected and uncollected legmgitant Pactions in patients within each ol the following

submoups weie compaied gioup 1 (RFs207 ) giouji 11 (207 <RF<40%), cioup III

RIM-OTA) wilh aortic leguigitation and gioti|i f\ with mitial leguigitation Peicenlage

ditfeicnccs weie calculated with icgaid to uneoneaed values Ml data is expiessed as

mcan±SD

Results

In all subjecls nieasuiements wete completed without complications lhe valve moiphology

and the leaflet motion ova time wae easily assessable in patients with aortic leguigitation

fhe aortic valve was bicuspid m five patients (Eiguie 3 12) and bicuspid in seven patients
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(Fignie 3 13) Inpatients with nut nil legnigitalion signal voids associated with distnihed flow

patterns weie uppaient in the modulus images duung svsiok (Figuie 3 14)

hignie 3 12 Modulus fiâmes and coinspomhng \doats publies acquued duung late

sx stole and ecu h diastole m a patient with a bicuspid aoitic xalvc showing mild

u gui gilaturn

Figuie 3 13 Modulus fiantes and eoi usponehng \eloatx pioples etc cpuicd dining late

systole and eenlx diastole in a patient with se\ae aoitic u guugitation

Maximum thiough plane displacement ot the toi tic v dxc wis 7 8±2 2 nun Peak thiough

plane velotity was lecoicled duung eiilv dustolc and amounted to 6 9±1 9 cm/s lhe mill il

valve exhibited a maximum thiough plane displacement ot 12 I±2 2 mm with thiough plane

velocities of is much as 10 1±2 I em/s duung eailv diastole (1 ible i 3) The tunc couise ot

aortic and nutial thiough plane motion m one subieet is given m Eiguie s i~)

Engine 3 lb displays couesponding thiough plane velocities m the same subject Aftei

collection foi valvulai thiough-plane motion tome and initial flow is calculated (Eiguie 3 17)
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Collection ol the velocity data foi valvulai motion levealecl an ma case m the appaient

legmgitant had ion by 60% 15% 1% m patients with mild modaate and seveie aortic

leguigitation lespectively (Table 3 4) In patients with initial icguigilation compauson of

it guigitanl bâclions based on data with and without motion collection yielded a difference of

! A . I ible ^ 4

Piguie 3 14 Modulus fuîmes and couesponding \eloatx piofile s acquued duung late systole

and eailv diastole m a patient with sexeu mined >egin gitation Signal voids m the modulus

images indicate inn a xoxd phase ehspasion due to lugltlx ehstui bed flou (onsequaillx initial

u gui gitant flow could not be clued tx asse s se el

Table 3 3 Motion pemimdei s

max through-plane motion [mm]

meaniSD tanqe

max velocity of motion lem/s]

mean±SD lange

AR(n=12) 7 8+2 2 5 0-10 9

MRtn=3) 11 5+1 1 102-12 1

6 9+1 9

8 8-% 1

4 4-10 7

13 7-10 8

Table 3 4 Compauson of leguigitation based on collected and inieoi ucted data

Regurgitant traction 7 4

seventy with correction without collection difference

AR (n=4) 0°o-20% 9 1±3 3 5 7±2 8 59 7%

(n=5) 20%-40% 32 8i4 9 28 5+4 7 15 4%

(nAB) >40% 43 4±2 3 40 41 1 7 7 3A

MR _Jn=3L 54 1-145 5 45 A4b 1 19 1 A

AR aortic it gin gitation MR minai u cut gitation
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Figure 3.15: Through-plane motion of the aortic and the mitral valve as derivedfrom

data acquired with, the labeling sequence in a representative subject.
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Figure 3.16: Velocity of through-plane motion of the aortic and the mitral valve calculated

by differentiating the corresponding displacement information obtained with the labeling

sequence.
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Figure 3.17: Flow through the aortic valve and inflow- through the mitral valve after

correction for through-plane motion in a subject showing mild aortic and severe

mitral regurgitation.
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Discussion

Direct quantitative assessment of valvular regurgitation might contribute important information

for monitoring of disease progression and thereby deciding fhe patient management. Contrary

to indirect quantification based on volumetric MR data ( 10). velocity mapping also allows for

quantification in case of simultaneous regurgitation oflhe aortic and mitral valve.

Velocity mapping with a single imaging slice in the near-vicinity of an incompetent aortic valve

has been reported to be an accurate technique for quantification of regurgitation (7). The

conlrol volume approach has been suggested for assessment ot mitral regurgitation (8) and the

need for motion correction was demonstrate in-vitro ( 17). However, in-vivo studies taking into

account the effect of valvular motion have not been performed

Considerable through-plane motion of the aortic and mitral valve was observed in the studied

patient population. Accordingly, measurements using a static imaging slice are considered

critical with respect lo reliability of the imaging slice position. Furthermore, conventional

melhods potentially underestimate regurgitation if velocitv data is not corrected for valvular

through-plane motion. Large relative differences were lound lor mild lo moderate aortic and

mitral incompetence. Since assessment ot mild lo moderate regurgitation is of importance for

monitoring patients toward operation, accurate quantification h likely to be clinically relevant,

hi the present work, the moving slice imaging technique was used to quantify transvalvular

llow in the near vicinity of incompetent aortic and mitral valves. Displacement data on long-

axis contraction of the heart measured in each subject allowed correction of the acquired

velocity data for valvular motion.

Direct validation concerning the accuracy oflhe measurements could not be performed due to

the lack of other quantitative modalities for in-v ivo assessment. In general, the accuracy of MR

velocity mapping is strongly related lo the complexity of the velocity held being imaged.

Convective acceleration upstream oi a narrow oritice leads to registration of velocities further

downstream with respect to the imaging slice (20). Transient and turbulent flow distort the

linear relationship between the acquired phase shift and velocity clue to intra-voxel dephasing.

Dephasing is strongly related to the echo time. Short echo times can prevent a breakdown in

linearity (21 ).

In this study, the lack of signal losses in the modulus images acquired in the proximal llow field

oflhe aortic valve indicated no or onlv minor phase distortions. Furthermore, the robustness of

the velocity mapping sequence in application to disturbed velocity fields has been previously

validated in-vitro (22).

Appropriate positioning of the imaging slice was necessary pi avoid regions of large geometric

changes and thus regions exhibiting high convective accelerations. Therefore, the imaging slice

was positioned 5 mm downstream of the aortic valve annulus.

Quantification of mild aortic regurgitation implies registration of low velocities with respect to

velocities occurring during peak systolic flow. 'Fhe velocity encoding values used for the

presented measurements were matched to peak blood velocities. Accordingly, the velocity-to-

noise ratio of the low regurgitant velocities registered in lhe proximal flow field of mild aortic
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regurgitation was considerably lower than m systole Futuic studies will benefit Irom adaptable

velocily encoding (23, 24) to improve the velocity-to-noisc ratio of low diastolic velocities.

The high complexity of the regurgitant dow held at the level of the milral annulus did not allow

direct quantification of mitral regurgitation. During systole, regions of signal voids were visible

m the modulus images and were associated with random phase behavior m the corresponding

phase frames Regatding this, the contiol volume method (8, 122^ holds potential tot direct

quantification of mitral regurgitant flow Irom data oi the proximal flow field However the

acquisition of Ihree-duectional velocity data in a number ol adjacent slices requires long scan

times. Furthennore, the feasibility of this method m-vivo remains to be proven vet. In the

present study, mitral llow was indirectly calculated from mitral inflow and flow through the

aortic valve as proposed bv others (25).

Conclusion

The imaging slice position relative to an incompetent aoitic or mitral valve was maintained

using moving slice velocity mapping This allovval visualization ol aortic valve morphology

throughout the cardiac cycle. Correction ol the acquued velocitv data for through-plane

motion vvas performed based on the individual quantification of valvular motion. Velocity data

correction was shown to be paiticnlailv impoitant in mild to moderate regurgitation.

Regurgitant fraction was considerabl} underestimated based on uncorrected velocity data.

While the present work demonstrates the cajiabilitv of moving slice velocitv mapping for in-

vivo assessment of valvular heart disease m a clinically relevant patient population, further

studies arc warranted in ortlei to indicate whether data on icgurgitant volumes can improve

patient management
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3.3 Aortic Flow Measurements at Ergometer Exercise

Abstract

Measuring the exercise induced llow changes m the arteries of fhe body is a major challenge,

44ie use of quanfilative MR tlow measurements for this juirposc is hampered by movement

arlilacts and ECG triggering problems. In order to quantify exercise induced flow changes in

the abdominal aorta we applied a fast hvbnd phase contrast sequence with K-space

segmentation and Echo Planar Imaging iFPl) readouts during a 12 heart beat, single

breathhold post exercise scanning window after ergometer exercise m 9 volunteers. Central k-

space was acquired first. The changes m heart rate throughout the scanning window were

quantified.

The mean decrease in heart rate after six heart heats post exercise was less than 4% and less

than 14% after 1 1 heart beats indicating that the exercise stale was very well represented

during the acquisition of central k-space.

Abdominal aortic flow increased from l.4±0.5 1/min at rest to 7.9±L1 1/min al 131 watt.

Retrograde flow reached a maximum value ol 1.2 1/min at rest, and lasted 140 ms on average.

Onlv for one out of the nine volunteers was there any retrograde flow present during exercise

(at 33 watt and 65 watt exercise).

It was concluded that retrograde flow patterns in the abdominal aorta associated with

oscillating wall shear stresses and development of atherosclerosis disappeared with increasing

levels of exercise, llie feasibility of using fast quantitative phase contrast measurements during

a post exercise scanning window to represent controlled exercise levels was demonstrated.

Quantitative abdominal aortic flow nieasiirenu nts at controllc d levels of ergometer exercise.

E.M. Pedersen. S. Kozerke, S. Ringgaard, ALB. Scheidegger, P. Boesiger

Magnetic Resonance Imaging, 17, 4SQ-494 llcopj,
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Introduction

The abdominal aoita upstteam ol the aoitic bihucation is often a piedilectmg site lot Ihe

development of clinicallv significant atherosclerosis It has been shown that the specific

localization ot the eailv atherosclerotic lesions within the abdoimnal aoita aie significantly

ie filed lo the piesencc ot loss and oscillating wall sheai stiesses //; i itio measmemenfs have

si own thai exeicise can diamattcallv change the loc ü How jviUeins away horn those

associated vvith ihe development ot atherosclerosis these chit i suppoit leccnt (hcones that

claim the exeicise induced changes in local wall sheai stiesses to be lesponsible loi the

beneficial c!feet ol exeicise on atherosclerotic disease New methods based on Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (MRl) quantitative llow measuicments have leccnllv been introduced to

measuic wall sheai stiesses duung lest
'

Due lo problems associated with movement aititacts

and Eleetiocaicbogiam (1 CG) inggenng problems these methods can not be applied duung

physical exeicise
N

Real time MRl exeicise llow nieasuiements using a spual acquisition

scheme have been puisued. but anientl\ have a too low temjxraJ and spatial icsolution We

piopose a new method tot detailed quantitative MRl phase conliasl exeicise llow

nieasuiements based 011 a segmented K-space technique with Echo Planai Imaging (EPI)

icadouf,'0 where imaging is peiloimed 111 a single bicuthhold immédiat eh, post exeicise If is

oui hypothesis that I) the letiogiaeie flow 111 the abdominal aoita in vivo diminishes and finally

disappeais with ma casing levels ot exeicise and 2) 1 he exeicise slate can be tepiescnted by a

"scanning window" duung the hist beats immediate h post exercise

Materials and Methods

Measuiements weie peiloimed 111 9 healthy volunteeis rone female, mean age 27 ± 2) aftei

obtained wutten acceptance The volunteeis wae subieetecl to controlled and incieasing levels

01 supine eigometei leg exeicise in the MR scannet of A^ watts 65 watts, 98 watts and 131

watts 111 the same session bv use ol an MR compatible piogiammablc eigometei (MRl caidiac

eigometa, I ode BV, Groningen The Netheilands) 1 lie exeicise was continued until the heap

late had been stable 1er two minutes and then imaging was peiloimed immédiatelv after

stopping exeicise Between exeicise states the heait îate of the volunteeis was allowed to

iccovei to lesling state level

MR-imaging was peiloimed using a Philips NT 1 5 lesla whole both scannet equipped with

1 odients ol \3 ml7m amplitude and 45 mf/m/ms slew late Mia obtaining standaid scout

images ol the abdominal aoita quantitative phase contiast llow measuicments weie oblamed ^

cm proximal to the abdominal aoitic biliucation m a tiansveisal plane onhogonal to the vessel

with through-plane flow encoding Each mcasuiement lasted 12 heait beats and was peiloimed

duung i est and lmmediatelv post-exeicise using a 17 cm stiilace coil and a FFE PI pulse

séquence miming undei the CPR3 leseaich softwan I he 11 tPl pulse sequence (Figuie J ) is

a hybud between a segmental k space and EPl technique vsheie multiple excitations within

one heait phase interval aie each iollowed bv an L PI leadout This allows toi fast image
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acquisition while keeping the echo time low due lo the use oi multiple slioit EPI leadouts

Pammeteis used weie SO degiee flip angle. 190 x 95 mm FOV, 128 x 58 matux.. 7 ms echo

time, 28 ms icpetition time, vni x
ot 150 cm/s and tlnee F PI leadouls per excitai ion The eential

lines of k-spatc weie acquued fust and no flip angle sweep was used The scans weie stalled

manually altei all (be piepaiatton steps had been peitoimed, to illosv foi exact synchronization

with lhe stop ol exercise

l -i I -i n
- -! p i

1 ! -J
I

_
J J I i-, Il l_ ._ -

a i fh
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_ „,,

m
.

t^i rrf t

Figuie I 1PLFI pulse sequence M tin top an ECG is poinded as tunc leleience The

lowei pane demonsti cites how the sequence e ombuies multiple excitations (a) followed

bv FPI leadouts (b) within cadi heait phase une ned (f )

Heait tale monitoung beloie, duung and altei exeicise was peiloimed using both Ihe standaid

ECG-monitoung system and the standaid PPf unit fhe R R mleivals ol the individual heait

beats dining nieasuiements as tiiggeied bv the FC G weie saved on the scannei compulei loi

lata piocessing

Segmentation ot phase velocitv data collected foi phase olfsefs was peiloimed m a lull}

automated ptoceduie using dedicated sottwate based on active confouis
'

Based on fhe

segmented data abdominal aoitic llow and stioke volume wae calculated lhe time to peak

flow was measuied as the time horn the R wave to the heatl phase with the highest flow

/// vitio evaluation ot the combined imaging and segmentation approach was cat tied out m a

steady llow loop phantom containing MnCb doped water undei llow tales vaiving liom zero

to 6 l/mm in a 1/2 inch pipe with diametei of 12 3 mm coveting up to the highest expected

mean flow täte The same sut lace coil and imaging paiameteis as loi the m \r\o protocol was

used Fhe actual llow late was measuied using a lee mag II (1 ndiess & Haussa, Remach

Swit/eiland) dow meta thai was initiallv calibiated ss ith a stopwatch and giaduatcd cvlindci

Viea n values and standaid deviations tSD) toi the nine voluntas wae calculated loi all

paiameteis lhe in vitio measuiemenls weie compaied to lhe actual llow nites bv lincai

legiession anahsis

Results

In i dio evaluation lesults aie shown m Figute 2
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Fi gnu 2 limai ic gu ssion anahsis of in \itio exaluation ct the 11LPI sequence loi

flow quantitation shown as a fimtiion ol the aaual How as me asm id M

dec tioniagnchc llownuta lhe line of iiiutx (dotted) ami tin eoi i elation coc fin leid R

and coi i e latiori c quaiion ai < go e n cm tin fi gm e

All voluntecis wae able to jxrlonn the exeicise it ill levels md jxrloim a 12 heait hen

bitatbhold immediately altei stopping exeicise Fhe lain*h of the btcaihhold vaued fiom an

waage ot 11 s at lest to 5-6 s at the highest level ot exeuise depending on he ait late

Successful flow and heait nitc measuicments weie obtained toi all tune voluntecis at lest and

it exeicise levels ot 33 watt
,
65 watt and 98 watt \t 1 H watt two out of nine measuicments

failed due lo tuggei problems i elated to pool ICG quahl} Foi a lew ol the temaunng

measuicments (n=2) tnggenng euois lesulted m skipping ol 1 2 heait beats extending the

b'ealhhold aceoiclmglv

Post exeicise heait late development andvsis icvc tied lint he an late mcieased duung the

lesting expualoiy bieathhold and deeieased duung the post exciasc bieathholds (oi all

exeicise levels (Figuie ^ 1 able 1)

i-io

Figuie 3 lhe mean de\dopmait ot the haut ude diuiiig tin fust 12 heait beats aftei

stojiping e xeiase al die 3exactse hu Is (n sr ui = 9) 3 •> wall <n = 9) 6s watt (n = 9) 98

wafts (n = 9) and T31 watts (n = 7)) The allies an gnat u latnc to flit hecut uttc of the

fust poste xe icase licaiI beat ( = 100' )
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The mean deciease in heait iate aftei six heait heals lelalive lo the lust post exeicise heait beat

was 34 at 3 3 watt 14 at 65 watt 3% wt 98 watt antl 3% at 131 watt as a mean ot all

voluntecis \ttet 11 heait beats the deciease was 1 \'-/e at ?3 watt 9% at 65 w ut 17% ai 98

wilt md 94 at 13J waff is eompand to the hist post exercise henl heat In the case ol

skipping ol 1 "> bent beats an isciagc was taken between the jrecediug and the lo!lowun°-

heait be its io make the in dx sis icpicscnt the fust I
"*

he u be its

labh 1 Post exaasc In em nite de \a i/mun

1 st beat 6th be it 11th beat

Exercise level 0

100

mm

62±. 8

3

10fc±ni

n i A mm
'

Rest 6b t- o 105+<S 66± 7

33 Watt 100 88±14 9/iS 8S + 1 t 89±Q 78±1 -i

65 Watt 100 9Q±fb 99+3 98+ " Jt±4 90+18

)8 Watt 100 119+A 97x) 1 TA 1 6 87+8 104+P

131 Watt 100 139+20 47+3 1i5±21 91+8 129+2!

Re lain c (' o) and absolute (nun 1) heait nite s at the 1st 6lh and 11th

he unheal ulta stojiping < u/< isc ^in/mis maiiol all i ohinleei s ± SD

An example ot images acquued hom the highest level ol exeicise is shown m Figuie 4 and the

couesponding velocity profiles based on the i ivs veloatv data ue [dotted m I iguie 2

t », s

Figuie 4 An example of tin image qualm ohiauna m a single ]>ost exaasc buath

hold immediate Ix aftei stopping dj wattaxe uise Pnast images gnai at die leap line

and modulus images gncn al hie bottom line foi all 9 haul phases (heait t de - 145

be cits/nun)

As beau phase mteivals weie identical loi all volunteeis it was possible to plot the llow wave

loi ms is a kniet ion ot fmic as an aveiage ot all nine volunteeis tFiguic 61 It is seen that

ovei all ictiogiade flow was onlv piesent at icst, wheie a typical diphasic abdominal aoitic

llow wave foim is seen and that the time to peak flow deeieased with increasing levels ot

exaasc i Fibk 2)
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I igsm i Suifaa plots of tin ipse lute \e IcoiPcs ni tin abilonnpcil aoita m all 9 man

phases [he an nite - J4x peals/nun) miiiiahaidx alia siopjinig 131 watt exeicise

i sonic c a sc as in Piguie 1)

In I iguie 7 die contribution ot heait täte and spoke volume to Ihe maease in flow with

ma casing exeicise is shown It is seen that the flow t ate ineteised ippioxunatelv linen ly with

exeicise level loi (he levels investigated and that this maease was duvai bv both an maease in

heait late and m stioke volume loi the two lowest levels ol exeicise i33 and 65 watt si while

onlv dnven by an maease in heait i at e loi the two highest levels (9S uid 131 watts) In Table

"
flit quantitative numbeis tot ihe valions hemoclvnamie jiaiamctcrs aie listed as a tunetion ot

Cvcicisc level ll is seen that the heait late mcieased hom 65±7 beats/nun at icst lo 175±22

be its/mm at 1 31 watt 1 he llow mcieased hom I 4±0 3 1/min at test to 7 9±l 1 1/min at 131

watt Retiogiade flow icached a maximum value ol 1 2 1/min it lest and lasted 140 ms on

aveiage Retiogiade llow was onlv piesent in one out ol the nine volunteeis at 3 3 and 65 watt

No letiogiaeie flow was piesent m am ol die volunteeis at OS and I } I waits exeicise (see mm

flow m table 2) lhe time from the R-wave ol the 1 C G to the onset ol peak flow decieised by

6") msec hom 206±19 msec at icst to 141 ±20 msec a 1 A w m exaasc
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(n = 9) 63 wa'l (n = 9) 9\ wall Oi = 9i

lUid 131 watt (ii-~)

Fi gun 7 Mean heait uite abdoimnal
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eicnhe flow as function of the exeunt

lexel Giun as a mean of all nine

x cdiintc eise w e pi at Id I watts (n— A
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Fable 2 Hemodynamics dining c \tuist

Exacrso Mean flow Mm 4ow Stroke vo'ume Heait täte 1 ime io peak

level [1 min] Il/mm]

1 dO b

Jml!
_^

21 â±A 7

—

[min '] flow jmsec]

Rest f a±o 3 b5+7 206+19

33 watt 3 5±0 5 0 8+0 8 41 3=b 1 86+14 178+20

65 watt 4 9+1 0 1 9+1 51 1*9 0 97±f6 169±26

98 watt 6 4+0 8 2 8±0 T 57 3±9 ^ 115±1b 153+23

131 watt 7 9+1 1 3 9±0 7 59 5i10 3 135+22 141±20

Hcmodxihamu me a sun s m tin abclom mal Util te gi\ai as main + SD o1 all nun

"oluntec i s c xapt at 1 31 w dt in-"7) Meau //eu in n\ e ! tin amu heait c v< h while

mu dow is onlx foi the haut phase with 'in h \\es' /Au

Discussion

Both the methodological and the physiological hspotheses ol the anient study weie suppoited

bv the lesults obtained It was possible to measuic die detailed flow patterns m lhe abdominal

aoita al conn oiled levels ot exeicise and the teitogiade components ol the llow weie shown lo

diminish with ma casing exeicise levels and tinallv disappeai at an exeicise level ol cA Watts If

was possible lo define a scanning window immediate 1\ post exeicise wheie the heait late

deeieased less than 4% dining the lust six heait beats and less than 13% aftei the fust 12 heait

beats

Although the quality ol the ECG even at the lower exeicise levels cletcuoiated duung exeicise

clue to muscle activity and motion a "noimal" ECG alwavs leappeaied at the lust post-e\cicise

heait beat lhe ovei all quality ot the ECG did howevei decrease with the numbei of exeicise

peitods as seen m lhe two volunteeis wheie it was not possible fo tuggei on enough iieait

beats altei the highest (and latest peiloimed) level of exeicise Foi the icst ol the

mea su i eine tils

The TFbPl pulse sequence proved to be vay robust with a satistacttrv signal quality foi

quantitative flow estimation m all measuicments obtained lhe m \ttio evaluation showed the

technique to be quantitatively accuiatc It was oui impiession that even smallei field of views

and thus highei icsolution could have been used m vivo with an acceptable signal to noise

latio Foi simple estimations ot volume llow u would also be acceptable to lowei ihe time

lesolulion bv a tactoi ol appioximalelv two Inaeased giadient peiloimance would

i ut tha mote allow loi a ictluctiou ol lhe echo time oi foi inci easing the length ol the Efd

icadout without a lauge maease in echo tunc thus allowing loi a hutha i eduction tn image

acquisition time Bieathhelcl wall sheai stiess nieasuiements would also be within leach by

allowing toi an maease in icsolution without lengthening the echo time These consideiations

aie equally lelevant loi imaging expeuments without quantitative flow measuicments. wheie

the TfEPl sequence has alicadv been applied 1er ical time eauhac imaging
12
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Simiku heait late changes within the fust seconds alta (upught) eigometei exaasc in voung

volunieeis have been clcnionstiated pieviously
n l4

The deeieased tunc until onset ot flow with

mcieasing exeicise level is due to a shoitcmng ol the pie election period and not chic to

changes in pulse hansmission time uts shown bv e g Refeience 14) 1 hey showed that the pie-

cicction pciiod can diminish as much as 70 ms after I st) walls upught exeicise as compaied to

icst Fuis deciease is shown to be almost kilix maintained duung the lust V10 sec post

exercise and couobotates with the i eduction in lime lo peak llow ol 65 ms seen in the piesent

study toi I 31 wails e\c it ise when compaied to icst

Some limitations ipplv to the anient study No clued method ot amipatison was avaihble so

ihe aecuiacv oi the method is exliapolatcd hom »he icsults of fhe in vilio evaluation and a lew

pilot m \i\o expeumenls duung test eompaung lesulls to standaid non bieafhheld giadient

echo and segmented k-space giadient echo techniques Ihwvevei none ol these techniques

could be used as iclcience loi the single bieathhold approach due to too long scan times wilh

the lempoial and spatial icsolution lequited Fhe consistent\ of the icsults and the agieement

with data hom the litaatnie suppoit that the aecuiacv ui vivo i ellects the accmaey

tk monstiafttl in \ itio

lieait täte was used as the sole mdieatoi ot changes in the hemodynamic state Studies using

it] night bicycle eigometei exeicise have demonstiated that not onlv the heait late buf also the

left ventuculai ejection time diminishes within the hist lew seconds aftei exeicise Fins was

uttubuted mainly to post exeicise venous pooling which is expected to be much less lot the

piesent study using supine exeicise No data on lelt ventuculai ejection tune development

immediately post exeicise following supine exercise aie available lhe tacl that the maease m

flow is almost enluelv genaated bv an increase m heait late above an exeicise level ol appi 65

Watts also suppoits that heait Kite changes ate a leasonable mdieatoi ol changes in the

hemodynamic state m the anient setup

The young volunteeis wae not selected with îespeet to tinning state which has been

demonslialed to influence the speed ot leeovciv from maximal exeicise all each at 15 seconds

post exeicise
^

Conflicting evidence exists to whether age has te g Reletence 16) oi has not

(eg, Reference 15) an independent influence on immediate beut nite tceovciy It has been

shown that ischemic heait disease ma eases the time needed to lecovei fiom exeicise while

age itself docs not ft is thus likely that the post exeicise scanning window would he even

longer loi these groups but this has yet to be pi oven \\ ith the anient setup it was not possible

to moiuloi the hcail late development on line duimg oi immediate h aftei the imamng Ibis

would be an impoitant leatuie loi sex aal îeasoiis Fust ot ill it would allow (oi acceptance ot

lejcction of the scan based on quantitative limits ot acceptance loi heait late deciease

Secondly njomtoung problems associated with FCG tnggamg problems, dclaved onset ot

scanning with lespect to exaasc stop oi anhvtfunic episodes would be îevealed immediately

This would aid m making an immediate qualified decision concerning the vahditv ot the scan

allowing to tepeaf it immediately if necessaiv Viso the manual suiting ol the scans is a

potential souiee otenoi ami could lead lo a clelav ot 1 2 hau the its toi slatting the scans lhis

could be avoided bv hav mg the statt ol scanning tttggeied eluceib hom the eigometei
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Conclusion

Using a segmented K-space technique with EPI readouts (TFEPI) we obtained fast and robust

quantitative phase contrast measurements with 7 ms echo lime and high spatial and temporal

resolution in fhe abdominal aorta immediately following ergometer exercise. Retrograde flow

patterns in the abdominal aorta resulting m oscillating vvall shear stresses and development of

atherosclerosis were shown to disappear with increasing levels of exercise and the feasibility of

using a post exercise scanning window io represent controlled exercise levels were

demonstrated
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Discussion and Conclusion

Moving slice imaging allows to obtain motion corrected velocity data closer to native antl

prosthetic heart valves than it has hitherto been possible. Adaptation of the imaging slice to

heart motion in conjunction with prospective phase re-ordering techniques toi- respiratory

artifact ieduction enables visualization of valvular leaflets over the entire heart cvcle and

accurate quantilicaiion of forward and reverse blood flows across heart valves. Correction of

velocity data has been shown to be of particular relevance in patients with mild-io-moderate

valvular incompetence.

Maintenance of an imaging slice position at a constant distance with regard to prosthetic heart

valves has been proven to be important for quantitative assessment of valve induced changes of

blood llow. Variations of velocity distributions due to varvmg aortic geometry and curvature

among patients indicated the importance of a measurement site located as close as possible to

valve prostheses. Competing conditions from individual anatomy are minimized by imaging in

the immediate vicinity of the valve and thus allow assessment of effects due fo specific valve

designs.

Future work should aim at increased velocity-lo-noise ratios for low blood velocities during

the cardiac cycle by elaborating variable velocily encoding for the present imaging sequences.

Improved respiratory artifact reduction for heart phases occurring later in the cardiac cycle

maybe achieved by predictive slice position correction based on subject dependent respiratory

features or on multiple ultra-fast navigators prior different heart phases of fhe cardiac cycle.

Fast three-dimensional velocity mapping has been suggested for lhe assessment of

complex blood flows developing around heart valves. A hybrid velocity mapping sequence

facilitated acquisition of lime-resolved three-dimensional velocity data in patients with

proslhetic heart valves in less than fifteen minutes. Flow pattern visualization was based on

particle path integration. While this representation of data is intuitive, large errors can occur as

velocity errors accumulate during path calculations. Therefore, correction of phase errors as

they occur systematically on systems with high gradient performance was shown to be

essential. Yet, spurious velocity offsets clue to noise and s\stem imperfections have to be taken

into account when interpreting particle paths. A combination ol' velocity data acquired by

magnetic resonance imaging with computational fluid dynamics is considered the most

promising direction for future improvements. Therein, inaccuracies inherent to magnetic

resonance data could be corrected bv mathematical simulation of flows based on acquired in-

vivo anatomical and velocitv data.

The restricted data acquisition window and rapid breathing motion oflhe subjects have

limited accurate flow quantification m the coronary vessels during pharmacological stress

testing. As presented in this work, the implementation <4" a time-efficient respiratory gating

scheme for coronary flow measurements facilitates flow quantification in the coronary sinus

with high spatial and temporal resolution Application in patients with aortic insufficiency
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demonstrated the feasibility of the approach. Measurements in the coronary sinus or other

coronary vessels arc still challenging because of the limited spatial and temporal resolution

achievable with current acquisition strategies. Modeling of velocity data may be beneficial for

accurate determination of the small vessel area in ease of spalial undersampling. However,

current models assume unidirectional blood velocities over the vessel cross-section. While this

assumption is valid for phases of high flow m straight vessel sections, more complex velocity
distributions occur if the blood llow is low. if a curvature Is present and in regions of branching

vessels. Also, dedicated automatic segmentation methods remain to be developed in order fo

remove inter- and intra-observer variability of data evaluation.

Post-processing procedures for phase correction have been demonstrated lo be essential for

accurate velocity quantilicaiion. Anticipating even higher gradient performance in the near

future, correction for concomitant gradient fields and eddv current induced phase offsets gains
leather emphasis. Currently, phase corrections are performed off-line, but might be integrated
into the image reconstruction process on the scanner

A dedicated algorithm for vessel segmentation based on active contours allows accurate

extraction of vessel boundaries from cine data sets. Since this software was designed for time-

resolved two-dimensional data sets, application to three-dimensional data is currently limited.

Extensions and improvements should focus on model based segmentation since algorithms

solely based on image features are prone lo inaccuracies due to the variable signal-lo-noise
ratio and different degrees of image artifacts in magnetic resonance images.

In summary, improved acquisition strategies for quantification of blood flow through heart

valves and in the coronary vessels as well as acquisition and visualization techniques for the

description of three-dimensional llow patterns around heart valve prostheses were developed.

Dedicated, motion adaptive acquisition schemes were proposed to account for the active

motion oflhe heart and the passive motion clue to respiration. Application oflhe techniques in

healthy volunteers and in patients wilh valvular heart disease demonstrated the feasibility and

the clinical relevance of the methods.
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